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Substantial variability exists among different patients in pharmacological

response to medications. Drug response is typically a complex trait that is con-

trolled by a network of multifarious genes as well as biochemical, developmental

and environmental factors. The identification of genetic factors that contribute

to among-person differentiation has been one of the most important and difficult

tasks for pharmacogenetic research and drug discovery. With the release of the

haplotype map, or HapMap, constructed for the entire human genome based on

high-throughput single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), the detection of specific

DNA sequence affecting responses to drugs can now be made possible.

In this dissertation, I will propose a series of statistical models and algorithms

for mapping and identifying genetic variants that are associated with the dynamic

features of drug response. Founded on the SNP-based haplotype blocking theory,

these models are constructed within the context of maximum likelihood and

implemented with a closed-form solution for the EM algorithm to estimate the

population genetic parameters of SNPs. The simplex algorithm is used to estimate

the curve parameters that describe the pharmacodynamic and/or pharmacokinetic

xi



changes and the covariance matrix structuring parameters. The incorporation of

clinically important mathematical functions for drug response not only makes my

models more powerful for gene detection, but also allows for a number of hypothesis

tests at the interplay between gene actions/interactions and pharmacological

actions. Monte Carlo simulation studies based on various schemes have been

performed to investigate different statistical aspects of my models. The detection

of significant DNA sequence variants for drug response in worked examples has

validated the usefulness of the models. Potential applications to pharmacogenetic

research have been discussed for each of my models. It can be anticipated that my

models will have many implications for elucidating the detailed genetic architecture

of drug response and ultimately designing personalized medications based on each

patient’s genetic blueprint.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Basic Genetics

1.1.1 Genes and Chromosomes

Genetics is the study of heredity or inheritance. Genetics helps to explain how

traits are inherited from parents to their offspring. Parents pass on traits to their

young through gene transmission. The fundamental physical and functional unit of

heredity is a gene, which was first revealed by Gregor Mendel’s pea experiments and

mathematical model in 1865. Genes are composed of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA),

a double-strand helix of nucleotides. Each nucleotide contains a deoxyribose ring,

a phosphate group, and one of four nitrogenous bases: adenine (A), guanine (G),

cytosine (C), and thymine (T). In nature, base pairs form only between A and T

and between G and C due to their chemical configurations. It is the order of the

bases along DNA that contains the hereditary information that will be transmitted

from one generation to the next.

A single DNA molecule condensed into a compact structure in a cell nucleus

is called chromosome. The chromosomes occur in similar, or in homologous, pairs,

where the number of pairs is constant for each species. In humans, there are

twenty-three pairs of chromosomes, carrying the entire genetic code, in the nucleus

of every cell in the body. For each pair, one chromosome is inherited from the

mother and the other from the father. The entire collection of these chromosomes

is referred to as the human genome. One of the chromosome pairs in the genome is

the sex chromosomes (denoted by X and Y) that determine genetic sex. The other

pairs are autosomes that guide the expression of most other traits (Figure 1-1).

1
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Figure 1–1: Twenty-three pairs of chromosomes in the human genome

1.1.2 Genotype and Phenotype

A gene is simply a specific coding sequence of DNA and may occur in alterna-

tive forms called alleles. A single allele for each gene is inherited from each parent,

termed the maternal and paternal allele respectively. The pair of alleles constructs

the genotype, which is the actual genetic makeup. If a given pair consists of similar

alleles, the individual is said to be homozygous for the gene in question; while if the

alleles are dissimilar, the individual is said to be heterozygous. For example, if we

have two alleles at a given gene of an individual, say A and a, there are two kinds

of homozygotes, namely AA and aa, and one kind of heterozygote, namely Aa.

Therefore, three different genotypes, AA,Aa and aa, are formed with a single pair

of alleles.

In comparison, phenotype represents all the observable characteristics of

an individual, such as physical appearance (eye color, height, etc.) and internal

physiology (disease, drug response, etc.).
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1.1.3 Molecular Genetic Markers

Molecular genetic markers are readily assayed phenotypes that have a di-

rect 1:1 correspondence with DNA sequence variation at a specific location in the

genome. In principle, the assay for a genetic marker is not affected by environmen-

tal factors. Genetic markers are DNA sequence polymorphisms and have many

different types. Restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) are the first

genetic markers that were widely used for genomic mapping and population studies.

The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) provides a useful way to obtain genetic mark-

ers. Amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs) are one of the PCR-based

anonymous markers.

One of the fruits of the Human Genome Project is the discovery of millions

of DNA sequence variants in the human genome. The majority of these variants

are single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), which comprise approximately 80%

of all known polymorphisms, and their density in the human genome is estimated

to be on average 1 per 1000 base pairs (The International HapMap Consortium

2003). SNPs, as the newest markers, have been the focus of much attention in

human genetics because they are extremely abundant and well-suited for automated

large-scale genotyping. A dense set of SNP markers opens up the possibility of

studying the genetic basis of complex diseases by population approaches, although

SNPs are less informative than other types of genetic markers because of their

biallelic nature. SNPs are more frequent and mutationally stable, making them

suitable for association studies to map disease-causing mutations, especially useful

in personalized medicine for their association with disease susceptibility, drug

treatment response and nutritional needs.

1.2 Linkage Analysis

Since the publication of the seminal mapping paper by Lander and Botstein

(1989), there has been a large amount of literature concerning the development of
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statistical methods for mapping complex traits (reviewed in Jansen 2000; Hoechele

2001). Although the idea of associating a continuously varying phenotype with a

discrete trait (marker) dates back to the work of Sax (1923), it was Lander and

Botstein (1989) who first established an explicit principle for linkage analysis. They

also provided a tractable statistical algorithm for dissecting a quantitative trait

into their individual genetic locus components, referred to as quantitative trait loci

(QTL). The aim of QTL mapping is to associate genes with quantitative phenotypic

traits. For example, we might be interested in QTL that affect the response to a

given drug, so we might be looking for regions on a chromosome that are associated

with drug response.

The success of Lander and Botstein in developing a powerful method for

linkage analysis of a complex trait has roots in two different developments. First,

the rapid development of molecular technologies in the middle 1980s led to the

generation of a virtually unlimited number of markers that specify the genome

structure and organization of any organism (Drayna et al. 1984). Second, almost

simultaneously, improved statistical and computational techniques, such as the EM

algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977), made it possible to tackle complex genetic and

genomic problems.

Genetic mapping of QTL lies in the idea that genetic markers can be close

to the gene of interest. Lander and Botstein’s (1989) model for interval mapping

of QTL is regarded as appropriate for an ideal (simplified) situation, in which the

segregation patterns of all markers can be predicted on the basis of the Mendelian

laws of inheritance, a trait under study is strictly controlled by one QTL on a

chromosome and the expected effect of such hypothetical QTL is estimated from

the genotypes at marker loci flanking the interval. This work was extended and

improved by many researchers (Haley et al. 1994; Jansen and Stam 1994; Zeng

1994; Xu 1996), with successful identification of so-called “outcrossing” QTL in
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real-life data sets from pigs (Andersson et al. 1994) and pine (Knott et al. 1997). A

general framework for QTL analysis was recently established by Wu et al. (2002b)

and Lin et al. (2003).

An interval mapping approach can not adequately use information from

all possible markers on the genome. Zeng (1993, 1994) proposed a so-called

composite interval mapping technique to increase the precision of QTL detection by

controlling the chromosomal region outside the marker interval under consideration.

This approach, also developed independently by Jasen (1993) and Jansen and

Stam (1994), has been widely adopted in practice. Statistically, composite interval

mapping is a combination of interval mapping based on two given flanking markers

and a partial regression analysis on all markers except for the two ones bracketing

the QTL. However, the choice of suitable marker loci that serve as covariates is still

an open problem.

An interesting approach, called multiple interval mapping, is proposed by Kao

et al. (1999) and is the extension of interval mapping by using multiple maker

intervals simultaneously to fit multiple putative QTL. In this method, the QTL

locations can be used to infer the positions between markers even with some

missing genotype data, and can allow us to take both main and interaction effects

into account in mapping the multiple QTL.

1.3 Linkage Disequilibrium Analysis

The most important goal in genetic research is to identify and characterize the

actual genes that are responsible for phenotypic variation. Thus far, only a handful

of genes that determine variation in commercially important traits have been

described. The reason for the identification of relatively few genes can be attributed

to limitations of the techniques used to detect genes. In the last decade linkage

analysis-based mapping approaches have been instrumental in detecting QTL for a

wide variety of traits in different organisms. But linkage analysis typically defines
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the location of a QTL to within a 20-30cM chromosomal interval – perhaps 1% of

a species’ genome. Given that around 70,000 functional genes are estimated in a

typical genome, there are roughly 700 genes that are thought to exist under each

QTL “bump” (Slate et al. 2002). Thus, identifying the gene (or genes) influencing

the trait of interest based on linkage analysis is a monumental task.

More recently, an alternative approach based on linkage disequilibrium, i.e., the

non-random co-segregation of alleles at linked loci, has been shown to be powerful

for aiding gene discovery (Terwilliger and Weiss 1998). The basic premise behind

linkage disequilibrium mapping is that a particular allele at a marker will tend to

co-segregate with one allelic variant of the gene of interest, provided the marker

and gene are very closely linked. LD mapping potentially has two advantages

over conventional linkage mapping. The first is that it may be logistically easier.

In theory, breeding schemes such as backcrosses or full-sib matings may not be

required, making experimental design more straightforward and saving considerable

time. The second, probably greater, advantage offered by LD mapping is that

QTL may be mapped to very small regions thus aiding discovery of the underlying

gene(s). In order to perform efficient LD mapping, markers must be mapped at a

density compatible with the distances that LD extends in the population. Currently

several consortia and laboratories have undertaken to develop dense maps of single

nuclear polymorphism (SNP) markers for a wide variety of species. However, in

order to predict how many SNPs will be required for LD mapping, the extent of

linkage disequilibrium must first be established. LD has been estimated in humans

(Kruglyak 1999) and also Holstein cattle (Farnir et al. 2000).

The disadvantage of linkage disequilibrium mapping is that the association

between marker loci are also affected by evolutionary forces such as mutation, drift,

selection and admixture. This disadvantage can be overcome by a mapping strategy
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combining linkage and linkage disequilibrium, such as that developed in Wu and

Zeng (2001) and Wu et al. (2002a).

1.4 Functional Mapping

In nature, many traits, such as growth, AIDS progression and drug response,

are dynamic and should be measured in a longitudinal way. Although the elucida-

tion of the relationship between genetic control and development for longitudinal

traits is statistically a pressing challenge, some of the key difficulties have been

overcome by R. Wu and colleagues (Ma et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2002b, 2003, 2004a,

2004b, 2004c). They have proposed a general statistical framework, referred to

as functional mapping, which maps genome-wide specific QTL related to the

developmental pattern of a complex trait.

The basic rationale of functional mapping lies in the connection between gene

action or environmental effects and development parametric or nonparametric mod-

els of phenotype. Functional mapping can detect dynamic QTL that are responsible

for a biological process measured at a finite number of time points. A number

of mathematical models have been established to describe the developmental

process of a biological phenotype. For example, a series of growth equations have

been derived to describe growth in height, size or weight (von Bertalanffy 1957;

Richards 1959) that occur whenever the anabolic or metabolic rate exceeds the rate

of catabolism. Based on fundamental principles behind biological or biochemical

networks, West et al. (2001) have mathematically proved the universality of these

growth equations. With mathematical functions incorporated into the QTL map-

ping framework, functional mapping estimates parameters that determine shapes

and functions of a particular biological network, instead of directly estimating the

gene effects at all possible time points. Because of such connections among these

points through mathematical functions, functional mapping strikingly reduces the
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number of parameters to be estimated and, hence, displays increased statistical

power.

From a statistical perspective, functional mapping is a problem of jointly mod-

elling mean-covariance structures in longitudinal studies, an area that has recently

received considerable attention in the statistical literature (Pourahmadi 1999, 2000;

Daniels and Pourahmadi 2002; Pan and Mackenzie 2003; Wu and Pourahmadi

2003). However, as opposed to general longitudinal modelling, functional mapping

integrates the parameter estimation and test process within a biologically meaning-

ful mixture-based likelihood framework. Functional mapping is thus advantageous

in terms of biological relevance because biological principles are embedded into

the estimation process of QTL parameters. The results derived from functional

mapping will be closer to biological realms.

1.5 HapMap

Several recent empirical studies suggest that SNPs are not evenly distributed

over the genome in terms of the extent of LD and that the structure of haplotype

(a linear arrangement of nonalleles at linked loci; Figure 1-2) on a chromosome

can be broken into a series of discrete haplotype blocks (Daly et al. 2001; Patil

et al. 2001; Dawson et al. 2002; Gabriel et al. 2002; Phillips et al. 2002). In each

haplotype block, consecutive sites are in complete (or nearly complete) LD with

each other and there is limited haplotype diversity due to limited (coldspot) inter-

site recombination. Adjacent blocks are separated by sites that show evidence of

historical recombination (hotspot). It has generally been assumed that the presence

of haplotype blocks provides evidence for fine-scale variation in recombination

rates, with blocks corresponding to regions of reduced recombination, separated by

recombination hotspots. Based on a study of the whole chromosome 21 (Patil et al.

2001), 35,989 observed SNPs can be classified into different blocks with very low
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Figure 1–2: A short stretch of DNA from four versions of the same chromosome
region in different people. Shown are SNPs (a), haplotypes (b) and tag SNPs (c).
Three SNPs are shown where variation occurs, surrounded by much of the DNA
sequence identical in these chromosomes. A haplotype contains a particular combi-
nation of alleles at nearby SNPs. The positions of the three SNPs shown in panel
a are highlighted. Genotyping just the three tag SNPs out of the 20 SNPs that
extend across 6,000 bases of DNA is sufficient to identify these four haplotypes
uniquely. Adopted from The International HapMap Consortium (2003).

haplotype diversity and 80% of the variation in this chromosome can be described

by only three SNPs per block.

Given the block-like pattern of LD distribution in the genome, it should be

more efficient to locate allelic variants for a complex human disease trait based on

haplotype blocks than individual SNPs to within a stretch of DNA that is amenable

to positional cloning techniques. Because of the reported low haplotype diversity

within blocks there is a possibility that very few haplotype-tag SNPs (htSNPs) need

be examined to detect common variants involved in human diseases (Figure 1-2c;

Wall and Pritchard 2003).

With the release of a haplotype map of the human genome, the HapMap,

which describes the common patterns of human DNA sequence variation based on

SNPs (The International HapMap Consortium 2003), it has been possible to find
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specific DNA sequences that encode health, disease, and responses to drugs and

environmental factors. As shown in Figure 1-2b, people who carry haplotype 1

may be more susceptible to a given drug than those who carry other haplotypes.

It is shown that the four chromosomes in Figure 1-2b are adequately determined

by three tag SNPs or htSNPs (Figure 1-2c). Thus, association studies between

haplotype and drug response can be undertaken on the basis of these htSNPs

because if a particular chromosome has the pattern A-T-C at these three tag SNPs,

this pattern matches the pattern determined for haplotype 1. The detection of a

much fewer number of htSNPs showed facilitate association studies for common

diseases and ultimately will enhance our ability to choose targets for therapeutic

intervention.

1.6 Sequence Mapping: From QTL to QTN

The basic principle for QTL mapping is the cosegregation of the alleles at

a QTL with those at one or a set of known polymorphic markers genotyped on

a genome. If a QTL is cosegregating with molecular markers, the genetic effects

of QTL and their genomic positions can be estimated from the markers. This

approach is robust and powerful for the detection of major QTL and presents the

most efficient way to utilize marker information when marker maps are sparse.

However, this approach is limited in two aspects. First, because the markers and

QTL bracketed by them are located at different genomic positions, the significant

linkage of a QTL detected with given markers cannot provide any information

about the sequence structure and organization of QTL. Second, the inference of

the QTL positions using the nearby markers is sensitive to marker informativeness,

marker density and mapping population type. As a result, only a few QTL detected

from markers have been successfully cloned (Frary et al. 2000), despite a consid-

erable number of QTL reported in the literature. Therefore, genetic information

provided by QTL mapping approach is not precise enough.
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A more accurate and useful approach for the characterization of genetic

variants contributing to quantitative variation is to directly analyze DNA sequences

associated with a particular disease. If a string of DNA sequence is known to

increase disease risk, this risk can be reduced by the alteration of this DNA

sequence string using a specialized drug. The control of this disease can be made

more efficient if all possible DNA sequences determining its variation are identified

in the entire genome. A new term, quantitative trait nucleotides or QTN, has been

defined to describe the sequence polymorphisms that cause phenotypic variation in

a quantitative trait.

The recent development of the human genome project, with its massive

amounts of DNA sequence data available for the human genome (International

HapMap Consortium 2003), has provided fuel for identifying QTN for complex

traits such as drug response. The haplotype map or HapMap constructed by single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), being the most common type of variant in

the DNA sequence, has facilitated the complete identification of specific sequence

variants responsible for complex diseases. A linear arrangement of alleles (i.e.,

nucleotides) at different SNPs on a single chromosome, or part of a chromosome,

is called a haplotype. The cosegregation of SNP alleles on haplotypes leads to

non-random association, i.e., linkage disequilibrium (LD), between these alleles in

the population. Empirical analyses of LD for SNPs have shown that nearby SNPs

in the human genome tend to display highly significant levels of LD and are often

distributed in block-like patterns, rather than displaying random or even spaced

distribution as originally predicted (Patil et al. 2001; Dawson et al. 2002; Gabriel

et al. 2002). SNPs within haplotype blocks are much more strongly associated with

each other than those between different blocks. Haplotype diversity within each

block can be well explained by only a finite number of SNPs, called tag SNPs or

representative SNPs. The existence of these tag SNPs means that it is not necessary
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to associate a disease with all SNPs in the DNA sequence in order to understand

the complete genetic control of the disease or drug response. There is currently a

pressing demand for statistical models that characterize the haplotype structure

within QTN for complex diseases or complex processes.

1.7 Pharmacogenomics and Drug Response

In current pharmacogenetic research, increasingly, attempts have been made

to identify candidate genes that influence pharmacological responses (Johnson

2003; Watters and McLeod 2003). These include genes involved in drug transport

(e.g., polymorphisms in the gene encoding P-glycoprotein 1 and the plasma

concentration of digoxin), genes involved in drug metabolism (e.g., polymorphisms

in the gene encoding thiopurine S-methyltransferase and thiopurine toxicity) and

genes encoding drug targets (e.g., polymorphisms in the gene encoding the β2-

adrenoceptor and response to β2-adrenoceptor agonists) (Johnson 2003). With

advanced molecular genotyping technologies, a number of polymorphic sites (such

as single nucleotide polymorphisms or SNPs) within or near these candidate genes

can be genotyped. SNPs, especially SNPs that occur in gene regulatory or coding

regions (cSNPs), can be associated with phenotypic traits to detect genetic variants

causing pharmacological response variability. Linkage disequilibrium mapping based

on the nonrandom association between different genes in a population has proven

to be a powerful means for high-resolution mapping of genes for complex traits

(Wu and Casella 2005). More recently, a closed-form solution based on the EM

algorithm for estimating the allele frequencies of functional genetic variants and

their disequilibria with SNPs has been derived (Lou et al. 2003). It is possible that

this algorithm can be used to map QTL affecting the extent to which an individual

responds to a particular pharmacological action.

A host of physiologically-based mathematical models have been built to de-

scribe the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic processes of a drug (Hochhaus
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and Derendorf 1995). Beyond narrative descriptions, these models have provided

a precise characterization of drug effects and theoretical prediction of drug re-

sponsiveness across a broad range of dose levels or a wide period of times. These

mathematical models can also be incorporated into the framework for functional

mapping to precisely characterize genetic variants that contribute to variation in

drug response.

1.8 Structure and Organization

The overall purpose of this dissertation is to develop powerful statistical

models for detecting DNA sequence variants that affect different aspects of drug

response. In Chapter 2, a general framework was derived to decipher the genetic

machinery of pharmacodynamic processes of a drug at the DNA sequence level.

Chapter 3 illustrates a joint statistical model of the genetic control for drug efficacy

and toxicity. Chapter 4 looks to detect epistatic control over complex traits that

are expressed as sequence-sequence interactions. In chapter 5, sequence-sequence

epistatic models are extended to study drug response as a dynamic process.

Chapter 6 describes a hyperspace model for characterizing the differentiation in the

genetic regulation of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. The last chapter

summarizes the results and provides further statistical methodological research in

pharmacogenetics and pharmacogenomics of drug response.



CHAPTER 2
MODEL FOR QTN MAPPING DRUG RESPONSE WITH HAPMAP

2.1 Introduction

Although pharmacogenetics or pharmacogenomics, the study of inherited

variation in patients’ responses to drugs, is still in its infancy. A tremendous

accumulation of data for genetic markers and pharmacodynamic tests has made

it one of the hottest and most promising areas in biomedical science (Evans and

Relling 1999, 2004; Roses 2000; Evans and Johnson 2001; Evans and McLeod 2003;

Goldstein et al. 2003; Weinsilboum 2003; Freeman and McLeod 2004). The central

theme of pharmacogenetics is to associate interpatient variability in drug response

with specific genomic sites with the aid of powerful statistical tools. Traditional

approaches for such association studies are based on the statistical inference of

putative genetic loci or quantitative trait loci (QTL) of interest to a phenotype

from known linkage or linkage disequilibrium maps (Lynch and Walsh 1998; Wu

and Casella 2005). With the completion of a haplotype map (HapMap) constructed

from DNA sequence variation data (The International HapMap Consortium 2003,

2004; Deloukas and Bentley 2004), it has now become possible to characterize

concrete nucleotide combinations that encode a complex trait.

Liu et al. (2004) derived a new statistical method for elucidating DNA

sequence variation in complex diseases from HapMap. Compared to complex

diseases, genes for drug response are relatively simpler and genetically easier to

study because diseases have undergone a long evolutionary pressure whereas the

use of particular drugs is much more recent. However, drug response is statistically

more difficult to analyze because it is a dynamic process and should be quantified

14
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across multiple different levels of drug concentration or dosage and during a time

course. Statistical modelling of such longitudinal traits has been a challenging

issue given the complexities of their autocorrelation structure. More recently, an

innovative theoretical framework has been constructed within which clinically

meaningful pharmacodynamic models are incorporated into the context of genetic

mapping for drug response (Gong et al. 2004). The basic tenet of this framework

is the mathematical modelling of dosage-dependent drug effects that are influenced

by genetic determinants and environmental factors and their interactions. Not only

the framework does display many statistical advantages, such as more power and

greater estimation precision, due to a reduced number of unknown parameters,

but also is biologically or clinically more relevant given its close association to

fundamental pharmacological principles.

A novel statistical model for determining specific DNA sequences that are

associated with the phenotypic variation of drug response is presented. This model

is derived on the basis of multilocus haplotype analysis using a finite number of tag

SNPs. A closed-form solution for estimating the effects of haplotypes, haplotype

frequencies, allele frequencies and the degrees of LD of various orders among tag

SNPs underlying the response to drugs is derived and simulation studies performed

to test the statistical behaviors of this haplotype-based sequence mapping model. A

worked example is used to validate the model, in which a DNA sequence variant is

detected which significantly affects the shape of the heart rate curve in response to

different dosages of dobutamine.

2.2 Theory

2.2.1 Notation

Suppose there is a random sample drawn from a natural human population

at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. In this sample, a number of SNPs are genotyped

genome wide in order to identify DNA sequences responsible for complex diseases
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or drug response. Recent studies have shown that the human genome has a

haplotype block structure (Patil et al. 2001; Dawson et al. 2002; Gabriel et

al. 2002), such that it can be divided into discrete blocks of limited haplotype

diversity. In each block, a small fraction of SNPs, referred to as “tag SNPs,” can

be used to distinguish a large fraction of the haplotypes. Consider R (R > 1)

tag SNPs for a haplotype block. Each of these R SNPs has two alleles denoted

by Ar
kr

(kr = 1, 2; r = 1, · · ·R), with allele frequencies denoted by p
(r)
kr

for the

rth SNP. I use superscripts and subscripts to distinguish between different SNPs

and different alleles within SNPs, respectively. These SNPs form 2R possible

haplotypes expressed as A1
k1
A2

k2
· · ·AR

kR
, whose frequencies are denoted by pk1k2···kR

.

The haplotype frequencies are composed of allele frequencies at each SNP and

linkage disequilibria of different orders among SNPs (Lou et al. 2003). The random

combination of maternal and paternal haplotypes generates 2R−1(2R + 1) diplotypes

expressed as [A1
k1
A2

k2
· · ·AR

kR
][A1

l1
A2

l2
· · ·AR

lR
] (1 ≤ k1 ≤ l1 ≤ 2, · · · , 1 ≤ kR ≤

lR ≤ 2). These R SNPs form 3R observable multilocus zygotic genotytpes,

generally expressed as A1
k1
A1

l1
/A2

k2
A2

l2
/ · · · /AR

kR
AR

lR
. When at most one SNP is

heterozygous, the diplotype is consistent to its zygotic genotype. However, when

two or more SNPs are heterozygous, the genotype will have different diplotypes

and, therefore, the number of multilocus genotypes will be fewer than the number

of diplotypes. For example, genotype A1
1A

1
1/A

2
1A

2
1 has one diplotype [A1

1A
2
1][A

1
1A

2
1],

as does genotype A1
1A

1
1/A

2
1A

2
2, the diplotype [A1

1A
2
1][A

1
1A

2
2]. However, for a double

heterozygous genotype A1
1A

1
2/A

2
1A

2
2, I have two diplotypes [A1

1A
2
1][A

1
2A

2
2] and

[A1
1A

2
2][A

1
2A

2
1]. Let P[k1k2···kR][l1l2···lR] and Pk1l1/k2l2/···/kRlR denote the diplotype and

genotype frequencies, respectively, and nk1l1/k2l2/···/kRlR denote the observations of

various genotypes.

Table 2-1 lists all possible genotypes and diplotypes at two SNPs genotyped

from a sample of size n. Two haplotypes comprising a diplotype come from four
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Table 2–1: Possible diplotype configurations of nine genotypes at two SNPs and their haplotype composition frequencies

Relative diplotype Haplotype composition Genotypic

Genotype Diplotype Diplotype frequency freq. within genotypes A1
1A

2
1 A1

1A
2
2 A1

2A
2
1 A1

2A
2
2 Observation mean vector

A1
1A

1
1/A

2
1A

2
1 [A1

1A
2
1][A

1
1A

2
1] P[11][11] = p2

11 1 1 0 0 0 n11/11 u2

A1
1A

1
1/A

2
1A

2
2 [A1

1A
2
1][A

1
1A

2
2] P[11][12] = 2p11p12 1 1

2
1
2 0 0 n11/12 u1

A1
1A

1
1/A

2
2A

2
2 [A1

1A
2
2][A

1
1A

2
2] P[12][12] = p2

12 1 0 1 0 0 n11/22 u0

A1
1A

1
2/A

2
1A

2
1 [A1

1A
2
1][A

1
2A

2
1] P[11][21] = 2p11p21 1 1

2 0 1
2 0 n12/11 u0

A1
1A

1
2/A

2
1A

2
2

{
[A1

1A
2
1][A

1
2A

2
2]

[A1
1A

2
2][A

1
2A

2
1]

{
P [11][22] = 2p11p22

P[12][21] = 2p12p21

{
̟

1 − ̟
1
2̟ 1

2(1 − ̟) 1
2(1 − ̟) 1

2̟ n12/12

{
u1

u0

A1
1A

1
2/A

2
2A

2
2 [A1

1A
2
2][A

1
2A

2
2] P[12][22] = 2p12p22 1 0 1

2 0 1
2 n12/22 u0

A1
2A

1
2/A

2
1A

2
1 [A1

2A
2
1][A

1
2A

2
1] P[21][21] = p2

21 1 0 0 1 0 n22/11 u0

A1
2A

1
2/A

2
1A

2
2 [A1

2A
2
1][A

1
2A

2
2] P[21][22] = 2p21p22 1 0 0 1

2
1
2 n22/12 u0

A1
2A

1
2/A

2
2A

2
2 [A1

2A
2
2][A

1
2A

2
2] P[22][22] = p2

22 1 0 0 0 1 n22/22 u0

̟ = p11p22

p11p22+p12p21
where p11, p12, p21 and p22 are the haplotype frequencies of A1

1A
2
1, A1

1A
2
2, A1

2A
2
1, and A1

2A
2
2, respectively. Haplotype

A1
1A

2
1 is assumed as the reference haplotype.
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possible haplotypes, A1
1A

2
1, A

1
1A

2
2, A

1
2A

2
1 and A1

2A
2
2, with respective frequencies. The

diplotype frequencies can be expressed in terms of the haplotype frequencies (Table

2-1). Two diplotypes [A1
1A

2
1][A

1
2A

2
2] and [A1

1A
2
2][A

1
2A

2
1] of a double heterozygote

A1
1A

1
2/A

2
1A

2
2 have frequencies p11p22 and p12p12, respectively. Thus, the relative

frequencies of these two diplotypes for this double heterozygote are a function of

haplotype frequencies. Table 2-1 also gives the relative expected frequencies of

haplotypes contained in a given genotype. All genotypes, except for the double

heterozygote, contain one or two known haplotypes. For example, genotype

A1
1A

1
1/A

2
1A

2
1 has one haplotype A1

1A
2
1, whereas A1

1A
1
1/A

2
1A

2
2 has one half haplotype

A1
1A

2
1 and one half haplotype A1

1A
2
2. The double heterozygote contains four possible

haplotypes, with the relative frequencies p11p22

p11p22+p12p21
for haplotypes A1

1A
2
1 and A1

2A
2
2

and p12p21

p11p22+p12p21
for haplotypes A1

1A
2
2 and A1

2A
2
1.

2.2.2 Likelihood Functions

The complete data are diplotype configurations at a given set of SNPs for each

genotype and patients’ drug effects at different doages, whereas the observed data

are the genotypes of these SNPs and the outcomes of drug effects. The connection

between the genotypes and the diplotypes are viewed as the missing data.

The haplotype frequencies, identified in Ωp = (p11, p12, p21, p22), belong to the

set of population genetic parameters that can be estimated using the nine observed

genotypes (G) for two SNPs (Table 2-1). The log-likelihood function of unknown

haplotype frequencies given observed genotypes can be written in multinomial form,

i.e.,

logL(Ωp|G) ∝ 2n11/11 log p11 + n11/12 log(2p11p12) + 2n12/12 log p12

+n12/11 log(2p11p21) + n12/12 log[2(p11p22 + p12p21)]

+n12/22 log(2p12p22) + 2n21/21 log p21 + n21/22 log(2p21p22)

+2n22/22 log p22 (2.1)
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I intend to associate diplotypes with interpatient variation in drug response

based on observed drug respones measured at different dosages (y) and SNP

genotypes (G). Generally speaking, a given two-SNP genotype, A1
k1
A1

l1
/A2

k2
A2

l2
,

can be partitioned into two possible diplotypes, [A1
k1
A2

k2
][A1

l1
A2

l2
] and [A1

k1
A2

l2
]

[A1
l1
A2

k2
]. Statistically, this is a mixture model problem with two components (i.e.,

diplotyes) having different proportions. The log-likelihood function of observed data

is formulated as

logL(Ωp,Ωq|y,G) =
n∑

i=1

log[̟if[k1k2][l1l2](yi) + (1 −̟i)f[k1l2][l1k2](yi)], (2.2)

where Ωp is contained within the mixture proportion,

̟i =
P[k1k2][l1l2]i

P[k1k2][l1l2]i + P[k1l2][l1k2]i

,

and Ωq is a set of quantitative genetic parameters that specify the multivariate nor-

mal distribution, f , which includes diplotype-specific parameters, i.e., phenotypic

means of two different diplotypes at different dosages (u[k1k2][l1l2] and u[k1l2][l1k2]),

and parameters common to both diplotypes, i.e., the (co)variance matrix among

dosages (Σ).

Suppose there exists a particular haplotype, A1
k1
A2

k2
, labelled by A, which is

different from the other three haplotypes, collectively labelled by a, in its effect

on drug response. The resultant diplotypes are thus equivalent to three composite

genotypes AA, Aa and aa. The phenotypic mean of each of three composite

genotypes that contains the two distinct groups of haplotypes is denoted by uj for

composite genotype j (j = 2 for AA, 1 for Aa and 0 for aa). Considering drug

response at different concentrations, each uj can be fit by a clinically meaningful

pharmacodynamic model. One such model is the Emax model that specifies the

relationship between drug concentration (C) and drug effect (E) (Giraldo 2003).
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This model is based on the equation

Ej(C) = E0j +
EmaxjC

Hj

EC
Hj

50j + CHj

, (2.3)

where E0j is the constant or baseline value for the drug response parameter, Emaxj

is the asymptotic (limiting) effect, EC50j is the drug concentration that results in

50% of the maximal effect, and Hj is the slope parameter that determines the slope

of the concentration-response curve. The larger Hj, the steeper the linear phase

of the the log-concentration-effect curve. By estimating these curve parameters

separately for different genotypes, one can determine how the DNA sequence

variants influence drug response based on the shape differences among the three

curves.

As a longitudinal trait, the (co)variance matrix of drug response can be

structured by many statistical models, such as a first-order autoregressive [AR(1)]

model (Gong et al. 2004), which states that the variance (σ2) is constant over

different concentrations and that the correlation of response between different

concentrations decreases proportionally (in ρ) with increased concentration interval.

Assuming that haplotype A1
1A

2
1 is different from the other haplotypes (Table

2-1), the log-likelihood function can be expanded to include all possible SNP

genotypes, now expressed as

logL(Ωp,Ωq|y,G) =

n11/11∑

i=1

log f2(yi)

+

n11/12+n12/11∑

i=1

log f1(yi)

+

n11/22+n12/22+n22/11+n22/12+n22/22∑

i=1

log f0(yi)

+

n12/12∑

i=1

log[̟f2(yi) + (1 −̟)f0(yi)], (2.4)
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where unknown vector Ωq now contains the curve and matrix-structuring parame-

ters, arrayed by (E0j,Emaxj,EC50j,Hj, σ
2, ρ).

2.2.3 An Integrative EM Algorithm

A closed-form solution for estimating the unknown parameters with the EM

algorithm is derived in which haplotype frequencies are expressed as a function of

allelic frequencies and LD. For a two-SNP haplotype, use

pk1k2 = p
(1)
k1
p

(2)
k2

+ (−1)k1+k2D, (2.5)

where D is the linkage disequilibrium between the two SNPs. Thus, once haplotype

frequencies are estimated, I can estimate allelic frequencies and LD by solving

equation (2.5). The estimates of haplotype frequencies are based on the log-

likelihood function of equation (2.1), whereas the estimates of diplotype curve

parameters and (co)variance-structuring parameters are based on the log-likelihood

function of equation (2.4). These two different types of parameters can be estimated

using an integrative EM-simplex algorithm.

In the E step, the expected value of ̟i for subject i having double heterozy-

gous genotype carrying diplotype [A1
1A

2
1][A

1
2A

2
2] is calculated using

̟[11][22]i =
p11p22

p11p22 + p12p21

(2.6)

Note that for all the other genotypes, this probability does not exist.

In the M step, the probabilities calculated in the previous iteration are used to

estimate the haplotype frequencies using

p̂11 =
2n11/11 + n11/12 + n11/22 +

∑n12/12

i=1 ̟[11][22]i

2n
, (2.7)

p̂12 =
2n11/22 + n11/12 + n12/22 +

∑n12/12

i=1 (1 −̟[11][22]i)

2n
, (2.8)

p̂21 =
2n22/11 + n12/11 + n22/12 +

∑n12/12

i=1 (1 −̟[11][22]i)

2n
, (2.9)

p̂22 =
2n22/22 + n22/12 + n22/11 +

∑n12/12

i=1 ̟[11][22]i

2n
, (2.10)
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These estimated frequencies are embedded to the M step for estimating Ωq derived

from the simplex algorithm (Zhao et al. 2004). Iterations of the E and M step is

continued until the estimates of the parameters converge to stable values. The

asymptotic variance of these parameters can be estimated by calculating Louis’

observed information matrix (Louis 1982) (APPENDIX A).

2.2.4 Hypothesis Tests

Two major hypotheses are tested in the following sequence: (1) the association

between two SNPs by testing their LD, and (2) the difference of a given haplotype

from the other haplotypes in its effect on drug response. The null and alternative

hypotheses on the LD between two given SNPs are:





H0 : D = 0

H1 : D 6= 0

(2.11)

The log-likelihood ratio test statistic for the significance of LD is calculated by

comparing the likelihood values under the H1 (full model) and H0 (reduced model)

hypotheses and produces

LR1 = −2[logL(p̃
(1)
1 , p̃

(2)
1 , D = 0, Ω̃q|G) − logL(Ω̂p, Ω̂q|G)] (2.12)

where the tilde and hat denote the MLEs of unknown parameters under H0 and H1.

The LR1 test statistic is considered to asymptotically follow a χ2 distribution with

one degree of freedom. The MLEs of allelic frequencies under H0 can be estimated

using the EM algorithm described above, but with the constraint p11p22 = p12p21

imposed.

Diplotype or haplotype effects on a complex trait can be tested using the null

and alternative hypotheses expressed as





H0 : (E0j,Emaxj,EC50j,Hj) = (E0,Emax,EC50,H), for all j = 2, 1, 0

H1 : At least one equality in H0 does not hold

(2.13)
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The log-likelihood ratio test statistic (LR2) under these two hypotheses can be

similarly calculated. The LR2 may asymptotically follow a χ2 distribution with

eight degrees of freedom. However, the approximation of a χ2 distribution may

be inappropriate when some regularity conditions are violated. The permutation

test approach does not rely upon the distribution of the LR2 and may be used

to determine the critical threshold for determining the effect of DNA sequence

variation on drug response.

2.2.5 R-SNP Sequence Model

The idea for sequencing drug response based on a two-SNP model can be extended

to include an arbitrary number of SNPs whose sequences are associated with

the phenotypic variation. Consider R SNPs that form 3R observable multilocus

zygotic genotypes, generally expressed as A1
k1
A1

l1
/A2

k2
A2

l2
/ · · · /AR

kR
AR

lR
. These

genotypes are collapsed from a total of 2R−1(2R + 1) diplotypes expressed as

[A1
k1
A2

k2
· · ·AR

kR
][A1

l1
A2

l2
· · ·AR

lR
] (1 ≤ k1 ≤ l1 ≤ 2, · · · , 1 ≤ kR ≤ lR ≤ 2). A key

issue for the multi-SNP sequencing model is how to distinguish among 2r−1 different

diplotypes for the same genotype heterozygous at r loci. The relative frequencies of

these diplotypes can be expressed in terms of haplotype frequencies. The integrative

EM algorithm can be employed to estimate the MLEs of haplotype frequencies.

Lou et al. (2003) provided a general formula for expressing haplotype frequencies in

terms of allele frequencies and linkage disequilibria of different orders. The MLEs of

the latter can be obtained by solving a system of equations.

In the multi-SNP sequencing model, I face many haplotypes and haplotype

pairs. An AIC-based model selection strategy has been framed to determine the

haplotype that is most distinct from the rest haplotypes in explaining quantitative

variation.
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2.3 Application

A real example for a genetic study of cardiovascular disease is used to demon-

strate the usefulness of our model. Cardiovascular disease, principally heart disease

and stroke, is the leading killer for both men and women among all racial and

ethnic groups. Dobutamine is a medication that is used to treat congestive heart

failure by increasing heart rate and cardiac contractility, with actions on the heart

similar to the effect of exercise. Dobutamine is also commonly used to screen for

heart disease in those unable to perform an exercise stress test. It is this latter use

for which the study participants received dobutamine in this study. It is a synthetic

catecholamine that primarily stimulates β-adrenergic receptors (βAR), which play

an important role in cardiovascular function and responses to drugs (Johnson and

Terra 2002; Ranade et al. 2002; Nabel 2003).

Both the β1AR and β2AR genes have several polymorphisms that are com-

mon in the population. Two common polymorphisms are located at codons 49

(Ser49Gly) and 389 (Arg389Gly) for the β1AR gene and at codons 16 (Arg16Gly)

and 27 (Gln27Glu) for the β2AR gene (Nabel 2003). The polymorphisms in each

of these two receptor genes are in linkage disequilibrium, which suggests the im-

portance of taking into account haplotypes, rather than a single polymorphism,

when defining biologic function. This study attempts to detect haplotype variants

within these candidate genes which determine the response of heart rate to varying

concentrations of dobutamine.

A group of 163 men and women in ages from 32 to 86 years old participated

in this study. Patients had a wide range of testing (untreated) heart rate. Each

of these subjects was genotyped for SNP markers at codons 49 and 389 within

the β1AR gene and at codons 16 and 27 within the β2AR gene. Dobutamine

was injected into these subjects to investigate their response in heart rate to this

drug. The subjects received increasing doses of dobutamine, until they achieved
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target heart rate response or predetermined maximum dose. The dose levels used

were 0 (baseline), 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 mcg—min, at each of which heart rate was

measured. The time interval of 3 minutes is allowed between two successive doses

for subjects to reach a pateau in response to that dose. Only those (107) in whom

there were heart rate data at all the six dose levels were included for data analyses.

By assuming that one haplotype is different from the rest of the haplotypes,

I hope to detect a particular DNA sequence associated with the response of heart

rate to dobutamine. The phenotypic data for drug response were normalized

as percentages to remove the baseline effect, which is due to between-subject

differences in heart rate prior to the test. At the β1AR gene, I did not find any

haplotype that contributed to inter-individual difference in heart rate response. A

significant effect was observed for haplotype Gly16(G)–Glu27(G) within the β2AR

gene (Table 2-2). The log-likelihood ratio (LR) test statistics based on equation

(2.12) for the difference of GG from the other 3 haplotypes was 30.03, which is

significant at P = 0.021 based on the critical threshold determined from 1000

permutation tests. The LR values when selecting any haplotype rather than GG as

a reference gave no significant results (P = 0.16 − 0.40). I used a second testing

criterion based on the area under curve (AUC) to test the haplotype effect. This

test supports the result from the first test.

The maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the population genetic para-

meters, such as haplotype frequencies, allele frequencies and linkage disequilibrium

between the two SNPs, within the β2AR gene were obtained from our model. As

indicated by the asymptotic variance of the MLEs based on Louis’ (1982) approach,

these estimates display reasonable precision. The allele frequencies within this

gene are estimated as 0.62 for Gly16 at codon 16 and 0.40 for Glu27 at codon 27.

The MLE of the linkage disequilibrium between the two SNPs is 0.1303. These
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suggest that the two SNPs identified within the β2AR gene display a pretty high

heterozygosity and linkage disequilibrium.

The MLEs of the quantitative genetic parameters were obtained, also with rea-

sonable estimation precision (Table 2-2). Using the estimated response parameters,

I drew the profiles of heart rate response to increasing dose levels of dobutamine for

three composite genotypes comprising of haplotypes GG and non-GG (symbolized

by GG) (Figure 2-1). The composite homozygote [GG][GG] displayed consistently

higher heart rate across all dose levels, especially at higher dose levels than the

composite homozygote [GG][GG]. But the composite heterozygote had consistently

the lowest curve at all dose levels tested. I used AUC to test in which gene action

mode (additive or dominant) haplotypes affect drug response curves for hear rate.

The testing results suggest that both additive and dominant effects are important

in determining the shape of the response curve (Table 2-3), together accounting for

about 14% of the observed variation in drug response. I did not detect evidence for

haplotypes to have an effect on curve parameters, H and EC50, for the heart rate

response.

I performed simulation studies to investigate the statistical properties of our

model. The data were simulated by mimicking the example used above in order to

determine the reliability of our estimates in this real application. One haplotype

was assumed to be different from the other three. The data simulated under

this assumption were subject to statistical analyses, pretending that haplotype

distinction is unknown. As expected, only under the correct haplotype distinction

could the haplotype effect be detected and the parameters be accurately and

precisely estimated (Table 2-4).

2.4 Discussion

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are powerful tools for studying the

structure and organization of the human genome (Patil et al. 2001; Dawson et al.
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Table 2–2: Log-likelihood ratio (LR) test statistics of different haplotype models
and the corresponding maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of population genetic
(SNP allele frequencies and linkage disequilibria) and quantitative genetic parame-
ters (drug response and (co)variance-structuring parameters) in a sample of 107
subjects within the β2AR gene. The asymptotic variance of the MLEs are given in
the parentheses.

Composite Reference haplotype [A1
k1
A2

k2
]

genotype Parameters [AC] [AG] [GC] [GG]
LR1 12.14 19.32 11.18 30.03
P value 0.34 0.16 0.40 0.02

Population genetic parameters
p̂1

1 0.38 0.38 0.62 0.62(0.04)
p̂2

1 0.60 0.40 0.60 0.40(0.04)

D̂ 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.13(0.01)

Quantitative genetic parameters

[A1
k1
A2

k2
][A1

k1
A2

k2
] Ê0 0.11 0.02 0.10 0.11(0.02)

Êmax 0.37 0.42 0.37 0.75(0.26)

ÊC50 23.72 32.60 21.35 42.10(15.90)

Ĥ 1.93 2.48 2.34 1.73(0.29)

[A1
k1
A2

k2
][A1

k1
A2

k2
] Ê0 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.10(0.01)

Êmax 0.37 0.39 0.36 0.39(0.06)

ÊC50 25.87 38.25 25.24 29.27(4.90)

Ĥ 1.95 1.69 2.05 2.01(0.25)

[A1
k1
A2

k2
][A1

k1
A2

k2
] Ê0 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10(0.01)

Êmax 0.50 0.44 0.56 0.39(0.04)

ÊC50 31.09 26.87 35.05 23.57(2.68)

Ĥ 1.99 2.01 1.79 2.04(0.20)

ρ̂ 0.89 0.88 0.89 0.88(0.01)
σ̂2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01(7e-4)

The LR1 tests for the significance of haplotype effect based on hypothesis (14). The
optimal haplotype model detected on the basis of the LR test is indicated in bold-
face. There are two alleles Arg16 (A) and Gly16 (G) at codon 16 and two alleles
Gln27 (C) and Glu27 (G) at codon 27.
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Figure 2–1: Profiles of heart rate in response to different concentrations of dobuta-
mine (indicated by dots) for three composite genotypes (foreground) identified at
two SNPs within the β2AR gene. The profiles of 107 studied subjects from which
the three different composite genotypes were detected are also shown (background).

Table 2–3: Testing results for two drug response parameters, H and EC50, and to-
tal genetic, additive and dominant effects based on AUC in 107 subjects under the
optimal haplotype model [GG]

Test H EC50 Genetic Additive Dominant
LR 0.76 4.18 17.64 7.25 19.83
P value >0.05 >0.05 < 0.001 < 0.01 < 0.01
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Table 2–4: Maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of SNP allele frequency and linkage disequilibrium and parameters describ-
ing the three dynamic curves based on the sigmoidal Emax model. The numbers in parentheses are the squared roots of the
mean square errors of the MLEs based on 1000 simulation replicates.

Composite Reference haplotype [A1
k1
A2

k2
]

genotype Parameters [A1

1
A2

1
] [A1

1A
2
2] [A1

2A
2
1] [A1

2A
2
2]

Population genetic parameters
p1

1 = 0.62 0.62(0.03) 0.62(0.03) 0.61(0.03) 0.61(0.03)
p2

1 = 0.40 0.40(0.03) 0.40(0.03) 0.40(0.03) 0.40(0.04)
D = 0.13 0.13(0.01) 0.13(0.01) 0.13(0.01) 0.13(0.01)

Quantitative genetic parameters
[A1

k1
A2

k2
][A1

k1
A2

k2
] E0 = 0.11 0.11(0.02) 0.10(0.04) 0.10(0.06) 0.10(0.02)

Emax = 0.75 0.75(0.24) 0.42(0.37) 0.39(0.43) 0.40(0.36)
EC50 = 42.10 41.97(14.24) 25.08(20.27) 24.36(21.71) 24.83(18.77)
H=1.73 1.72(0.29) 2.29(0.85) 1.94(0.98) 2.12(0.57)

[A1
k1
A2

k2
][A1

k1
A2

k2
] E0 = 0.10 0.10(0.01) 0.10(0.01) 0.10(0.05) 0.10(0.01)

Emax = 0.39 0.40(0.07) 0.40(0.07) 0.43(0.25) 0.39(0.06)
EC50 = 29.27 30.23(5.17) 27.70(5.93) 30.96(18.22) 27.05(5.38)
H=2.01 2.02(0.27) 2.01(0.27) 2.48(1.05) 2.05(0.26)

[A1
k1
A2

k2
][A1

k1
A2

k2
] E0 = 0.10 0.10(0.02) 0.10(0.01) 0.10(0.01) 0.10(0.01)

Emax = 0.39 0.39(0.05) 0.46(0.11) 0.43(0.06) 0.51(0.18)
EC50 = 23.57 24.00(3.26) 30.56(8.87) 28.50(5.74) 33.35(13.26)
H=2.04 2.05(0.24) 1.94(0.24) 1.97(0.18) 1.91(0.27)

ρ = 0.88 0.88(0.01) 0.89(0.01) 0.89(0.01) 0.89(0.01)
σ2 =7e-3 7e-3(7e-4) 8e-3(9e-4) 8e-3(1e-3) 8e-3(9e-4)

The correct haplotype model and the corresponding estimates are indicated in boldface.
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2002; Gabriel 2002). The recently developed haplotype map or HapMap (The

International HapMap Consortium 2003) provides an invaluable resource for

understanding the structure, organization and function of the human genome.

The understanding of the first two aspects, genome structure and organization,

have been less problematic in part because fewer statistics are used, but the

association between specific genomic sites and disease risk or drug response is a

pressing challenge in current pharmacogenetic and pharmacogenomic studies. The

model presented here, aimed at detecting specific DNA sequence variants for drug

response, represents a timely effort to accelerate the research at identifying genes of

interest.

The presented model is founded on recently discovered tag SNPs in the

genome, and allows for a fast scan for the association between variation in DNA se-

quence and traits (Patil et al. 2001; Dawson et al. 2002; Gabriel 2002). This model

has three advantages. First, it solidifies the genetic basis for quantitative variation

by directly characterizing specific DNA sequences predisposed to drug response.

The traditional statistical models for genetic mapping attempt to postulate the

position of hypothesized QTL that are linked with known markers genotyped from

the genome. The QTL detected from these models are regarded as “hypothesized”

because it is not possible to know their DNA sequences and, therefore, physiological

function. As opposed to the traditional “indirect” approach, this model presents

a “direct” approach. At present, the utility of the direct approach is limited to

sequencing functional parts of candidate genes with known biochemical or physio-

logical function. With the release of HapMap, this model makes the direct approach

both useful and efficient in searching for causal variants throughout the whole

genome. Second, this model is statistically simple and computationally fast. The

most difficult part of the model estimation is constructing diplotype configurations

for heterozygous genotypes at two or more SNPs. The estimation of population
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genetic parameters is based on a multinomial likelihood function of the observed

genotype data, whereas the estimation of quantitative genetic parameters based

on a mixture-based likelihood function including different diplotypes. These two

likelihood function can be easily integrated to a unified estimation framework

implemented with the EM algorithm.

Finally, this model is robust and flexible, and able to accommodate different

genetic and experimental settings. Results from the simulation study indicate

that the association between DNA sequence and phenotype can be well detected

when the trait has a modest heritability level (0.14) or a modest sample size (107)

is used. This model can also obtain fairly precise estimation of parameters when

diplotypes display overdominance in the situation with modest heritability and

sample size. The specific utility of this model to a real example from a genetic

study leads to the successful detection of a DNA sequence (haplotype) at codons

16 and 27 genotyped within the β2AR candidate gene for its significant impact on

response in heart rate to dobutamine. This haplotype, composed of the Gly16 form

of codon 16 and the Glu27 form of codon 27, tends to increase heart rate when it

is combined with itself or any other haplotypes, and account for about 14% of the

total observed variation in drug response.

Although the simulation and example were based on 2-SNP analyses, the

sequencing model used was developed to allow for the detection of sequence variants

involving any number of SNPs within a haplotype block. In addition to its use in

studying genetic associations in natural populations, the sequencing model can be

extended to study the genetic factors contributing to variation in drug response

in controlled crosses such as the backcross or F2 as used in mouse. It can also be

modified to estimate the effects of sequence-sequence interaction on drug response.

It is possible that a haplotype within a candidate gene interacts with haplotypes

from other candidate genes. The characterization of specific DNA sequence variants
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for drug response should allow the development of tests to predict which drugs or

vaccines would be most effective in individuals with particular genotypes for genes

affecting drug metabolism.



CHAPTER 3
A JOINT MODEL FOR SEQUENCING DRUG EFFICACY AND TOXICITY

3.1 Introduction

The administration of a specific drug to patients can produce two different

responses, desired therapeutic effects (efficacy) and adverse effects (toxicity).

Evidence is increasing for observed influences of genetic differences on these two

responses (reviewed in Evans and Johnson 2001; Johnson and Evans 2002; Evans

and McLead 2003; Weinshilboum 2003). However, the genetic control of both

efficacy and toxicity is typically complex, with multiple genes interacting with

various biochemical, developmental and environmental factors in coordinated ways

to determine the overall phenotypes (Johnson 2003; Watters and McLeod 2003).

With the advent of recent genomic technologies, inter-individual differences in drug

response can now be explained by DNA sequence variants in genes that encode

the metabolism and disposition of drugs and the targets of drug therapy (such as

receptors) (Evans and Relling 1999; McLeod and Evans 2001). To comprehensively

understand the genetic bases of efficacy and toxicity and, ultimately, design indi-

vidualized medications with maximum favorable effects and minimum unfavorable

effects, approaches must be developed in which new specific genes for each response

can be identified.

Two approaches that have been developed to detect genes for a complex trait.

The first approach is the indirect inference of causal genetic loci or quantitative

trait loci (QTL) based on their co-segregating markers (Lander and Botstein 1989;

Wu and Casella 2005). The QTL detected from this approach is hypothetical

whose DNA structure and organization is unknown. High-throughput technologies

33
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of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have provided a powerful method

for sequencing candidate genes that have been known to affect complex diseases

or drug response. The recent development of the haplotype map or HapMap

constructed by anonymous SNPs (The International HapMap Consortium 2003)

has made it possible to genome-wide scan for the existence and distribution of

functional SNPs based on association analysis and narrow down the genomic

regions that harbor causal SNPs. Motivated by these developments, Liu et al.

(2004) proposed a second approach that can directly associate DNA sequence

variants with the phenotypic variation. This approach has power to detect the DNA

sequence where individuals differ at a single DNA base.

Unlike usual complex traits, drug response has some dynamic characteristic

in which individuals respond to varying drug dosages or concentrations. Drug

response can be therefore regarded as function-valued or longitudinal traits. The

genetic architecture of function-valued traits can be studied using the marker-

based functional mapping model, developed by R. Wu and colleagues (Ma et

al. 2002; Wu et al. 2002b, 2003, 2004a, 2004b). Functional mapping identifies

dynamic QTL responsible for a biological process that need be measured at a

finite number of time points. In modelling functional mapping, fundamental

principles behind biological or biochemical networks described by mathematical

functions are incorporated into a QTL mapping framework. Functional mapping

estimates parameters determining shapes and functions of a particular biological

network, rather than directly estimates gene effects at all possible points within the

network. Because of the connection of these points through mathematical functions,

functional mapping strikingly reduces the number of parameters to be estimated

and, hence, displays increased statistical power.

Taking advantages of sequence-based association studies and functional map-

ping, I attempt to propose a new model that can characterize the DNA sequence
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structure of drug response and compare the genetic differences between efficacy

and toxicity at the single DNA base level. In the next sections, I first introduce

basic principles for sequence and functional mapping and then formulate a unifying

likelihood function for the detection of specific DNA sequence variants that deter-

mine drug efficacy and toxicity. These will be followed by the investigation of the

statistical properties of this model through extensive simulation studies.

3.2 Basic Principle For Sequence Mapping

Traditional QTL mapping studies the relationship between putative QTL

genotypes and phenotypes, whereas sequence mapping associates configurations of

SNP genotypes (i.e., diplotypes) with phenotypes. Sequence mapping relies upon

the the characterization of SNPs from the entire human genome. Recent studies

have shown that the human genome has a haplotype block structure (Patil et al.

2001; Gabriel et al. 2002), such that it can be divided into discrete blocks of limited

haplotype diversity. In each block, a small fraction of SNPs, referred to as “tag

SNPs”, can be used to distinguish a large fraction of the haplotypes.

For simplicity, I first consider two SNPs within a haplotype block that are

co-segregating with the linkage disequilibrium of D in a human population at

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Each SNP has two alleles 1 and 2 with the relative

proportions of p
(1)
1 and p

(1)
2 as well as p

(2)
1 and p

(2)
2 , respectively, where the super-

script stands for the identification of SNP and p
(1)
1 + p

(1)
2 = 1 and p

(2)
1 + p

(2)
2 = 1.

These two SNPs form 4 possible haplotypes 11, 12, 21 and 22 whose frequencies are

expressed as

pr1r2 = p(1)
r1
p(2)

r2
+ (−1)r1+r2D,

where r1, r2 = 1, 2 denote the alleles of the two SNPs, respectively,
∑2

r1=1

∑2
r2=1

pr1r2 = 1 (Lynch and Walsh 1998). If the haplotype frequencies are known, then

the allelic frequencies and linkage disequilibrium, arrayed by the population genetic

parameter vector Ωp = {p(1)
r1 , p

(2)
r2 , D}, can be solved with the above equation.
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The random combination of maternal and paternal haplotypes generates

10 distinct diplotypes expressed as [11][11], · · · , [22][22] which are sorted into

9 genotypes 11/11, · · · , 22/22 (Table 3-1). The double heterozygotic genotype

12/12 contains two possible diplotypes [11][22] and [12][21]. I use P[rm
1 rm

2 ][rp
1rp

2 ]

(= prm
1 rm

2
prp

1rp
2
) and Pr1r′1/r2r′2

to denote the diplotype and genotype frequencies,

respectively, and nr1r′1/r2r′2
to denote the observations of various genotypes (G),

where m and p describe the maternal and paternal origins of haplotypes and

1 ≤ r1 ≤ r′1 ≤ 2, 1 ≤ r2 ≤ r′2 ≤ 2. The frequencies and observations of all genotypes,

except for genotype 12/12, are equivalent to those of the corresponding diplotypes.

I intend to associate diplotypes with inter-patient variation in a quantitative

trait based on observed phenotypic values (Y) assumed to be normally distributed

and SNP genotypes (G) assumed to be multinomially distributed. Without loss of

generality, I assume that haplotype 11 is different from the rest of the haplotypes,

cumulatively expressed as 11, in triggering an effect on the phenotype. I call such

a distinct haplotype 11 the reference haplotype. The reference and non-reference

haplotypes generates three combinations called the composite genotypes. The

genotypic means of the composite genotypes, µj (j = 2 for [11][11], 1 for [11][11]

and 0 for [11][11]), and common residual variance within the composite genotype,

σ2, that belong to quantitative genetic parameters are arrayed by Ωq = {µj, σ
2}.

I constructed two log-likelihood functions, one in a multinomial form and the

other in a mixture model form, to estimate the population and quantitative genetic

parameters that are, respectively, expressed as

logL(Ωp|G) = Constant (3.1)

+2n11/11 log p11 + n11/12 log(2p11p12) + 2n11/22 log p12

+n12/11 log(2p11p21) + [̟n12/12 log(2p11p22) + (1 −̟)n12/12 log(2p12p21)]

+n12/22 log(2p12p22) + 2n22/11 log p21 + n22/12 log(2p21p22) + 2n22/22 log p22,
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and

logL(Ωp,Ωq|Y ,G) =

n11/11∑

i=1

log f2(yi)

+

n11/12+n12/11∑

i=1

log f1(yi)

+

n11/22+n12/22+n22/11+n22/12+n22/22∑

i=1

log f0(yi)

+

n12/12∑

i=1

log[̟f1(yi) + (1 −̟)f0(yi)], (3.2)

̟ =
p11p22

p11p22 + p12p21

, (3.3)

and

fj(yi) =
1√
2πσ

exp

[
−(yi − µj)

2

2σ2

]
.

I derived a closed-form solution for estimating the unknown parameters with

the EM algorithm. The estimates of haplotype frequencies are based on the log-

likelihood function of equation (3.1), whereas the estimates of composite genotypic

means and residual variance are based on the log-likelihood function of equation

(3.2). These two types of parameters can be estimated using an integrative EM

algorithm.

In the E step, the expected number (̟) of diplotype [11][22] for a double

heterozygous genotype is estimated using equation (3.3), whereas the posterior

probability (Πi) with which subject i carrying the double heterozygous genotype is

diplotype [11][22] is calculated by

Πi =
̟f1(yi)

̟f1(yi) + (1 −̟)f0(yi)
. (3.4)
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Table 3–1: Possible diplotype configurations of nine genotypes at two SNPs which affect drug efficacy and toxicity

Relative diplotype Haplotype composition Genotypic mean vector

Genotype Diplotype Diplotype frequency freq. within genotypes 11 12 21 22 Observation Efficacy x Toxicity z

11/11 [11][11] P[11][11] = p2
11 1 1 0 0 0 n11/11 m2x m0z

11/12 [11][12] P[11][12] = 2p11p12 1 1
2

1
2 0 0 n11/12 m1x m1z

11/22 [12][12] P[12][12] = p2
12 1 0 1 0 0 n11/22 m0x m2z

12/11 [11][21] P[11][21] = 2p11p21 1 1
2 0 1

2 0 n12/11 m1x m0z

12/12

{
[11][22]

[12][21]

{
P[11][22] = 2p11p22

P[12][21] = 2p12p21

{
̟

1 − ̟
1
2̟ 1

2(1 − ̟) 1
2(1 − ̟) 1

2̟ n12/12

{
m1x

m0x

{
m0z

m1z

12/22 [12][22] P[12][22] = 2p12p22 1 0 1
2 0 1

2 n12/22 m0x m1z

22/11 [21][21] P[21][21] = p2
21 1 0 0 1 0 n22/11 m0x m0z

22/12 [21][22] P[21][22] = 2p21p22 1 0 0 1
2

1
2 n22/12 m0x m0z

22/22 [22][22] P[22][22] = p2
22 1 0 0 0 1 n22/22 m0x m0z

̟ = p11p22

p11p22+p12p21
where p11, p12, p21 and p22 are the haplotype frequencies of [11], [12], [21], and [22], respectively.
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In the M step, the probabilities calculated in the previous iteration are used to

estimate the haplotype frequencies using

p̂11 =
2n11/11 + n11/12 + n12/11 +̟n12/12

2n
, (3.5)

p̂12 =
2n11/22 + n11/12 + n12/22 + (1 −̟)n12/12

2n
, (3.6)

p̂21 =
2n22/11 + n12/11 + n22/12 + (1 −̟)n12/12

2n
, (3.7)

p̂22 =
2n22/22 + n22/12 + n12/22 +̟n12/12

2n
, (3.8)

The quantitative genetic parameters are estimated using

µ̂2 =

∑n11/11

i=1 yi

n11/11

, (3.9)

µ̂1 =

∑ṅ
i=1 yi +

∑n12/12

i=1 Πiyi

ṅ+
∑n12/12

i=1 Πi

, (3.10)

µ̂0 =

∑n̈
i=1 yi +

∑n12/12

i=1 (1 − Πi)yi

n̈+
∑n12/12

i=1 (1 − Πi)
, (3.11)

σ̂2 =
1

n

{ n11/11∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂2)
2 +

ṅ∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂1)
2 +

n̈∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂0)
2

+

n12/12∑

i=1

[
Πi(yi − µ̂1)

2 + (1 − Πi)(yi − µ̂0)
2
] }
, (3.12)

where ṅ = n11/12 + n12/11 and n̈ = n11/22 + n12/22 + n22/11 + n22/12 + n22/22. Iterations

including the E and M steps are repeated among equations (3.4)–(3.12) until the

estimates of the parameters converge to stable values.

3.3 An Integrative Sequence and Functional Mapping Framework for
Drug Efficacy and Toxicity

3.3.1 The Multivariate Normal Distribution

Efficacy and toxicity describe how patients respond to different doses or

concentrations of drugs. Statistically, these represent a longitudinal problem whose

underlying genetic determinants can be mapped using the functional mapping

strategy. Here, I integrate the ideas for sequence mapping and functional mapping
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to directly characterize DNA sequence variants that are responsible for efficacy and

toxicity processes.

Consider the same sample as described above in which population genetic

parameters for SNPs have been defined. For each patient, drug effects are measured

at C hallmark dose or concentration levels. While a drug is expected to display

favorable effects, it may also be toxic. In this study, some typical physiological

parameters reflecting both efficacy and toxicity are longitudinally measured. Let

xi = [xi(1), · · · , xi(C)] be the efficacy effect vector and zi = [zi(1), · · · , zi(C)] be

the toxicity effect vector for a drug administrated to patient i. I use yi = (xi, zi)

to denote the joint vector combining these two types of drug response. Because the

phenotypic measurements of drug efficacy and toxicity are continuously variable, it

is reasonable to assume that y follows a multivariate normal distribution, as used in

general quantitative genetic studies (Lynch and Walsh 1998).

To jointly map the efficacy and toxicity, two log-likelihood functions described

in equations (3.1) and (3.2) should be constructed for observed SNP marker and

longitudinal phenotypic data. The only difference from single trait mapping is

that the log-likelihood function (3.2) needs to incorporate a multivariate normal

distribution for patient i who carries composite genotype j, expressed as

fj(yi;mj,Σ) =
1

(2π)C |Σ|1/2
exp

[
−1

2
(yi − mj)Σ

−1(yi − mj)
T

]
, (3.13)

where yi = [xi(1), · · · , xi(C), zi(1), · · · , zi(C)] is a 2C-dimensional vector

of observations for efficacy and toxicity measured at C dosages and mj =

[µjx(1), · · · , µjx(C), µjz(1), · · · , µjz(C)] is a vector of expected values for com-

posite genotype j at different doses. At a particular dose c, the relationship between

the observation and expected mean can be described by a linear regression model,

xi(c) =
J∑

j=1

ξijµjx(c) + eix(c), (3.14)
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zi(c) =
J∑

j=1

ζijµjz(c) + eiz(c), (3.15)

where ξij and ζij are the indicator variables denoted as 1 if a particular composite

genotype j is considered for individual i and 0 otherwise, J is the number of

composite genotypes and eix(c) and eiz(c) are the residual errors that are iid

normal with the mean of zero and the variances of σ2
x(c) and σ2

z(c), respectively.

The errors at two different doses, c1 and c2, are correlated with the covariances

of σx(c1, c2) for efficacy, σz(c1, c2) for toxicity and σxz(c) and σxz(c1, c2) between

efficacy and toxicity. All these variances and covariances comprise the structure of

the (co)variance matrix Σ in equation (3.13), expressed as

Σ =




Σx Σxz

Σzx Σz


 , (3.16)

where Σx and Σz are composed of σ2
x(c) and σx(c1, c2), and σ2

z(c) and σz(c1, c2)

(1 ≤ c1, c2 ≤ C), respectively; and Σxz and Σzx are composed of σxz(c) and

σxz(c1x, c2z) (1 ≤ c1x 6= c2z ≤ C), and σzx(c) and σxz(c1z, c2x) (1 ≤ c1z 6= c2x ≤ C),

respectively.

To solve the likelihood functions implemented with response data measured

at multiple doses, one can extend the traditional interval mapping approach to

accommodate the multivariate nature of dose-dependent traits. However, this

extension is limited in two aspects: (1) Individual expected means of different

composite genotypes at all dose and all elements in the matrix Σ need to be

estimated, resulting in substantial computational difficulties when the vector and

matrix dimension is large; (2) The result from this approach may not be clinically

meaningful because the underlying medical principle for drug response is not

incorporated. Thus, some clinically interesting questions cannot be asked and

answered.
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3.3.2 The Mapping Framework

Wu et al. (2002b, 2004a, 2004b) and Ma et al. (2002) have constructed a novel

statistical framework for functional mapping of QTL that affect growth curves.

Here, this framework is extended to jointly model two different longitudinal traits,

aimed at simultaneously characterizing the genetic variants responsible for efficacy

and toxicity. Two tasks are taken within this framework by modelling the mean

vector and the covariance matrix.

Modelling the mean vector: The dose-dependent expected values of

composite genotype j can be modelled for drug efficacy by the sigmoid Emax

model (Giraldo 2003) and for drug toxicity by the power function (McClish and

Roberts 2003). The Emax model postulates the following relationship between drug

concentration (C) and drug effect (µ):

µjx(C) = E0j +
EmaxjC

Hj

EC
Hj

50j + CHj

, for composite genotype j, (3.17)

where E0 is the constant or baseline value for the drug response parameter, Emax is

the asymptotic (limiting) effect, EC50 is the drug concentration that results in 50%

of the maximal effect, and H is the slope parameter that determines the slope of the

concentration-response curve. Drug toxicity is described by the power function of

dose expressed as

µjz(C) = αjC
βj , for composite genotype j, (3.18)

where β determines the shape of the dose-response relationship and α adjusts the

dose-related gain to which that shape conforms.

It is possible that efficacy and toxicity have different reference haplo-

types, so their composite genotypes should be treated differently. As a result,

equations (3.17) and (3.18) together contain 6 curve parameters for a defined

composite genotype j1 for efficacy and j2 for toxicity, which are arrayed by
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Ωmj1j2
= (E0j1 ,Emaxj1 ,EC50j1 ,Hj1 , αj2 , βj2). If different composite genotypes

have different combinations of these parameters, this implies that this sequence

plays a role in governing the differentiation of efficacy and toxicity. Thus, by testing

for the difference of Ωmj1j2
among different genotypes, I can determine whether

there exists a specific sequence variant that confers an effect on these two drug

responses.

Modelling the structure of the covariance matrix: Many statistical

approaches have been proposed to model the structure of the covariance matrix

for longitudinal traits measured at multiple time points (Diggle et al. 2002). Here,

the matrix-structuring models will be derived on the basis of a commonly used

approach, structured antedependence (SAD) (Zimmerman and Núñez-Antón 2001).

According to the SAD model, an observation at a particular dosage c depends

on the previous ones, with the degree of dependence decaying with time lag. For

drug efficacy and toxicity, the dose-dependent residual errors for subject i described

by Equations (3.14) and (3.15) can be expressed, in terms of the first-order SAD

(SAD(1)) model, as

eix(c) = φxeix(c− 1) + ϕxeiz(c− 1) + ǫix(c),

eiz(c) = φzeiz(c− 1) + ϕzeix(c− 1) + ǫiz(c), (3.19)

where φx (or φz) and ϕx (or ϕz) are the unrestricted antedependence parameters

induced by trait x (or z) itself and by the other trait z (or x), respectively, and

ǫxi(c) and ǫxi(c) are the “innovation” errors for the two traits, respectively, normally

distributed as N(0, ν2
x(c)) and N(0, ν2

z (c)) (Núñez-Antón and Zimmerman 2000;

Zimmerman and Núñez-Antón 2001). The bivariate SAD(1) model for subject i

described by equation (3.20) can be expressed in matrix notation as

ei = Φ−1εi, (3.20)
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where ei = {e1(1), · · · , ei(C)}T, εi = {ǫi(1), · · · , ǫi(C)}T, and

Φ =




Φx Φxz

Φzx Φz


 ,

Φx =




1 0 0 · · · 0

−φx 1 0 · · · 0

0 −φx 1 · · · 0

0 0 −φx · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 · · · 1




, Φz =




1 0 0 · · · 0

−φz 1 0 · · · 0

0 −φz 1 · · · 0

0 0 −φz · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 · · · 1




,

Φxz =




0 0 0 · · · 0

−ψx 0 0 · · · 0

0 −ψx 0 · · · 0

0 0 −ψx · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 · · · 0




, Φzx =




0 0 0 · · · 0

−ψz 0 0 · · · 0

0 −ψz 0 · · · 0

0 0 −ψz · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 · · · 0




.

The covariance matrix of ei under the bivariate SAD(1) model (21) can be

obtained as

Σ = Φ−1Σǫ(Φ
−1)T, (3.21)

where

Σǫ =




Σǫx Σǫxz

Σǫzx Σǫz


 ,
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Σǫx =




ν2
x(1) 0 0 · · · 0

0 ν2
x(2) 0 · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 · · · ν2
x(C)




, Σǫz =




ν2
z (1) 0 0 · · · 0

0 ν2
z (2) 0 · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 · · · ν2
z (C)




.

and

Σǫxz = Σǫzx =




νxνzρ(1) 0 0 · · · 0

0 νxνzρ(2) 0 · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 · · · νxνzρ(C)




.

In this modelling, the innovative variance is assumed to be constant over different

dosages. As shown by Jaffrézic et al. (2003), the SAD(1) model with this assump-

tion can still allow for both the variance and correlation to change with the dose

level. In addition, I assume that the correlation (ρ) in innovative errors between the

two traits x and z is stable over dosage. With these assumptions, I need to estimate

an array of parameters contained in Ωv = (ν2
x, ν

2
z , φx, φz, ϕx, ϕz, ρ) that model the

structure of the covariance matrix under the SAD model.

In the context of the bivariate SAD model, the cross-correlation functions

can be proven to be asymmetrical, i.e., Corrxz(c1x, c2z) 6= Corrzx(c1z, c2x). This

favorable feature of the bivariate SAD model makes it useful for understanding the

genetic correlation between different traits. In practice, innovative variance and

correlation can be modelled by a polynomial and exponential function, respectively

(Núñez-Antón and Zimmerman 2000).

3.3.3 Computational Algorithm

I implemented the EM algorithm, originally proposed by Dempster et al.

(1977), to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of three groups of

unknown parameters in the integrated sequence and function mapping model,
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that is, the marker population parameters (Ωp), the curve parameters (Ωmj1j2
)

that model the mean vector, and the parameters (Ωv) that model the structure of

the covariance matrix. These unknowns are denoted by Ω = (Ωp,Ωmj1j2
,Ωv). A

detailed description of the EM algorithm was given in Wu et al. (2002b, 2004b) and

Ma et al. (2002).

As described for single trait mapping, I implement the E step to calculate the

expected number (̟) of diplotype [11][22] contained in the double heterozygote

12/12 and the posterior probability (Πi) of double heterozygotic patient i who

carries diplotype [11][22]. In the M step, I use the calculated ̟ and Πi values to

estimate the haplotype frequencies using equations (3.5)–(3.8). But in this step, I

encounter a considerable difficulty in deriving the log-likelihood equations for Ωmj1j2

and Ωv because they are contained in complex nonlinear equations. Zhao et al.

(2004) implemented the simplex method as advocated by Nelder and Mead (1965)

to the estimation process of functional mapping, which can strikingly increase

computational efficiency. In this chapter, the simplex algorithm is embedded in the

EM algorithm above to provide simultaneous estimation of haplotype frequencies

and curve parameters and matrix-structuring parameters.

3.3.4 Model for an Arbitrary Number of SNPs

The idea for sequencing drug response has been described for a two-SNP

model. It is possible that the two-SNP model is too simple to characterize genetic

variants for variation in drug response. I have extended this model to include an

arbitrary number of SNPs whose sequences are associated with drug response

variation. A key issue for the multi-SNP sequencing model is how to distinguish

among 2r−1 different diplotypes for the same genotype heterozygous at r loci. The

relative frequencies of these diplotypes can be expressed in terms of haplotype

frequencies. The integrative EM algorithm can be employed to estimate the MLEs

of haplotype frequencies. Bennett (1954) provided a general formula for expressing
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haplotype frequencies in terms of allele frequencies and linkage disequilibria of

different orders. The MLEs of the latter can be obtained by solving a system of

equations.

3.4 Hypothesis Tests

Different from traditional mapping approaches, the functional mapping for

function-valued traits allows for tests of a number of biologically or clinically mean-

ingful hypotheses. These hypotheses include tests for the existence of significant

DNA sequence variants, for the genetic effect on the maximal (asymptotic) effect

(Emax), for the drug concentration that results in 50% of the maximal effect, and for

the slopes that determines the steepness of the concentration-response curve.

The existence of specific genetic variants affecting drug efficacy and toxicity

can be tested by formulating null and alternative hypotheses,





H0 : Ωmj1j2
≡ Ωm, j1, j2 = 2, 1, 0

H1 : at least one of the equalities above does not hold,

(3.22)

where H0 corresponds to the reduced model, in which the data can be fit by a

single drug response curve, and H1 corresponds to the full model, in which there

exist different dynamic curves to fit the data. The test statistic for testing the

hypotheses in equation (3.23) is calculated as the log-likelihood ratio (LR) of the

reduced to the full model:

LR = −2[logL(Ω̃|y,G) − logL(Ω̂|y,G)], (3.23)

where Ω̃ and Ω̂ denote the MLEs of the unknown parameters under H0 and

H1, respectively. The LR is asymptotically χ2-distributed with 12 degrees of

freedom. An empirical approach for determining the critical threshold is based on

permutation tests, as advocated by Churchill and Doerge (1994). By repeatedly

shuffling the relationships between marker genotypes and phenotypes, a series of the
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maximum log-likelihood ratios are calculated, from the distribution of which the

critical threshold is determined.

I can also test for the significance of the genetic effect on drug efficacy or

toxicity at a particular concentration level (c∗) of interest, expressed as





H0 : µj1x(c
∗) = µx(c

∗), µj2z(c
∗) = µz(c

∗)

H1 : At least one of the eqaulities above does not hold,

(3.24)

which is equivalent to testing the difference of the full model with no restriction and

the reduced model with a restriction in H0. Similar restrictions can be taken to test

the genetic effect on individual curve parameters, such as Emax, EC50, H, α and β.

The tests of these parameters are important for the design of personalized drugs to

control particular diseases.

3.5 Results

I perform Monte Carlo simulation experiments to examine the statistical

properties of the model proposed for genetic mapping of drug efficacy and toxicity.

The simulation will be based on the bivariate SAD(1) model (equation 3.21). For

computational simplicity, I only considers the antedependence parameters induced

by the trait itself, i.e., setting ϕx = ϕz = 0. I randomly choose 200 individuals from

a human population at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium with respect to haplotypes.

Let us consider two SNPs with allele frequencies and linkage disequilibrium given

in Table 3-1. The diplotypes derived from four haplotypes at these two SNPs affect

drug efficacy and toxicity. Here I assume that these two types of drug response have

different reference haplotypes, i.e., 11 for efficacy and 12 for toxicity. Thus, each

drug response corresponds to a different set of three composite genotypes.

The efficacy (E0, Emax, EC50, H) and toxicity curve parameters (α and β) for

the respective three composite genotypes, given in Table 3-1, are determined in

the ranges of empirical estimates of these parameters from pharmacological studies
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(Sowinski et al. 1995; McClish and Roberts 2003). I use a general clinical design,

with drug effects measured at 9 different concentrations of drug, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,

30, 35 and 40, expressed as c = 1, 2, · · · , 9 (Figure 3-1), for this simulation study.

Using the genetic variance due to the composite genotypic difference in the area

under curve, I calculate the residual variances under different heritability levels

(H2 = 0.1 and 0.4). These residual variances, plus given residual correlations, form

a structured residual covariance matrix Σ (equation 3.22). The phenotypic values of

drug effect for 200 random patients are simulated by the summations of genotypic

values predicted by the curves and residual errors following multivariate normal

distributions, with MVN(0,Σ).

The population genetic parameters of the SNPs can be estimated with rea-

sonably high precision using the closed-form solution approach (Table 3-2). The

estimates of these parameters are only dependent on sample size and are not related

to the size of heritability. Figure 3-1 illustrates different forms of the drug efficacy

and toxicity curves from the three composite genotypes with a comparison between

the hypothesized and estimated curves. The estimated curves are consistent with

the hypothesized curves, especially when the heritability is larger (0.4), suggesting

that the model can provide reasonable estimates of drug response curves. The

parameters for the efficacy and toxicity models of each composite genotype can be

estimated accurately and precisely (Table 3-2). As expected, the estimation preci-

sion (assessed by square root of MSEs) increases remarkably when the heritability

increases from 0.1 to 0.4. The estimates of the SAD parameters that model the

structure of the covariance matrix Σ also display reasonably high precision (Table

3-2). But it seems that their estimation precision is independent of the size of

heritability.

In each of 100 simulations, I calculate the log-likelihood ratios (LR) for the

hypothesis test of the presence of a genetic variant affecting both drug responses.
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Table 3–2: Maximum likelihood estimates of SNP population genetic parameters (allele
frequencies and linkage disequilibrium), the curve parameters and matrix-structuring pa-
rameters for efficacy and toxicity responses. The numbers in parentheses are the square
root of MSEs of the estimates.

Composite Heritability
Parameters genotype True value 0.1 0.4

Population genetic parameters

p
(1)
1 0.60 0.60(0.02) 0.60(0.02)

p
(2)
1 0.70 0.70(0.02) 0.70(0.02)

D 0.08 0.08(0.01) 0.08(0.02)

Curve parameters: Efficacy

E0 [11][11] 0.27 0.27(0.01) 0.27(3e-3)
[11][11] 0.25 0.25(0.01) 0.25(3e-3)
[11][11] 0.23 0.23(0.01) 0.23(4e-3)

Emax [11][11] 0.90 0.93(0.11) 0.92(0.08)
[11][11] 0.85 0.85(0.12) 0.84(0.06)
[11][11] 0.80 0.80(0.16) 0.79(0.11)

EC50 [11][11] 24.00 25.57(6.14) 24.78(3.66)
[11][11] 25.00 25.46(7.94) 25.17(4.98)
[11][11] 26.00 27.53(14.67) 26.26(10.71)

H [11][11] 1.10 1.10(0.09) 1.10(0.07)
[11][11] 1.00 1.03(0.11) 1.04(0.05)
[11][11] 0.90 0.94(0.12) 0.93(0.08)

Curve parameters: Toxocity

α [12][12] 0.10 0.10(0.02) 0.10(0.01)
[12][12] 0.13 0.13(0.01) 0.13(2e-3)
[12][12] 0.16 0.16(4e-3) 0.16(2e-3)

β [12][12] 0.60 0.60(0.08) 0.60(0.04)
[12][12] 0.50 0.50(0.01) 0.50(6e-3)
[12][12] 0.40 0.40(8e-3) 0.40(4e-3)

Matrix-structuring parameters

φx 0.30 0.28(0.04) 0.29(0.02)
φz 0.40 0.39(0.03) 0.40(0.02)
ρ 0.70 0.70(0.01) 0.70(0.01)
ν2

x 8e-3 8e-3(3e-4)
1e-3 1e-3(5e-5)

ν2
z 3e-3 3e-3(1e-4)

6e-4 6e-3(2e-5)
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The LR values in each simulation under both heritability levels are strikingly higher

than the critical threshold estimated from 100 replicates of simulations under the

null hypothesis that there is no drug response-associated genetic variant. This

suggests that this model has enough power to detect the genetic variant under given

SNPs, curve and matrix-structuring parameters for the simulation. With the same

set of simulated data, the power to detect significant genetic variants is reduced by

∼10% when drug efficacy or toxicity is modelled separately.

I carry out an additional simulation study to examine the statistical behavior

of this model when 3 different SNPs are used. This 3-SNP model uses the same

parameters as assumed under the 2-SNP model, except for the inclusion of more

SNPs. The results from the 3-SNP model are broadly concordant with those from

the 2-SNP model (results not given), although more population genetic parameters

need to be estimated in the former than latter.

3.6 Discussion

Drug response is complex in nature. First, no drug is universally effective;

efficacy rates for drug therapy of most diseases ranges from 25 to 80% (Spear et

al. 2001). Second, all drugs that produce an efficacious response may also produce

adverse effects (Johnson 2002). Third, both drug efficacy and toxicity that vary in

human populations are determined by multiple genetic and environmental factors

that interact with one another in complicated ways (Watters and Mcleod 2003). It

is possible that the genetic polymorphisms associated with a favorable response to

therapy may or may not be associated with toxicity risk (Nebert 1997; Wilson et al.

2001).

The complexity of drug response is enforced by its dynamic characteristic with

high dimension and correlated structure. The genetic analysis of drug response,

therefore, needs more sophisticated statistical tools that have capacity to extract

useful information from longitudinal data. In this chapter, I have proposed a
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novel statistical model for characterizing the genetic variants that govern drug

response in a human population. This model is constructed with a finite mixture

model framework founded on the tenets of the sequence (Lin et al. 2005) and

functional mapping (Ma et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2002b, 2004a, 2004b). This model

has particular power to discern the discrepancy between the genetic mechanisms

underlying drug efficacy and toxicity.

Compared to traditional genetic mapping approaches, this model is both

genetically and statistically merited. It offers a direct tool to detect DNA sequences

that code drug response. The haplotype map or HapMap constructed from single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (The International HapMap Consortium 2003)

makes the application of this model practically possible. In particular, I adopt

clinally meaningful mathematical functions (Giraldo 2003; McClish and Roberts

2003) when modelling dose-dependent drug response. This has two advantages.

First, it facilitates statistical analysis and strengthens power to detect significant

genetic variants because fewer parameters are needed to be estimated, as opposed

to traditional multivariate analysis. Second, the results it produces are close to

biological realm given that the mathematical functions used are founded on a firm

understanding of pharmacology (reviewed in Derendorf and Meibohm 1999). The

statistical power of this model is further increased by the attempt to structure the

covariance matrix with autoregressive models (Diggle et al. 2002).

I have performed different simulation studies to investigate the statistical

behavior of this model. The results suggest that it can provide accurate and precise

estimates of the response curves for both efficacy and toxicity even when the

heritability is modest. Different drug response curves, as simulated for different

composite genotypes (Figure 3-1), can offer scientific guidance for determining the

optimal dosage that balances favorable efficacy and unfavorable toxicity based on

individual’s genetic background. It should be noted that this model was derived
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on the basis of a simple clinical design in which a single cohort is assumed, with

equally concentration intervals for every patient. This model can be extended to

a case-control study by allowing haplotype frequencies and haplotype effects to be

different between the case and control groups. A series of hypothesis tests regarding

between-group differences can be formulated to detect specific haplotypes that are

responsible for drug response. My model can also be extended to consider various

measurement schedules, in particular with uneven concentration lags varying from

patient to patient. For these irregular measurement schedules, it is needed to

formulate individualized likelihood functions when the mean vector and covariance

matrix are modelled (see Núñez-Antón and Woodworth 1994).

In coupling with continuing advances in molecular biological technology and

the availability of a complete reference sequence of the entire human genome (Patil

et al. 2001; Dawson et al. 2002; Gabriel et al. 2002), this model will assist in the

discovery and characterization of the genes that influence drug response, and lead

to a better understanding of how genes function and the subsequent development of

new approaches to the diagnosis and treatment of common diseases by medications.

Once the network of genes that govern drug responses in humans is defined, it will

then be possible to more accurately optimize drug therapy based on each patient’s

ability to metabolize, transport and respond to medications.
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Figure 3–1: Estimated response curves (dash) each corresponding to one of three
composite genotypes under the heritability (H2) of 0.1 (A and B) and 0.4 (C and
D), in a comparison with the hypothesized curves (solid) used to simulate indi-
vidual curves for drug efficacy (A and C) and toxicity (B and D), respectively.
Nine different concentrations, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40, at which responses
are measured, are used. The consistency between the estimated and hypothesized
curves suggests that this model can provide the precise estimation of the genetic
control over response curves in patients. The homozygote composed of two ref-
erence haplotypes is [11][11] for efficacy and [12][12] for toxicity (blue), the het-
erozygote composed of one reference and one non-reference haplotype is [11][11]
for efficacy and [12][12] for toxicity (red), and the homozygote composed of two
non-reference haplotypes is [11][11] for efficacy and [12][12] for toxicity (green).



CHAPTER 4
MODEL FOR DETECTING SEQUENCE-SEQUENCE INTERACTIONS FOR

COMPLEX DISEASES

4.1 Introduction

Interactions between different genes, coined the epistasis, have long been recog-

nized to play a central role in shaping the genetic architecture of a quantitative

trait (Whitlock et al. 1995; Wolf et al. 2000). Recent genetic studies from vast

quantities of molecular data have also indicated that epistasis is of paramount

importance in the pathogenesis of most common human diseases, such as cancer

or cardiovascular disease (Moore 2003). The evidence for this is the nonlinear

relationship detected between genotype and phenotype. The decipherment of in-

terconnected networks of genes and their associations with disease susceptibility

has become a pressing demand for a detailed understanding of the genetic basis for

disease processes.

The most common and powerful approaches for detecting genome-wide

epistasis are based on genetic mapping that associates phenotypic variation of

a trait with a linkage map constructed by polymorphic markers (Lander and

Botstein 1989). Significant associations imply the existence of the underlying loci

(called quantitative trait loci or QTL) that are responsible for variation in the

trait. Epistatic QTL are considered to occur if the effect of one QTL depends on

the expression of other QTL. While traditional genetic mapping can only make

an indirect inference about QTL actions and interactions, a newly developed

mapping approach based on the haplotype map (HapMap) constructed from single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (The International HapMap Consortium 2003)

can directly characterize specific DNA sequence variants for a phenotype (Liu et al.

55
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2004). Beyond hypothesized chromosomal segments identified by QTL mapping,

this so-called sequence mapping approach, relied upon the the characterization of

SNPs from the entire human genome, can probe concrete nucleotoxic sites, i.e.,

quantitative trait nucleotides (QTN), that contribute to variation in a quantitative

trait.

In this chapter, I extend the previous statistical model to determine the

epistasis between specific DNA sequences responsible for the phenotypic variation

of disease risk. This extended model is derived through the analysis of pair-wise

multilocus haplotypes constructed by a finite number of tag SNPs. I derived a

closed form solution for estimating the action and interaction effects of haplotypes,

haplotype frequencies, allele frequencies and the degrees of LD of various orders

among tag SNPs underlying the disease. Simulation studies were performed to test

the statistical behavior of this haplotype-based epistatic mapping model. I used a

worked example for a human obesity study to demonstrate the usefulness of the

model.

4.2 The Model

4.2.1 Notation

Consider a natural human population at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium from

which a random sample of size n is drawn. In order to identify DNA sequences

responsible for a complex disease, I genotype a number of SNPs genomewide and

construct a haplotype map. Recent molecular surveys suggest that the human

genome contains many discrete haplotype blocks that are sites of closely located

SNPs (Daly et al. 2001; Patil et al. 2001; Gabriel et al. 2002). Each block may

have a few common haplotypes which account for a large proportion of chromoso-

mal variation. Between adjacent blocks there are large regions, called hotspots, in

which recombination events occur with high frequencies. Several algorithms have

been developed to identify a minimal subset of SNPs, i.e., “tagging” SNPs, that
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can characterize the most common haplotypes (Zhang et al. 2002b, 2002c; Kimmel

and Shamir 2005). In this study, I assume that the number and type of tagging

SNPs within each haplotype block has been determined. The rationale behind

the epistatic model being developed is that the effect of a given DNA sequence in

one haplotype block on a complex disease is masked or enhanced by one or more

sequences in other blocks.

Suppose there are R and S (R,S > 1) tagging SNPs for two arbitrary

haplotype blocks R and S, respectively. Two alleles of a tag SNP r or s from block

R or S can be denoted by U r
kr

(kr = 1, 2; r = 1, · · ·R) and V s
ls
(ls = 1, 2; s = 1, · · ·S),

respectively. I use pRkr
and pSls to denote allele frequencies at the corresponding

SNP. All the SNPs within each of the two blocks form 2R or 2S possible haplotypes

expressed as U1
k1
U2

k2
· · ·UR

kR
and V 1

l1
V 2

l2
· · ·V S

lS
, respectively. The corresponding

haplotype frequencies within each block are denoted by pRk1k2···kR
and pSl1l2···lS

,

which are composed of allele frequencies at each SNP and linkage disequilibria of

different orders among SNPs (Lynch and Walsh 1998). A general expression for

the relationships between haplotype frequencies and allele frequencies and linkage

disequilibria was given by Bennett (1954). Lou et al. (2003) derived a closed-form

EM algorithm to estimate haplotype frequencies, which can be further used to

estimate allele frequencies and linkage disequilibria based on these established

relationships.

The random combination of maternal and paternal haplotypes generates

2R−1(2R + 1) diplotypes expressed as [U1
k1
U2

k2
· · ·UR

kR
][U1

k′
1
U2

k′
2
· · ·UR

k′

R
] (1 ≤ k1 ≤ k′1 ≤

2, · · · , 1 ≤ kR ≤ k′R ≤ 2) for block R and 2S−1(2S + 1) diplotypes expressed as

[V 1
l1
V 2

l2
· · ·V S

lS
][V 1

l′1
V 2

l′2
· · ·V S

l′S
] (1 ≤ l1 ≤ l′1 ≤ 2, · · · , 1 ≤ lR ≤ l′R ≤ 2) for block S.

I use the brackets to separate maternal (former) and paternal haplotypes (latter)

for a given diplotype. Unless there are two or more SNPs that are heterozygous,

observable zygotic genotypes will be the same as diplotypes. Thus, the numbers
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of zygotic genotypes, 3R or 3S, will be less than the number of diplotypes and

the difference between these two numbers is statistically viewed as missing data.

The observed zygotic genotypes are expressed as U1
k1
U1

k′
1
/U2

k2
U2

k′
2
/ · · · /UR

kR
UR

k′

R
or

V 1
l1
V 1

l′1
/V 2

l2
A2

l′2
/ · · · /V S

lS
V S

l′S
for the two blocks, respectively. Let PR

[k1k2···kR][k′
1k′

2···k
′

R] and

PR
k1k′

1/k2k′
2/···/kRk′

R
denote the diplotype and genotype frequencies, respectively, for

block R. The corresponding expressions are P S
[l1l2···lR][l′1l′2···l

′

S ] and P S
l1l′1/l2l′2/···/lS l′S

for

block S.

Because phenotypic variation in a complex disease can be explained by

haplotype diversity, a particular haplotype can be assumed to be different from

other haplotypes for a given phenotype (Bader 2001). Liu et al. (2004) defined such

a distinct haplotype as reference haplotype. They further defined the diplotypes

formed by reference and/or non-reference haplotypes as composite genotypes.

Although it cannot be directly observed, the difference between the reference and

non-reference haplotypes can be inferred from observed zygotic genotypes with the

EM algorithm.

4.2.2 Epistatic Effects

Let A, Ā and B, B̄ be the reference and non-reference haplotypes at block

R and S, respectively. In the given sample, these two blocks form nine different

composite genotypes expressed as AABB, AABB̄, AAB̄B̄, AĀBB, AĀBB̄,

AĀB̄B̄, ĀĀBB, ĀĀBB̄ and ĀĀB̄B̄. Traditional quantitative genetic theories

can be used to model the genetic effects of the composite genotypes (Lynch and

Walsh 1998). The genotypic value (µjRjS ) of a joint composite genotype at the two

haplotype blocks can be decomposed into nine different components as follows:

µjRjS = µ Overall mean (4.1)

+ (jR − 1)αR + (jS − 1)αS Additive effects

+ [1 − (jR − 1)2]βR + [1 − (jS − 1)2]βS Dominant effects
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+ (jR − 1)(jS − 1)I Additive × additive effect

+ (jR − 1)[1 − (jS − 1)2]J Additive × dominant effect

+ [1 − (jR − 1)2](jS − 1)K Dominant × additive effect

+ [1 − (jR − 1)2][1 − (jS − 1)2]L Dominant × dominant effect,

where

jR, jS =





2 for AA or BB

1 for AĀ or BB̄

0 for ĀĀ or B̄B̄

stand for the composite genotypes at blocks R and S, respectively, α. and β. are the

additive and dominant effects at the corresponding block, respectively, and I, J , K

and L are the additive × additive, additive × dominant, dominant × additive and

dominant × dominant epistatic effects between the two blocks, respectively.

The statistical model being developed here aims to diagnose reference haplo-

types at each block and further provide estimates of the additive, dominant and

epistatic effects of any kind between the two blocks. For a given reference haplo-

type, I will derive the EM algorithm within the maximum likelihood context to

estimate the genotypic value of each composite genotype. By solving a group of

regular equations as shown by equation (4.1), the overall mean, additive, dominant

and four kinds of epistatic effects between two blocks can be estimated, i.e.,

µ =
1

4
(µĀĀB̄B̄ + µAAB̄B̄ + µĀĀBB + µAABB)

αR =
1

4
(µAABB − µĀĀB̄B̄ + µAAB̄B̄ − µĀĀBB)

αS =
1

4
(µĀĀBB − µĀĀB̄B̄ − µAAB̄B̄ + µAABB)

βR =
1

4
(2µAĀB̄B̄ − µĀĀB̄B̄ − µAAB̄B̄ − µĀĀBB − µAABB + 2µAĀBB)

βS =
1

4
(2µĀĀBB̄ − µĀĀB̄B̄ − µAAB̄B̄ − µĀĀBB − µAABB + 2µAABB̄)
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I =
1

4
(µAABB − µAAB̄B̄ − µĀĀBB + µĀĀB̄B̄)

J =
1

4
(2µAABB̄ − µAABB − 2µĀĀBB̄ + µĀĀB̄B̄ − µAAB̄B̄ + µĀĀBB)

K =
1

4
(2µAĀBB − 2µAĀB̄B̄ + µĀĀB̄B̄ + µAAB̄B̄ − µĀĀBB − µAABB)

L =
1

4
(4µAĀBB̄ + µĀĀB̄B̄ + µAAB̄B̄ + µĀĀBB + µAABB − 2µAĀB̄B̄

−2µAĀBB − 2µĀĀBB̄ − 2µAABB̄) (4.2)

These estimates are the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) based on the

invariant property of the maximum likelihood method.

4.2.3 Likelihood Functions

This model is unique in that two different likelihood functions can be inte-

grated to estimate haplotype frequencies (population genetic parameters) and

genotypic values of composite genotypes and residual variance (quantitative ge-

netic parameters). For two different haplotype blocks R and S, between which no

linkage disequilibria exist (Daly et al. 2001; Gabriel et al. 2002), across-block hap-

lotype frequencies can be calculated as the product of the corresponding haplotype

frequencies from a different block, expressed as

p(k1k2···kR)(l1l2···lS) = pRk1k2···kR
pSl1l2···lS

, (4.3)

where the parentheses are used to separate two different blocks for a given across-

block haplotype. With these across-block haplotype frequencies, expected across-

block diplotype frequencies and across-block genotype frequencies can be calculated,

respectively, under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.

With across-block diplotype and genotype frequencies, the likelihood function

based on across-block genotype observations, n = {n(k1k′
1/k2k′

2/···/kRk′

R)(l1l′1/l2l′2/···/lS l′S)},

can be constructed. To simplify the presentation of my model, I will first assume

two tagging SNPs for each block. Table 4-1 lists all possible genotypes and diplo-

types as well as their frequencies at two SNPs genotyped from block R. Each
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Table 4–1: Possible diplotype configurations of nine genotypes at two SNPs and their haplotype composition frequencies

Relative diplotype Haplotype composition

Genotype Diplotype Diplotype frequency freq. within genotypes U1
1 U2

1 U1
1 U2

2 U1
2 U2

1 U1
2 U2

2 Observation Genotypic mean

U1
1 U1

1 /U2
1 U2

1 [U1
1 U2

1 ][U1
1 U2

1 ] P[11][11] = p2
11 1 1 0 0 0 n11/11 µ2· = µ + a

U1
1 U1

1 /U2
1 U2

2 [U1
1 U2

1 ][U1
1 U2

2 ] P[11][12] = 2p11p12 1 1
2

1
2 0 0 n11/12 µ1· = µ + d

U1
1 U1

1 /U2
2 U2

2 [U1
1 U2

2 ][U1
1 U2

2 ] P[12][12] = p2
12 1 0 1 0 0 n11/22 µ0· = µ − a

U1
1 U1

2 /U2
1 U2

1 [U1
1 U2

1 ][U1
2 U2

1 ] P[11][21] = 2p11p21 1 1
2 0 1

2 0 n12/11 µ1· = µ + d

U1
1 U1

2 /U2
1 U2

2

{
[U1

1 U2
1 ][U1

2 U2
2 ]

[U1
1 U2

2 ][U1
2 U2

1 ]

{
P[11][22] = 2p11p22

P[12][21] = 2p12p21

{
π

1 − π
1
2π 1

2(1 − π) 1
2(1 − π) 1

2π n12/12

{
µ1· = µ + d

µ0· = µ − a

U1
1 U1

2 /U2
2 U2

2 [U1
1 U2

2 ][U1
2 U2

2 ] P[12][22] = 2p12p22 1 0 1
2 0 1

2 n12/22 µ0· = µ − a

U1
2 U1

2 /U2
1 U2

1 [U1
2 U2

1 ][U1
2 U2

1 ] P[21][21] = p2
21 1 0 0 1 0 n22/11 µ0· = µ − a

U1
2 U1

2 /U2
1 U2

2 [U1
2 U2

1 ][U1
2 U2

2 ] P[21][22] = 2p21p22 1 0 0 1
2

1
2 n22/12 µ0· = µ − a

U1
2 U1

2 /U2
2 U2

2 [U1
2 U2

2 ][U1
2 U2

2 ] P[22][22] = p2
22 1 0 0 0 1 n22/22 µ0· = µ − a

π = p11p22

p11p22+p12p21
where p11, p12, p21 and p22 are the haplotype frequencies of U1

1 U2
1 , U1

1 U2
2 , U1

2 U2
1 , and U1

2 U2
2 , respectively, and

µjR·
=

∑jS=2
jS=0 µjRjS .
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diplotype is composed of two haplotypes, one from the mother and the other from

the father. The diplotype frequencies can be expressed in terms of the haplotype

frequencies (Table 4-1). The same genotype may contain two different diplotypes,

depending on its heterozygosity. Table 4-1 also gives the relative frequencies with

which a genotype carries a particular haplotype. Such relative frequencies will

be useful for partitioning observed genotypes into underlying diplotypes in the

construction of likelihood function based on the phenotype.

Considering two blocks R and S at the same time, I will have the joint

haplotype frequencies, arrayed by Ωp = (pRk1k2
, pSl1l2

). The log-likelihood function of

these unknown haplotype frequencies given observed genotypes (n) can be written

as a multinomial form, i.e.,

logL(Ωp|n) ∝ (4.4)

2
2∑

k1=1

2∑

k2=1

2∑

l1=1

2∑

l2=1

n(k1k1/k2k2)(l1l1/l2l2)(log pRk1k2
+ log pSl1l2

)

+
2∑

k1=1

2∑

k2=1

2∑

l1=1

n(k1k1/k2k2)(l1l1/l2l′2)[2 log pRk1k2
+ log (2pSl1l2

pSl1l′2
)]

+
2∑

k1=1

2∑

k2=1

2∑

l2=1

n(k1k1/k2k2)(l1l′1/l2l2)[2 log pRk1k2
+ log (2pSl1l2

pSl′1l2
)]

+
2∑

k1=1

2∑

k2=1

n(k1k1/k2k2)(l1l′1/l2l′2)[2 log pRk1k2
+ log (2pSl1l2

pSl′1l′2
+ 2pSl1l′2

pSl1l′2
)]

+
2∑

k1=1

2∑

l1=1

2∑

l2=1

n(k1k1/k2k′
2)(l1l1/l2l2)[log(2pRk1k2

pRk1k′
2
) + 2 log (pSl1l2

)]

+
2∑

k1=1

2∑

l1=1

n(k1k1/k2k′
2)(l1l1/l2l′2)[log(2pRk1k2

pRk1k′
2
) + log (2pSl1l2

pSl1l′2
)]

+
2∑

k1=1

2∑

l2=1

n(k1k1/k2k′
2)(l1l′1/l2l2)[log(2pRk1k2

pRk1k′
2
) + log (2pSl1l2

pSl′1l2
)]

+
2∑

k1=1

n(k1k1/k2k′
2)(l1l′1/l2l′2)[log(2pRk1k2

pRk1k′
2
) + log (2pSl1l2

pSl′1l′2
+ 2pSl1l′2

pSl′1l2
)]
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+
2∑

k2=1

2∑

l1=1

2∑

l2=1

n(k1k′
1/k2k2)(l1l1/l2l2)[log(2pRk1k2

pRk′
1k2

) + 2 log (pSl1l2
)]

+
2∑

k2=1

2∑

l1=1

n(k1k′
1/k2k2)(l1l1/l2l′2)[log(2pRk1k2

pRk′
1k2

) + log (2pSl1l2
pSl1l′2

)]

+
2∑

k2=1

2∑

l2=1

n(k1k′
1/k2k2)(l1l′1/l2l2)[log(2pRk1k2

pRk′
1k2

) + log (2pSl1l2
pSl′1l2

)]

+
2∑

k2=1

n(k1k′
1/k2k2)(l1l′1/l2l′2)[log(2pRk1k2

pRk′
1k2

) + log (2pSl1l2
pSl′1l′2

+ 2pSl1l′2
pSl′1l2

)]

+
2∑

l1=1

2∑

l2=1

n(k1k′
1/k2k′

2)(l1l1/l2l2)[log(2pRk1k2
pRk′

1k′
2
+ 2pRk1k′

2
pRk′

1k2
) + 2 log pSl1l2

]

+
2∑

l1=1

n(k1k′
1/k2k′

2)(l1l1/l2l′2)[log(2pRk1k2
pRk′

1k′
2
+ 2pRk1k′

2
pRk′

1k2
) + log(2pSl1l2

pSl1l′2
)]

+
2∑

l2=1

n(k1k′
1/k2k′

2)(l1l′1/l2l2)[log(2pRk1k2
pRk′

1k′
2
+ 2pRk1k′

2
pRk′

1k2
) + log(2pSl1l2

pSl′1l2
)]

+n(k1k′
1/k2k′

2)(l1l′1/l2l′2)[log(2pRk1k2
pRk′

1k′
2
+ 2pRk1k′

2
pRk′

1k2
) + log(2pSk1k2

pSl′1l′2
+ 2pSl1l′2

pSl′1l2
)]

where 1 ≤ k1 ≤ k′1 ≤ 2, 1 ≤ k2 ≤ k′2 ≤ 2, 1 ≤ l1 ≤ l′1 ≤ 2, 1 ≤ l2 ≤ l′2 ≤ 2.

Assuming that diplotypes are associated with phenotypic variation in a

disease, I formulate a likelihood for unknown population (Ωp) and quantita-

tive genetic parameters (Ωq) given observed phenotypes (y) and SNP geno-

types (n). Generally speaking, a given four-SNP genotype from two blocks,

(U1
k1
U1

k′
1
/U2

k2
U2

k′
2
)(V 1

l1
V 1

l′1
/V 2

l2
V 2

l′2
), can be partitioned into four possible diplo-

types, [(U1
k1
U2

k2
)(V 1

l1
V 2

l2
)][(U1

k′
1
U2

k′
2
)(V 1

l′1
V 2

l′2
)], [(U1

k1
U2

k2
)(V 1

l1
V 2

l′2
)][(U1

k′
1
U2

k′
2
)(V 1

l′1
V 2

l2
)],

[(U1
k1
U2

k′
2
)(V 1

l1
V 2

l2
)][(U1

k′
1
U2

k2
)(V 1

l′1
V 2

l′2
)] and [(U1

k1
U2

k′
2
)(V 1

l1
V 2

l′2
)][(U1

k′
1
U2

k2
)(V 1

l′1
V 2

l2
)]. The

log-likelihood function of Ωp and Ωp can be formulated on the basis of a four-

component mixture model, i.e.,

logL(Ωp,Ωq|y,G)

=
n∑

i=1

log[̟[(k1k2)(l1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l′2)]|if[(k1k2)(l1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l′2)](yi)

+̟[(k1k2)(l1l′2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)]|if[(k1k2)(l1l′2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)](yi)
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+̟[(k1k′
2)(l1l2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l′2)]|if[(k1k′
2)(l1l2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l′2)](yi)

+̟[(k1k′
2)(l1l′2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l2)]|if[(k1k′
2)(l1l′2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l2)](yi)], (4.5)

where the mixture proportions,

̟[(k1k2)(l1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l′2)]|i (4.6)

=
pRk1k2

pSl1l2
pRk′

1k′
2
pSl′1l′2

pRk1k2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l2

,

̟[(k1k2)(l1l′2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)]|i (4.7)

=
pRk1k2

pSl1l′2
pRk′

1k′
2
pSl′1l2

pRk1k2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l2

,

̟[(k1k′
2)(l1l2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l′2)]|i (4.8)

=
pRk1k′

2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l′2

pRk1k2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l2

,

̟[(k1k′
2)(l1l′2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l2)]|i (4.9)

=
pRk1k′

2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l2

pRk1k2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l2

,

represent the relative frequencies of the corresponding across-block diplotypes that

form the same genotype, and f[(k1k2)(l1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l′2)](yi), f[(k1k2)(l1l′2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)](yi),

f[(k1k′
2)(l1l2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l′2)](yi) and f[(k1k′
2)(l1l′2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l2)](yi) are the probability density

functions for subject i who has the corresponding diplotype, with the genotypic

means µ[(k1k2)(l1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l′2)], µ[(k1k2)(l1l′2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)], µ[(k1k′
2)(l1l2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l′2)], and

µ[(k1k′
2)(l1l′2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l2)], respectively, and the common residual variance σ2. These

means and variance are contained in vector Ωq. Note that the mixture proportions

are expressed as being subject-specific because different subjects each with a known

genotype may have different diplotype compositions.

Assume that haplotypes U1
1U

2
1 and V 1

1 V
2
1 are the reference haplotypes at blocks

R and S, respectively. As shown above, this leads to nine different across-block
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composite genotypes. equation (4.1) provides the structure of an arbitrary across-

block composite genotype formed by the reference and non-reference haplotypes.

The log-likelihood function described by equation (4.5) can now be expressed, in

specific forms, as

logL(Ωp,Ωq|y,n) = (4.10)
n(11/11)(11/11)∑

i=1

log fAABB(yi) +

n(11/11)(•)∑

i=1

log fAABB̄(yi) +

n(11/11)(••)∑

i=1

log fAAB̄B̄(yi)

+

n(11/11)(12/12)∑

i=1

log[̟SfAABB̄(yi) + (1 −̟S)fAAB̄B̄(yi)]

+

n(•)(11/11)∑

i=1

log fAĀBB(yi) +

n(•)(•)∑

i=1

log fAĀBB̄(yi) +

n(•)(••)∑

i=1

log fAĀB̄B̄(yi)

+

n(•)(12/12)∑

i=1

log[̟SfAĀBB̄(yi) + (1 −̟S)fAĀB̄B̄(yi)]

+

n(••)(11/11)∑

i=1

log fĀĀBB(yi) +

n(••)(•)∑

i=1

log fĀĀBB̄(yi) +

n(••)(••)∑

i=1

log fĀĀB̄B̄(yi)

+

n(••)(12/12)∑

i=1

log[̟SfĀĀBB̄(yi) + (1 −̟S)fĀĀB̄B̄(yi)]

+

n(12/12)(11/11)∑

i=1

log[̟RfAĀBB(yi) + (1 −̟R)fĀĀBB(yi)]

+

n(12/12)(•)∑

i=1

log[̟RfAĀBB̄(yi) + (1 −̟R)fĀĀBB̄(yi)]

+

n(12/12)(••)∑

i=1

log[̟RfAĀB̄B̄(yi) + (1 −̟R)fĀĀB̄B̄(yi)]

+

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

log[̟[(11)(11)][(22)(22)]fAĀBB̄(yi) +̟[(11)(12)][(22)(21)]fAĀB̄B̄(yi)

+̟[(12)(11)][(21)(22)]fĀĀBB̄(yi) +̟[(12)(12)][(21)(21)]fĀĀB̄B̄(yi)],

where

n(11/11)(•) = n(11/11)(11/12) + n(11/11)(12/11),
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n(11/11)(••) = n(11/11)(11/22) + n(11/11)(12/22) + n(11/11)(22/11) + n(11/11)(22/12)

+n(11/11)(22/22),

n(•)(11/11) = n(11/12)(11/11) + n(12/11)(11/11),

n(••)(11/11) = n(11/22)(11/11) + n(12/22)(11/11) + n(22/11)(11/11) + n(22/12)(11/11)

+n(22/22)(11/11),

n(•)(•) = n(11/12)(11/12) + n(11/12)(12/11) + n(12/11)(11/12) + n(12/11)(12/11),

n(•)(••) = n(11/12)(11/22) + n(11/12)(12/22) + n(11/12)(22/11) + n(11/12)(22/12) +

n(11/12)(22/22) + n(12/11)(11/22) + n(12/11)(12/22) + n(12/11)(22/11) +

n(12/11)(22/12) + n(12/11)(22/22),

n(••)(•) = n(11/22)(11/12) + n(12/22)(11/12) + n(22/11)(11/12) + n(22/12)(11/12) +

n(22/22)(11/12) + n(11/22)(12/11) + n(12/22)(12/11) + n(22/11)(12/11) +

n(22/12)(12/11) + n(22/22)(12/11),

n(••)(••) = n(11/22)(11/22) + n(11/22)(12/22) + n(11/22)(22/11) + n(11/22)(22/12) +

n(11/22)(22/22) + n(12/22)(11/22) + n(12/22)(12/22) + n(12/22)(22/11) +

n(12/22)(22/12) + n(12/22)(22/22) + n(22/11)(11/22) + n(22/11)(12/22) +

n(22/11)(22/11) + n(22/11)(22/12) + n(22/11)(22/22) + n(22/12)(11/22) +

n(22/12)(12/22) + n(22/12)(22/11) + n(22/12)(22/12) + n(22/12)(22/22) +

n(22/22)(11/22) + n(22/22)(12/22) + n(22/22)(22/11) + n(22/22)(22/12) +

n(22/22)(22/22),

n(•)(12/12) = n(11/12)(12/12) + n(12/11)(12/12),

n(12/12)(•) = n(12/12)(11/12) + n(12/12)(12/11),

n(••)(12/12) = n(11/22)(12/12) + n(12/22)(12/12) + n(22/11)(12/12) + n(22/12)(12/12) +

n(22/22)(12/12),
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n(12/12)(••) = n(12/12)(11/22) + n(12/12)(12/22) + n(12/12)(22/11) + n(12/12)(22/12) +

n(12/12)(22/22),

̟R =
pR11p

R
22

pR11p
R
22 + pR12p

R
21

, (4.11)

̟S =
pS11p

S
22

pS11p
S
22 + pS12p

S
21

, (4.12)

and ̟[(11)(11)][(22)(22)], ̟[(11)(12)][(22)(21)], ̟[(12)(11)][(21)(22)] and ̟[(12)(12)][(21)(21)] are the

mixture proportions for the complete heterozygous genotype at all the four SNPs

from two blocks and can be expressed by Equations (4.6) – (4.9). Different from

Equations (4.6) – (4.9), these expressions ignore i because all subjects with the

complete heterozygous genotype have the same diplotype composition.

4.2.4 An Integrative EM Algorithm

I derived a closed-form solution for estimating the unknown parameters with

the EM algorithm. The estimates of haplotype frequencies are based on the log-

likelihood function of equation (4.4), whereas the estimates of diplotype genotypic

means and residual variance are based on the log-likelihood function of equation

(4.5). These two different types of parameters can be estimated using an integrative

EM algorithm (APPENDIX B).

Haplotype frequencies can be expressed as a function of allelic frequencies and

LD. For a two-SNP haplotype within block R, I have

pRk1k2
= p

R(1)
k1

p
R(2)
k2

+ (−1)k1+k2DR, (4.13)

where DR is the linkage disequilibrium between the two SNPs at block R. Thus,

once haplotype frequencies are estimated, I can estimate allelic frequencies and LD

by solving equation (4.13). Similar calculations are also done for block S. After

across-block composite genotypic values are estimated, I can estimate the additive,

dominant and epistatic effects between two blocks using equation (4.2). The
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standard errors of the MLEs of the population and quantitative genetic parameters

can be estimated on the basis of Louis’ (1982) observed information matrix.

4.3 Hypothesis Tests

Two major hypotheses can be made in the following sequence: (1) the associ-

ation between different SNPs within each block by testing their linkage disequilib-

rium (LD), and (2) the significance of an assumed reference haplotype for its effect

on the disease outcome. The LD between two given SNPs within block R can be

tested using the following hypotheses:





H0 : DR = 0

H1 : DR 6= 0

(4.14)

The log-likelihood ratio test statistic for the significance of LD is calculated by

comparing the likelihood values under the H1 (full model) and H0 (reduced model)

using

LRR = −2[logL(p̃
R(1)
k1

, p̃
R(2)
k2

, DR = 0, Ω̃q|n) − logL(Ω̂p, Ω̂q|n)] (4.15)

where the tilde and hat denote the MLEs of unknown parameters under H0 and H1,

respectively. The LRR is considered to asymptotically follow a χ2 distribution with

one degree of freedom. The MLEs of allelic frequencies under H0 can be estimated

using the EM algorithm described above, but with the constraint pR11p
R
22 = pR12p

R
21. A

similar test can be made for block S.

Diplotype or haplotype effects on a complex disease can be tested using the

null and alternative hypotheses expressed as





H0 : µjRjS = µ

H1 : at least one equality in H0 does not hold

(4.16)

The log-likelihood ratio test statistic (LR) under these two hypotheses can be

similarly calculated. The LR may asymptotically follow a χ2 distribution with
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eight degree of freedom. However, the approximation of a χ2 distribution may be

inappropriate when some regularity conditions, such as normal and uncorrelated

residuals, are violated. The permutation test approach proposed by Churchill and

Doerge (1994), which does not rely upon the distribution of the LR, may be used to

determine the critical threshold for determining the existence of a QTL.

Different genetic effects, such as the additive (αR and αS), dominant (βR and

βS) and additive × additive (I), additive × dominant (J), dominant × additive

(K) and dominant × dominant effects (L) between blocks R and S can also be

tested individually. The critical thresholds for these individual effects can be

determined on the basis of simulation studies.

4.4 Results

I use a real example from an obesity study to demonstrate the power and

usefulness of this model. Numerous genes have been investigated as potential

obesity-susceptibility genes (Mason et al. 1999; Chagnon et al. 2003). The β1AR

and β2AR genes are two such examples (Green et al. 1995; Large et al. 1997) in

each of which there are several polymorphisms common in the population. Two

common polymorphisms are identified at codons 49 and 389 for the β1AR gene

on chromosome 10 and at codons 16 and 27 for the β2AR gene on chromosome 5,

respectively. The polymorphisms in each of these two receptor genes are in linkage

disequilibrium, which suggests the importance of taking into account haplotypes,

rather than a single polymorphism, when defining biologic function. This study

attempts to detect haplotype variants within these candidate genes which determine

human obesity traits.

To determine whether sequence variants at the two polymorphisms from one

gene interact with those from the other gene to affect obesity phenotypes, a group

of 163 men and women were investigated with ages from 32 to 86 years old with a

large variation in body fat mass. Each of these patients was determined for their
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genotypes at codon 49 with two alleles, Ser49 (A) and Gly49 (G), and codon 389

with two alleles, Arg389 (C) and Gly389 (G), within the β1AR gene, as well as

at codon 16 with two alleles, Arg16 (A) and Gly16 (G), and codon 27 with two

alleles, Gln27 (C) and Glu27 (G), within the β2AR gene, and measured for body

mass index (BMI). Two SNPs from each gene theoretically form 81 across-gene

genotypes, but, because these two genes are independent, the frequencies of these

genotypes can be expressed as the product of the genotype frequencies from each

gene. The integrative EM algorithm based on the likelihood function (4.4) allows

for the estimates of four haplotype frequencies and the resulting allele frequencies

and linkage disequilibrium at each gene (Table 4-2). Highly significant LD was

detected between two SNPs for each gene (P < 0.001). Small sampling errors for

the estimates of each population genetic parameter indicated that the estimates are

highly precise.

By assuming that one haplotype is different from the rest of haplotypes at

each gene, this model can detect the reference haplotypes that display significant

main and interaction effects on the BMI trait. Using haplotypes AC, AG, GC

and GG as a reference haplotype at the β1AR gene, respectively, in conjunction

with a reference haplotype selected from AC, AG, GC or GG at the β2AR gene,

I calculated the corresponding log-likelihood-ratio (LR) test statistics (0.36 –

17.90) using equation (4.10) (Table 4-2). Based on the critical threshold value of

15.05 at the 5% significance level determined from 1000 permutation tests, the two

maximal LR values, 15.1 and 17.9 for across-gene reference haplotypes (GG)(GC)

and (GC)(GC), respectively, are thought to trigger significant haplotype effects on

BMI. However, because these two reference haplotypes form different numbers of

composite genotypes, with all nine for (GG)(GC) and eight for (GC)(GC) (Table

4-2), an optimal reference-haplotype combination should be selected on the basis
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Table 4–2: Maximum likelihood estimates of SNP population genetic parameters (allele frequencies and linkage disequi-
librium) and quantitative genetic parameters associated with phenotypic variation in BMI for 145 patients when different
across-gene reference haplotypes are assumed

Across-block reference haplotype combinations

Parameters (AC)(AC) (AC)(AG) (AC)(GC) (AC)(GG) (AG)(AC) (AG)(AG) (AG)(GC) (AG)(GG) (GC)(AC) (GC)(AG) (GC)(GC) (GC)(GG) (GG)(AC) (GG)(AG) (GG)(GC) (GG)(GG)

LR1 5.00 4.23 6.64 1.84 1.99 1.36 2.29 0.36 9.24 3.44 17.90 2.28 10.77 10.36 15.06 8.46
P value 0.05

Population genetic parameters

p
β2(1)
1 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61

p
β2(2)
1 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37

Dβ2 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13

p
β1(1)
1 0.85 0.85 0.15 0.15 0.85 0.85 0.15 0.15 0.85 0.85 0.15 0.15 0.85 0.85 0.15 0.15

p
β1(2)
1 0.74 0.26 0.74 0.26 0.74 0.26 0.74 0.26 0.74 0.26 0.74 0.26 0.74 0.26 0.74 0.26

Dβ1 -0.04 0.04 0.04 -0.04 -0.04 0.04 0.04 -0.04 -0.04 0.04 0.04 -0.04 -0.04 0.04 0.04 -0.04

Quantitative genetic parameters
µAABB 32.72 35.97 21.68 - - - - - 32.16 - - - 29.73 24.41 24.18 -
µAABB̄ 29.07 29.74 29.79 33.21 - - - - 34.65 29.58 27.71 22.66 29.46 29.58 29.28 -
µAAB̄B̄ 31.71 30.78 31.97 30.96 - - - - 23.11 32.95 32.81 31.42 24.33 29.02 28.94 28.79
µAĀBB 29.36 31.08 - - 28.55 26.09 - - 28.62 31.31 36.35 - 28.48 26.69 36.35 -
µAĀBB̄ 32.41 29.55 34.03 24.06 20.75 27.48 30.69 32.76 33.19 29.66 40.12 45.72 27.53 27.11 27.43 24.77
µAĀB̄B̄ 30.70 31.62 29.53 30.82 31.22 27.96 24.91 27.57 33.47 31.93 28.99 31.30 27.60 28.66 27.84 27.93
µĀĀBB 29.23 25.84 30.27 - 29.90 30.21 27.40 - 30.42 28.85 22.93 - 31.18 33.80 21.68 -
µĀĀBB̄ 29.29 28.12 28.74 23.90 30.67 29.07 31.52 24.16 28.49 28.59 28.23 27.41 33.87 31.03 36.19 29.34
µĀĀB̄B̄ 26.26 29.61 28.72 28.81 29.26 30.69 29.69 30.11 28.00 29.41 29.51 29.05 32.30 32.88 31.40 32.44
σ 8.75 8.78 8.70 8.85 8.84 8.86 8.83 8.89 8.62 8.80 8.34 8.83 8.57 8.59 8.43 8.64

Note: “-” denotes the missing of composite genotypes under the corresponding across-gene reference haplotypes.
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of the AIC criterion. I found that across-gene reference haplotype (GC)(GC) is the

best for explaining the BMI data in this example.

The missing of one composite genotype generated by across-gene reference

haplotype (GC)(GC) prevents the estimation of all the additive, dominant and

epistatic effects using equation (4.2) because of inadequate degrees of freedom. As

an example, I used across-gene reference haplotype (GG)(GC) to demonstrate how

each of these genetic effects is tested. It is found that the additive and dominant

effects exerted by (GG)(GC) are not significant (data not shown). Of the four

kinds of epistasis between the two genes, only dominant × dominant genetic effect

is significant at the 5% significance level. This type of epistasis reduces, by about

20%, the BMI of the patient who carries diplotypes [GG][GG] at the β2AR gene

and [GC][GC] at the β1AR gene, compared to the other across-gene diplotypes.

I estimate the standard errors of the MLEs of the population and quantitative

genetic parameters based on Louis’ (1982) observed information matrix, suggesting

that all MLEs have reasonable estimation precision although the estimates of

quantitative genetic parameters are not as precise as those of population genetic

parameters due to a small sample size used.

4.5 Discussion

For any two unrelated people, about 99.9% of their DNA sequences are

detected to be the same. It is the remaining 0.1% that contains the genetic variants

that influence how people differ in their risk of disease or their response to drugs.

Discovering concrete DNA sequence variants that contribute to common disease risk

offers one of the best opportunities for understanding the complex causes of disease

in humans. The recent development of a haplotype map of the human genome, the

HapMap, by the International HapMap Consortium (2003) provides a key resource

to describe the common patterns of human DNA sequence variation and find genes

that affect health, disease, and responses to drugs and environmental factors.
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I have recently developed a series of statistical models that can detect specific

DNA sequence variants for complex diseases (Liu et al. 2004) or drug response (Lin

et al. 2005) with the aids of the information provided by the HapMap. Different

from quantitative trait loci (QTL) defined as putative chromosomal segments, DNA

sequence variants detected from my models are shown at the individual nucleotide

level, which are therefore called quantitative trait nucleotides (QTN). Although the

models for QTN mapping have been studied by theoretical simulations and vali-

dated with real-world data, their applications may still be limited because of their

underlying assumption that genes operate individually. For most common diseases,

such as diabetes, cancer, obesity, stroke, heart disease, depression, and asthma,

however, it is likely that a suite of genes and environmental factors are involved to

form a complicated web of interactions (Segre et al. 2005). Interactions between

different genes (i.e., epistasis) or between genes and environmental factors are

thought to be evolutionary forces to maintain genetic variation and buffer against

environmental or developmental perturbations (Moore 2005). In this chapter, I

extend my earlier statistical models to perform a genome-wide scan for sequence-

sequence interactions as a fundamental component of genetic network for disease

susceptibility. Beyond traditional epitstatic models based on locus cosegregations

(Lynch and Walsh 1998), this model allows for the direction characterization of spe-

cific DNA sequence interactions on the SNP-constructed HapMap. As an example,

I have used the data from an obesity research project to validate the implications

of my interactive models. Specific DNA sequences from two different candidate

genes, β1AR and β2AR, have been identified to affect human obesity traits in an

interactive manner.

For clarification, my presented the idea for sequencing a complex trait with

an interaction model based on two-DNA sequences from each haplotype block.

It is likely that the two-SNP model is too simple to characterize genetic variants
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for quantitative variation. With the foundation for the two-SNP sequencing

model, I can readily extend this model to include an arbitrary number of SNPs

whose sequences are associated with the phenotypic variation. In the multi-SNP

sequencing model, I face many haplotypes and haplotype pairs. An AIC- or BIC-

based model selection strategy (Burnham and Andersson 1998) has been framed

to determine the haplotype that is most distinct from the rest of haplotypes in

explaining quantitative variation. However, in practice, a simultaneously analysis

of too many SNPs will encounter considerable computationally load and, also, may

not be necessary for the explanation of disease variation. The determination of a

maximal number of SNPs for sequencing mapping of QTN should be integrated

with computational algorithms for haplotype block modelling (Kimmel and Shamir

2005).

One of the most important statistical issues for QTN mapping is the derivation

of an effective approach to handle missing composite genotypes. For some reference

haplotypes, one or more composite genotypes are missing due to a low frequency of

their occurrences although their effects may exist. The missing of these composite

genotypes prevents the full estimates of the genetic effects. Given that these

composite genotypes are not missing at random, pattern mixture models developed

for treating non-randomly missing data (Little 1993, 1994) can be used to estimate

the genotypic values of missing composite genotypes. Thus, after the idea behind

the pattern mixture models is incorporated into the sequence mapping of QTN, I

are closer to provide better estimates of sequence action and interaction effects on

complex diseases.



CHAPTER 5
MODEL FOR DETECTING SEQUENCE-SEQUENCE INTERACTIONS FOR

DRUG RESPONSE

5.1 Introduction

The increasing number of genetic studies for complex traits and biological

processes in humans requires more advanced techniques of statistical analysis

(Lynch and Walsh 1998). This is due to two reasons. First, genes interact in a

complex network to determine a final phenotype. It is very often that a complex

trait is characterized by a number of non-Mendelian, environmentally sensitive

genes, of which some act additively, whereas many others are operational in a

multiplicative or compensatory way (Frankel and Schork 1996; Moore 2003). Many

current statistical techniques used in genetic research assume the additive control

of genes, aimed to facilitate data analysis and modelling, which certainly provide

misleading results when genetic interactions or epistasis actually occur.

Second, almost every phenotypic trait can be partitioned into its multiple

continuous developmental components on a time scale. To better study the genetic

architecture of these traits, I need measure the traits at a multitude of discrete time

points. A different but statistically similar example of these so-called time-series

traits is drug response, a field that gained much attention due to the possible

clinical applications, ranging from individualized therapy to new drug development

(Arranz et al. 2002). Recent studies have suggested that a variable number of

polymorphisms in various genes are supposedly involved in modulating the response

and/or side effects to drugs (Serretti and Artioli 2003).

The motivation of this chapter is to develop a statistical model for detecting

epistatic interactions that control drug response. This new model is constructed

75
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through combining two recent developments in genetic mapping. A traditional

mapping strategy is based on the cosegregation of genotyped markers and quan-

titative trait loci (QTL) that are bracketed by the markers (Lander and Botstein

1989). QTL for a complex trait identified from this strategy presents a hypothesized

chromosomal segment whose DNA sequence is unknown. The second strategy,

recently developed by Liu et al. (2004) and Lin et al. (2005), can identify specific

DNA sequence variants that affect a complex trait. This strategy, that relies on the

recent advent of high-throughout single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) technolo-

gies, allows for the genomewide scan of causal DNA sequences, called quantitative

trait nucleotides (QTN). Lin et al. (2005) have developed a conceptual framework

for detecting interaction effects between different QTN for a complex trait.

Considering the dynamic feature of many complex traits, a series of statistical

models, called functional mapping, have been recently developed to characterize

QTL that contribute to genetic variation for longitudinal traits (Ma et al. 2002; Wu

et al. 2004a, 2004b, 2004c). Functional mapping capitalizes on the mathematical

functions that describe biological processes and embeds them within the context

of genetic mapping theory. By estimating the mathematical parameters that

determine the patterns of longitudinal trajectories, functional mapping has proven

efficient and effective for unveiling the genetic architecture of complex traits. In this

chapter, I incorporate the idea of QTN mapping with functional mapping to detect

epistatic interactions between different DNA sequence variants that encode drug

response. I also perform simulation studies to examine the statistical properties of

this model. A real example was used to validate the usefulness of this model.

5.2 Theory

5.2.1 The Normal Mixture Model

Approaches for QTL and QTN mapping are statistically similar in the con-

ceptual formation of a mixture model. For QTL mapping, each observation must
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arise from one of multiple QTL genotypes, although the QTL genotype for this

individual is unknown (Lander and Botstein 1989). The normal mixture model is

constructed to contain the possible impact of these QTL genotypes each of which

is assumed to follow a normal distribution. As shown in Liu et al. (2004), QTN

mapping is also based on a normal mixture model but in which the phenotypic

value of an individual that is heterozygous for two or more SNPs is thought to arise

one of multiple diplotypes constructed by set of SNPs.

Differences among different diplotypes can be assumed to result from the

composition of different haplotypes. Liu et al. (2004) defined the haplotype

that is different from the rest of haplotypes as reference haplotype. Those rest of

haplotypes are thus defined as non-reference haplotype. Consider a QTN, R, that

is composed of a set of SNPs. Let A and Ā be the reference and non-reference

haplotypes for this QTN, respectively, which thus form three different composite

genotypes, AA, AĀ and ĀĀ. In the mixture model, longitudinal observations for

each composite genotype, j, are characterized by a different multivariate normal

distribution with mean vector uj and covariance matrix Σ.

For QTN mapping, only diplotypes that are heterozygous for two or more

SNPs contain different composite genotypes because these diplotypes are not

consistent with their phenotypically observable genotypes. Therefore, the mixture

model is formulated only for those diplotypes.

5.2.2 Epistatic Effects

I developed an interactive model aimed to detect sequence-sequence epistasis.

Let B and B̄ be the reference and non-reference haplotypes at a second QTN, B,

respectively. The two QTN, A and B, generate nine different composite genotypes

expressed as AABB, AABB̄, AAB̄B̄, AĀBB, AĀBB̄, AĀB̄B̄, ĀĀBB, ĀĀBB̄

and ĀĀB̄B̄. Traditional quantitative genetic theories can be used to model the

genetic effects of the composite genotypes (Lynch and Walsh 1998). The genotypic
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vector (ujRjS ) of a joint composite genotype at the two haplotype blocks can be

decomposed into nine different components as follows:

ujRjS = u Overall mean (5.1)

+ (jR − 1)aR + (jS − 1)aS Additive effects

+ [1 − (jR − 1)2]bR + [1 − (jS − 1)2]bS Dominant effects

+ (jR − 1)(jS − 1)i Additive × additive effect

+ (jR − 1)[1 − (jS − 1)2]j Additive × dominant effect

+ [1 − (jR − 1)2](jS − 1)k Dominant × additive effect

+ [1 − (jR − 1)2][1 − (jS − 1)2]l Dominant × dominant effect,

where

jR, jS =





2 for AA or BB

1 for AĀ or BB̄

0 for ĀĀ or B̄B̄

stand for the composite genotypes at blocks R and S, respectively, a. and b. are

the additive and dominant effect vectors at the corresponding block, respectively,

and i, j, k and l are the additive × additive, additive × dominant, dominant ×

additive and dominant × dominant epistatic effect vectors between the two QTN,

respectively.

If the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the genotypic value vectors at

the left side of equation (5.1) can be observed, I can solve the vectors for the overall

mean, additive, dominant and four kinds of epistatic effects between two QTN by

u =
1

4
(uĀĀB̄B̄ + uAAB̄B̄ + uĀĀBB + uAABB)

aR =
1

4
(uAABB − uĀĀB̄B̄ + uAAB̄B̄ − uĀĀBB)

aS =
1

4
(uĀĀBB − uĀĀB̄B̄ − uAAB̄B̄ + uAABB)
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bR =
1

4
(2uAĀB̄B̄ − uĀĀB̄B̄ − uAAB̄B̄ − uĀĀBB − uAABB + 2uAĀBB)

bS =
1

4
(2uĀĀBB̄ − uĀĀB̄B̄ − uAAB̄B̄ − uĀĀBB − uAABB + 2uAABB̄)

i =
1

4
(uAABB − uAAB̄B̄ − uĀĀBB + uĀĀB̄B̄)

j =
1

4
(2uAABB̄ − uAABB − 2uĀĀBB̄ + uĀĀB̄B̄ − uAAB̄B̄ + uĀĀBB)

k =
1

4
(2uAĀBB − 2uAĀB̄B̄ + uĀĀB̄B̄ + uAAB̄B̄ − uĀĀBB − uAABB)

l =
1

4
(4uAĀBB̄ + uĀĀB̄B̄ + uAAB̄B̄ + uĀĀBB + uAABB − 2uAĀB̄B̄

−2uAĀBB − 2uĀĀBB̄ − 2uAABB̄) (5.2)

5.2.3 Likelihood Functions

The mixture model used to map QTN includes the proportions of each mixture

component and the probability distribution functions of phenotypic observations

given that component. The mixture proportions are the relative frequencies of

those diplotypes that are phenotypically the same and they can be expressed as

a function of haploid frequencies. In this chapter, two QTN are assumed to be

independent, which means that their joint haplotype frequencies are the products of

two haplotype frequencies each from a QTN.

Suppose there are R and S SNPs for QTN R and S, respectively. The two

alleles, 1 and 2, at each of these SNPs are symbolized by k1, . . . , kR and l1, . . . , lR,

respectively. A haplotype frequency is denoted by pRk1k2···kR
for QTN R and pSl1l2···lS

for QTN S. As stated above, across-QTN haplotype frequencies can be calculated

as the product of the corresponding haplotype frequencies from a different QTN,

expressed as

p(k1k2···kR)(l1l2···lS) = pRk1k2···kR
pSl1l2···lS

, (5.3)

where the parentheses are used to separate two different QTN for a given across-

QTN haplotype. With these across-QTN haplotype frequencies, expected across-
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QTN diplotype frequencies and across-QTN genotype frequencies can be calculated,

respectively, under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Lynch and Walsh 1998).

With across-QTN diplotype and genotype frequencies, the likelihood function

based on across-QTN genotype observations, n = {n(k1k′
1/k2k′

2/···/kRk′

R)(l1l′1/l2l′2/···/lS l′S)},

can be constructed. I simplify the presentation of the model by assuming two SNPs

for each QTN. In Table 5-1, all possible genotypes and diplotypes are given as

well as their frequencies at two SNPs genotyped from QTN R. Each diplotype

is composed of two haplotypes, one from the mother and the other from the

father. The diplotype frequencies can be expressed in terms of the haplotype

frequencies. The same genotype may contain two different diplotypes, depending

on its heterozygosity. Table 5-1 also provides the relative frequencies with which a

genotype carries a particular haplotype. Such relative frequencies will be useful for

partitioning observed genotypes into underlying diplotypes in the construction of

likelihood function based on the phneotype.

Let Ωp = (pRk1k2
, pSl1l2

) be the population genetic parameters to be estimated

for QTN R and S. Lin et al.(2005) formulated a log-likelihood function of these

unknown haplotype frequencies given observed genotypes (n) in a multinomial

form. They also provided a series of closed-form solution for the EM algorithm to

estimate these haplotype frequencies. To save space, a detailed procedure for this

estimation process is not given.

While traditional models assume the association between the genotype and

drug response (Gong et al. 2004), this model can estimate the effects of different

diplotypes on the pharmacodynamic response of drugs. A particular four-SNP

genotype from two QTN, expressed as (k1k
′
1/k2k

′
2)(l1l

′
1/l2l

′
2), can be partitioned

into four possible diplotypes, [(k1k2)(l1l2)][(k
′
1k

′
2)(l

′
1l

′
2)], [(k1k2)(l1l

′
2)][(k

′
1k

′
2)(l

′
1l2)],

[(k1k
′
2)(l1l2)][(k

′
1k2)(l

′
1l

′
2)] and [(k1k

′
2)(l1l

′
2)] [(k′1k2)(l

′
1l2)]. Let Ωq be quantitative

genetic parameters that specify the mean vectors of different diplotypes and the
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Table 5–1: Possible diplotypes and their frequenecies for each of nine genotypes at two SNPs within a QTN, haplotype com-
position frequencies for each genotype and genotypic value vectors of composite genotypes

Relative diplotype Haplotype composition Composite Genotypic
Genotype Diplotype Diplotype frequency freq. within genotypes [11] [12] [21] [22] genotype mean vector

11/11 [11][11] P[11][11] = p2
11 1 1 0 0 0 AA u2·

11/12 [11][12] P[11][12] = 2p11p12 1 1
2

1
2 0 0 AĀ u1·

11/22 [12][12] P[12][12] = p2
12 1 0 1 0 0 ĀĀ u0·

12/11 [11][21] P[11][21] = 2p11p21 1 1
2 0 1

2 0 AĀ u1·

12/12

{
[11][22]

[12][21]

{
P[11][22] = 2p11p22

P[12][21] = 2p12p21

{
π

1 − π
1
2π 1

2(1 − π) 1
2(1 − π) 1

2π

{
AĀ

ĀĀ

{
u1·

u0·

12/22 [12][22] P[12][22] = 2p12p22 1 0 1
2 0 1

2 ĀĀ u0·

22/11 [21][21] P[21][21] = p2
21 1 0 0 1 0 ĀĀ u0·

22/12 [21][22] P[21][22] = 2p21p22 1 0 0 1
2

1
2 ĀĀ u0·

22/22 [22][22] P[22][22] = p2
22 1 0 0 0 1 ĀĀ u0·

Two alleles for each of the two SNPs are denoted as 1 and 2, respectively. Genotypes at different SNPs are separated by a slash.
Diplotypes are the combination of two bracketed maternally and paternally derived haplotypes. By assuming that haplotype [11] is the
reference haplotype, composite genotypes are accordingly defined and their genotypic mean vectors are given. π = p11p22

p11p22+p12p21
where

p11, p12, p21 and p22 are the haplotype frequencies of [11], [12], [21], and [22], respectively. ujR·
=

∑jS=2
jS=0 ujRjS .
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residual covariance matrix. The likelihood of unknown population (Ωp) and

quantitative genetic parameters (Ωq) given a drug response measured at C dosage

levels, y = {y(1), . . . , y(C)}, and SNP genotype observations, n, is constructed as

logL(Ωp,Ωq|y,n) =
n∑

i=1

log[̟[(k1k2)(l1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l′2)]|if[(k1k2)(l1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l′2)](yi)

+ ̟[(k1k2)(l1l′2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)]|if[(k1k2)(l1l′2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)](yi)

+ ̟[(k1k′
2)(l1l2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l′2)]|if[(k1k2)(l′1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)](yi)

+ ̟[(k1k′
2)(l1l′2)][(k′

1k2)(l1l′2)]|if[(k1k′
2)(l1l′2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l2)](yi)],

(5.4)

where the mixture proportions,

̟[(k1k2)(l1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l′2)]|i (5.5)

=
pRk1k2

pSl1l2
pRk′

1k′
2
pSl′1l′2

pRk1k2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l2

,

̟[(k1k2)(l1l′2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)]|i (5.6)

=
pRk1k2

pSl1l′2
pRk′

1k′
2
pSl′1l2

pRk1k2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l2

,

̟[(k1k′
2)(l1l2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l′2)]|i (5.7)

=
pRk1k′

2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l′2

pRk1k2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l2

,

̟[(k1k′
2)(l1l′2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l2)]|i (5.8)

=
pRk1k′

2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l2

pRk1k2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k′

2
pSl′1l2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l′2

+ pRk1k′
2
pSl1l′2

pRk′
1k2
pSl′1l2

,

represent the relative frequencies of the corresponding across-block diplotypes that

form the same genotype, and f[(k1k2)(l1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l′2)](yi), f[(k1k2)(l1l′2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)](yi),

f[(k1k2)(l′1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)](yi) and f[(k1k′
2)(l1l′2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l2)](yi) are the probability density

functions for subject i who has the corresponding diplotype, with C-dimensional
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genotypic value vectors u[(k1k2)(l1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l′2)], u[(k1k2)(l1l′2)][(k′
1k′

2)(l′1l2)], u[(k1k2)(l′1l2)][(k′
1k′

2)

(l′1l2)], and u[(k1k′
2)(l1l′2)][(k′

1k2)(l′1l2)], respectively, and C × C common residual covariance

matrix Σ. Note that the mixture proportions are expressed as being subject-specific

because different subjects each with a known genotype may have different diplotype

compositions.

Assume that haplotypes 11 (denoted by A) and 12 (denoted B) are the

reference haplotypes at QTN R and S, respectively. As shown above, this leads

to nine different across-QTN composite genotypes. equation (5.1) provides the

structure of an arbitrary across-QTN composite genotype formed by the reference

and non-reference haplotypes. Table 5-1 tabulates the genotypic value vectors

for different composite genotypes. For a given composite genotype jRjS , I have a

multivariate normal distribution expressed as

fjRjS (yi;Ωq) =
1

(2π)C/2|Σ|1/2
exp

[
−1

2
(yi − ujRjS )Σ−1(yi − ujRjS )′

]
, (5.9)

with jR, jS = 2, 1, 0. At a particular concentration c, the relationship between the

observation and expected mean can be described by a regression model (Zhao et al.

2005),

yi(c) =
2∑

jR=0

2∑

jS=0

ξijRjSujRjS (c) + ei(c), (5.10)

=
2∑

jR=0

2∑

jS=0

ξijRjSujRjS (c)

+
r∗∑

c′=1

2∑

jR=0

2∑

jS=0

φ(c, c− c′)[yi(c− c′) − ξijRjSµjRjS (c− c′)] + ǫi(c) (5.11)

where ξijRjS is the indicator variable denoted as 1 if a composite genotype jRjS

is considered for individual i and 0 otherwise; ei(c) is the residual error (i.e.,

the accumulative effect of polygenes and errors) that contains two components,

rth-order antedependent variance (Gabriel 1962; Núñez-Antón and Zimmerman
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2000),
∑r∗

t′=1

∑2
jR=1

∑2
jS=1 φ(c, c − c′)[yi(c − c′) − ξijRjSµjRjS (c − c′)], where r∗ =

min(r, c − 1) and φ(c, c − c′)’s are unrestricted antedependence parameters, and

independent normal random variable, ǫi(c), with mean zero and time-dependent

variance, σ2(c), termed innovation variance.

5.2.4 Modelling the Mean-covariance Structures

Traditional genetic mapping for multiple traits attempts to estimate each

element in the mean vector and the covariance matrix. This may not be efficient

and effective for two reasons. First, when dosage level C is high, an exponentially

increasing number of parameters need to be estimated. Second, this approach does

not consider biological principles underlying pharmacodynamic responses. The

mainstay of modelling drug response is the Hill, or sigmoid Emax, equation, which

postulates the following relationship between drug concentration (C) and drug effect

(E) (Giraldo 2003)

E = E0 +
EmaxC

H

ECH
50 + CH

, (5.12)

where E0 is the constant or baseline value for the drug response parameter, Emax is

the asymptotic (limiting) effect, EC50 is the drug concentration that results in 50%

of the maximal effect, and H is the slope parameter that determines the slope of the

concentration-response curve. The larger H, the steeper the linear phase of the the

log-concentration-effect curve. When the effect is a continuous variable, estimates

of Emax, EC50 and H are usually obtained by extended least squares or iteratively

reweighted least squares when there is sufficient data for analysis of individual

subjects. When sparse data are pooled from multiple patients, then a population

analysis is a better approach. Different from such a traditional treatment, I will

estimate these curve parameters separately for different composite genotypes.

The composite genotype-specific mean vectors in equation (5.9) will be

modelled by the Emax model, expressed as
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ujRjS = {ujRjS (1), . . . , ujRjS (C)}

=

{[
E0jRjS +

EmaxjRjSC
HjRjS
1

EC
HjRjS
50jRjS

+ C
HjRjS
1

]
, . . . ,

[
E0jRjS +

EmaxjRjSC
HjRjS
C

EC
HjRjS
50jRjS

+ C
HjRjS
C

]}
,

(5.13)

where ΘjRjS = (E0jRjS ,EmaxjRjS ,EC50jRjS ,HjRjS ) is the mathematical parameters

that describe the drug response profile for composite genotype jRjS . Thus, based

on equation (5.13), the estimates will be concentrated on ΘjRjS rather than on

ujRjS . This modelling of the mean vectors has two advantages: (1) clinically

meaningful curves are used in genetic mapping so that the results will be closer to

biological realm, and (2) the number of parameters to be estimated is reduced, thus

increasing the power of the model to detect significant QTN and their interactions.

It is not parsimonious to estimate all the elements in the within-subject

covariance matrix among different concentration levels because some structure

exists for time-dependent variances and correlations. The structure of the residual

covariance matrix in (5.10) can be modelled by the first-order autoregressive

[AR(1)] model (Diggle et al., 2002), expressed as

σ2(1) = · · · = σ2(C) = σ2

for the variance, and

σ(c1, c2) = σ2ρ|c2−c1|

for the covariance between any two concentration levels c1 and c2, where 0 < ρ < 1

is the proportion parameter with which the correlation decays with time lag. The

parameters that model the structure of the (co)variance matrix are arrayed in Ωv.

To remove the heteroscedastic problem of the residual variance, which violates

a basic assumption of the simple AR(1) model, two approaches can be used. The
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first approach is to model the residual variance by a parametric function of time,

as originally proposed by Pletcher and Geyer (1999). But this approach needs to

implement additional parameters for characterizing the age-dependent change of the

variance. The second approach is to embed Carroll and Rupert’s (1984) transform-

both-sides (TBS) model into the growth-incorporated finite mixture model (Wu

et al. 2004b), which does not need any more parameters. Both empirical analyses

with real examples and computer simulations suggest that the TBS-based model

can increase the precision of parameter estimation and computational efficiency.

Furthermore, the TBS model preserves original biological means of the curve

parameters although statistical analyses are based on transformed data.

The TBS-based model displays the potential to relax the assumption of vari-

ance stationarity, but the covariance stationarity issue remains unsolved. Zhao et

al. (2005) used Zimmerman and Núñez-Antón’s (1997) structured antedependence

(SAD) model to approach the age-specific change of correlation in the analysis of

longitudinal traits based on (5.5). Using matrix notation, the error term in (5.4)

can be expressed as

e = Aǫ (5.14)

where e = [e(1), · · · , e(C)]
′

, ǫ = [ǫ(1), · · · , ǫ(C)]
′

and for the SAD(1) model

A =




1 0 0 0

φ1 1 0 0

...
. . .

φC−1
1 φC−2

1 · · · φ1 1




(5.15)

The variance-covariance matrix of the longitudinal trait is then expressed as

Σ = AΣǫA
′

, (5.16)
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where Σǫ is the innovation variance-covariance matrix and is expressed as:

Σǫ =




σ2(1) 0 0 · · · 0

0 σ2(2) 0 · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 · · · σ2(C)




.

The closed forms for the inverse and determinant of matrix Σ help to estimate the

parameters, Ωv = (φ1, · · · , φr, σ
2), that model the matrix. The vector ΘjRjS and Ωv

form the quantitative genetic parameters Ωq.

As a simplified example with the SAD(1) model, under the assumption that

innovation variance is constant across different time points, Jaffrézic et al. (2003)

derived the analytical forms for variance and covariance functions among time-

dependent measurements, expressed, respectively, as

σ2(c) =
1 − φ2c

1 − φ2
σ2, (5.17)

σ(c1, c2) = φc2−c1
1 − φ2c1

1 − φ2
σ2, c2 ≥ c1, (5.18)

for equally spaced repeated measurements. It can be seen that although constant

innovation variances are assumed, the residual variance can change with dosage

level (Jaffrézic et al. 2003). Also, for the simplest SAD model, the correlation

function is non-stationary because the correlation does not depend only on the dose

interval c2 − c1 but also depends on the start and end points of the interval, c1 and

c2.

5.2.5 An Integrative EM-simplex Algorithm

I derived a closed-form solution for estimating the population genetic para-

meters Ωp with the EM algorithm (Lin et al. 2005). The Nelder-Mead simplex

algorithm, originally proposed by Nelder and Mead (1965), can be used to estimate

the quantitative genetic parameters Ωq = (ΘjRjS ,Ωv). It is a direct search method
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for nonlinear unconstrained optimization. It attempts to minimize a scalar-valued

nonlinear function using only function values, without any derivative information

(explicit or implicit). The algorithm uses linear adjustment of the parameters until

some convergence criterion is met. Simulation studies have proven that simplex

algorithm converges to the same solution more rapidly than the EM algorithm in

the classical functional mapping.

Haplotype frequencies can be expressed as a function of allelic frequencies and

linkage disequilibria (LD). For a two-SNP haplotype for QTN R, I have

pRk1k2
= p

R(1)
k1

p
R(2)
k2

+ (−1)k1+k2DR, (5.19)

where DR is the linkage disequilibrium between the two SNPs at QTN R. Thus,

once haplotype frequencies are estimated, I can estimate allelic frequencies and LD

by solving equation (5.19). Similar calculations are also done for block S. After

across-QTN composite genotypic values are estimated, I can estimate the additive,

dominant and epistatic effects between two QTN using equation (5.2).

5.3 Hypothesis Tests

With my epistatic model, I can make a number of hypothesis tests regarding

the genetic control of overall drug response to a spectrum of dosages and other

clinically important events. Two major hypotheses can be made in the following

sequence: (1) the association between different SNPs within each QTN by testing

their linkage disequilibria (LD), and (2) the significance of an assumed across-QTN

reference haplotype for its effect on drug response. The LD between two given

SNPs within QTN R can be tested using the following hypotheses:





H0 : DR = 0

H1 : DR 6= 0

(5.20)

The log-likelihood ratio test statistic for the significance of LD is calculated by
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comparing the likelihood values under the H1 (full model) and H0 (reduced model)

using

LRR = −2[logL(p̃Rk1
, p̃Rk2

, DR = 0, Ω̃q|n) − logL(Ω̂p, Ω̂q|n)] (5.21)

where the tilde and hat denote the MLEs of unknown parameters under H0 and H1,

respectively. The LRR is considered to asymptotically follow a χ2 distribution with

one degree of freedom. The MLEs of allelic frequencies under H0 can be estimated

using the EM algorithm described above, but with the constraint pR11p
R
22 = pR12p

R
21. A

similar test can be made for block S.

Diplotype or haplotype effects on a complex disease can be tested using the

null and alternative hypotheses expressed as





H0 : ΘjRjS = Θ (jR, jS = 2, 1, 0)

H1 : at least one equality in H0 does not hold

(5.22)

The log-likelihood ratio test statistic (LR) under these two hypotheses can be

similarly calculated. The LR may asymptotically follow a χ2 distribution with

36 degrees of freedom. However, the approximation of a χ2 distribution may be

inappropriate when some regularity conditions, such as normal and uncorrelated

residuals, are violated. The permutation test approach proposed by Churchill and

Doerge (1994), which does not rely upon the distribution of the LR, may be used to

determine the critical threshold for determining the existence of a QTL.

Different genetic effects, such as the additive (aR and aS), dominant (bR and

bS) and additive × additive (i), additive × dominant (j), dominant × additive (k)

and dominant × dominant effects (l) between blocks R and S can also be tested

individually. The critical thresholds for these individual effects can be determined

on the basis of simulation studies.

This model allows for the tests of different outcomes for drug response. For

overall drug response curves, hypothesis tests based on mathematical parameters
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can be informative for the characterization of genetic control. One alternative test

can be performed on the area under curve (AUC). The AUC can be calculated by

taking integral for each composite genotype, expressed as

AUCjRjS =

∫ CC

C1

[
E0jRjS +

EmaxjRjSc
HjRjS

EC
HjRjS
50jRjS

+ cHjRjS

]
dc.

The null hypothesis based on the AUC can be formulated as AUCjRjS = AUC.

The permutation tests can be used to determine the critical value for AUC-related

hypothesis tests.

5.4 A Worked Example

To show how the model works in practice, I use it to analyze a real example

from a pharmacogenetical study for drug response. Numerous genes have been

investigated as potential obesity-susceptibility genes (Mason et al. 1999; Chagnon

et al. 2003). The β1AR and β2AR genes are two such examples (Green et al. 1995;

Large et al. 1997) in each of which there are several polymorphisms common in the

population. Two common polymorphisms are identified at codons 49 (Ser49Gly)

and 389 (Arg389Gly) for the β1AR gene and at codons 16 (Arg16Gly) and 27

(Gln27Glu) for the β2AR gene, respectively. The polymorphisms in each of these

two receptor genes are in linkage disequilibrium, which suggests the importance of

taking into account haplotypes, rather than a single polymorphism, when defining

biological function. This study attempts to detect haplotype variants within these

candidate genes which determine drug response.

To determine whether sequence variants at the two polymorphisms from one

gene interact with those from the other gene to affect drug response, a group of

163 men and women were investigated with ages from 32 to 86 years old with a

large variation in heart rates in response to different dosage levels of dobutamine

which is a medication designed to prevent congestive heart failure. Dobutamine

was injected into these subjects to investigate their response in heart rate to this
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drug. The subjects received increasing doses of dobutamine, until they achieved

target heart rate response or predetermined maximum dose. The dose levels used

were 0 (baseline), 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 mcg—min, at each of which heart rate was

measured. The time interval of 3 minutes is allowed between two successive doses

for subjects to reach a pateau in response to that dose. Only those (98) in whom

there were heart rate data at all the six concentration levels were included for data

analyses.

Each of these patients was determined for their genotypes at codon 49 with

two allele Ser49 (A) and Gly49 (G) and codon 389 with two alleles Arg389 (C)

and Gly389 (G) within the β1AR gene on chromosome 10, as well as at codon 16

with two alleles Arg16 (A) and Gly16 (G) and codon 27 with two alleles Gln27

(C) and Glu27 (G), within the β2AR gene on chromosome 5, and measured for

the response in heart rate to dobutamine. Two SNPs from each gene theoretically

form 81 across-gene genotypes, but, because these two genes are independent, the

frequencies of these genotypes can be expressed as the product of the genotype

frequencies from each gene.

By assuming that one haplotype is different from the rest of haplotypes at

each gene, this model can detect the reference haplotypes that display significant

main and interaction effects on drug response. Using haplotypes AC, AG, GC

and GG as a reference haplotype at the β1AR gene, respectively, in conjunction

with a reference haplotype selected from AC, AG, GC and GG at the β2AR gene,

I calculate the corresponding log-likelihood-ratio (LR) test statistics (Table 5-2)

based on the hypotheses test formulated by equation (5.22). Because of unobserved

genotypes at a candidate gene, some composite genotypes do not exist for several

reference-haplotype combinations. The maximal LR value (62.09) with all the

9 composite genotypes was obtained when GC as the reference haplotype of the

β1AR gene is combined with GG as the reference haplotype of the β2AR gene.
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Table 5–2: Likelihood ratios for 16 possible combinations of assumed reference hap-
lotypes with one from candidate gene β1AR and the second from candidate gene
β2AR

β1AR
β2AR AC AG GC GG
AC 37.13 35.92 32.91 16.23
AG 24.73 17.50 21.27 9.08
GC 18.25 16.34 22.21 4.32
GG 42.71 40.08 62.09 (P=0.04) 29.01

The maximum likelihood ratio value is detected when [GG] at β2AR and [GC] at
β1AR are used as the reference haplotypes.

The LR values for the other combinations range from 4.32 to 42.71. The optimal

reference-haplotype combination for drug response is statistically tested with 1000

permutation tests which obtained the critical threshold value of 60.51 at the 5%

significance level. This test suggests that there exist significant haplotype effects at

these two candidate genes on heart rate curves.

The integrative EM-simplex algorithm based on the likelihood function allows

for the estimates of four haplotype frequencies within each gene and the resulting

allele frequencies and linkage disequilibrium at each gene. Table 5-3 shows the

maximum likelihood estimates of allele frequencies and linkage disequilibria for

SNPs within β1AR and β2AR, as well as drug response curve parameters and

(co)variance-structuring parameters for nine across-gene composite genotypes under

the optimal reference-haplotype combination model. Highly significant LD was

detected between two SNPs for each gene (P < 0.001).

Statistical tests for individual genetic effects for DNA sequence variants

based on equation (5.2) suggest that the additive and dominant effects at each

of the candidate genes are highly significant. Four kinds of epistasis between the

two genes are all significant at the 5% significance level (Table 5-4). Figure 5-1

displays the profile of heart rate to increasing concentration levels of dobutamine
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Table 5–3: Maximum likelihood estimates of population genetic parameters (allele
frequencies and linkage disequilibria) for SNPs within two independent candidate
genes β1AR and β2AR as well as quantitative genetic parameters (drug response
and (co)variance-structuring parameters) for nine across-gene composite genotypes
in a sample of 107 subjects

Population genetic parameters

p
β2(1)
1 p

β2(2)
1 Dβ2 p

β1(1)
1 p

β1(2)
1 Dβ1

0.62 0.39 0.13 0.15 0.73 0.04

Across-gene Quantitative genetic parameters
composite genotype E0 Emax EC50 H σ2 ρ
[GG][GG]/[GC][GC] 0.12 0.30 13.68 2.85
[GG][GG]/[GC][GC] 0.16 1.00 42.69 3.44
[GG][GG]/[GC][GC] 0.11 0.53 30.70 1.89
[GG][GG]/[GC][GC] 0.08 0.41 23.36 3.43
[GG][GG]/[GC][GC] 0.10 0.41 36.50 1.85
[GG][GG]/[GC][GC] 0.11 0.34 25.14 2.13
[GG][GG]/[GC][GC] 0.08 0.27 19.26 2.63
[GG][GG]/[GC][GC] 0.10 0.42 25.45 1.94
[GG][GG]/[GC][GC] 0.10 0.38 23.26 2.15

7e-3 0.88

Note: The reference haplotypes at the β2AR and β1AR genes are [GG] and [GC],
respectively.

for nine across-gene composite genotypes on the basis of the estimated response

parameters in Table 5-3. Considerable over-crossing among different curves suggests

sequence-sequence interactions within β1AR and β2AR.

5.5 Monte Carlo Simulation

The statistical properties of the model are examined through simulation

studies. Consider a random sample composed of 200 individuals from a human

population at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium with respect to haplotypes. Two

independent QTN, each with two biallelic SNPs, are assumed to be segregating in

the population. In order to investigate the reliability of the estimates in the real

application, allele frequencies and linkage disequilibria between the SNPs, drug

response curve parameters, matrix-structuring structure parameters are given in
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Figure 5–1: Profiles of heart rate in response to different dosages of dobutamine for
nine composite genotypes (foreground) identified for SNPs within two genes. The
profiles of 98 studied subjects from which the nine different two-gene composite
genotypes were detected are also shown (background).

Table 5-5 by mimicking the example used above. The diplotypes derived from

across-QTN haplotypes affect drug response measured for each subject at 6 different

concentration levels. By one haplotype as the reference haplotype for each QTN, I

will have a total of nine composite genotypes.

The population genetic parameters of the SNPs can be estimated with rea-

sonably high precision using the closed-form solution approach (Table 5-5). The

parameters for the pharmacodynamic models of each composite genotype can be

estimated accurately and precisely (Table 5-5). As expected, the curve parameters

were precisely estimated (assessed by MSE), suggesting that the model can provide
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Table 5–4: Maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of total genetic, additive, domi-
nant and interaction effects for AUC and their significance tests under the optimal
haplotype model [(GG)(GC)]

Genetic effects MLE LR(P value)
aβ2 1.07 18.83 (<0.05)
bβ2 -0.13 25.50 (<0.05)
aβ1 -1.01 27.92 (<0.05)
bβ1 0.55 30.05 (<0.05)
i 0.73 18.81 (<0.05)
j -0.42 28.24 (<0.05)
k 0.23 24.34 (<0.05)
l -1.76 36.59 (<0.05)

reasonable estimates of drug response curves. The estimates of the AR(1) parame-

ters that model the structure of the (co)variance matrix Σ also display reasonably

high precision.

In each of 100 simulations, I calculated the log-likelihood ratios for the

hypothesis test of the presence of a genetic variant affecting both drug responses.

This suggests that the model has enough power to detect the genetic variant under

given SNPs, curve and matrix-structuring parameters for this particular simulation.

5.6 Discussion

Given the recent upsurge in interest in pharmacogenetics and pharmacoge-

nomics, there is a pressing need for the development of statistical models for

unraveling the genetic etiology of pharmacological variation. QTL mapping, by

superimposing real biological phenotypes on genome sequence, structural polymor-

phisms, and gene expression data, can provide an unbiased view of the network of

gene actions and interactions that build a complex phenotype like drug response.

Through an integrated approach, studies can move to characterize the best drug,

the best dosage of the drug and the best injection time for individual patients based

on their genetic structure. By incorporating genetic tests into the prescription

process, physicians might improve outcomes for patients.
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Table 5–5: Maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of SNP allele frequency and link-
age disequilibrium and parameters describing the nine dynamic curves based on the
sigmoidal Emax model. The MSEs are based on 100 simulation replicates.

Population genetic parameters

p
R(1)
1 p

R(2)
1 DR p

S(1)
1 p

S(2)
1 DS

Given 0.62 0.39 0.13 0.15 0.73 0.04
MLE 0.62 0.39 0.13 0.16 0.72 0.04√

MSE 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01

Across-QTN
composite Quantitative genetic parameters
genotypes E0 Emax EC50 H σ2 ρ

Curve parameters
AABB Given 0.12 0.3 13.68 2.85

MLE 0.11 0.30 13.90 2.84√
MSE 0.04 0.14 2.34 1.12

AABB̄ Given 0.16 1.00 42.69 3.44
MLE 0.16 0.99 41.99 3.42√

MSE 0.03 1.51 9.21 1.23
AAB̄B̄ Given 0.11 0.53 30.7 1.89

MLE 0.11 0.52 29.05 1.92√
MSE 0.02 0.08 5.27 0.37

AĀBB Given 0.08 0.41 23.36 3.43
MLE 0.09 0.42 24.27 3.52√

MSE 0.04 0.13 4.03 1.30
AĀBB̄ Given 0.1 0.41 36.5 1.85

MLE 0.10 0.41 36.45 1.85√
MSE 0.01 0.22 8.80 0.62

AĀB̄B̄ Given 0.1 0.41 36.5 1.85
MLE 0.10 0.41 36.45 1.85√

MSE 0.01 0.22 8.80 0.62
ĀĀBB Given 0.08 0.27 19.26 2.63

MLE 0.08 0.27 18.96 2.62√
MSE 0.04 0.13 3.67 0.45

ĀĀBB̄ Given 0.1 0.42 25.3845 1.94
MLE 0.10 0.41 24.95 1.97√

MSE 0.02 0.07 3.70 0.38
ĀĀB̄B̄ Given 0.1 0.38 23.26 2.15

MLE 0.10 0.38 23.46 2.17√
MSE 0.01 0.04 3.13 0.25

(Co)variance matrix structure parameters
Given 7e-3 0.88
MLE 7e-3 0.88√

MSE 5e-4 0.02
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Genetically, drug response is a complex trait, involving multiple biochemical

pathways each controlled by different interacting genes (Marchini et al. 2005).

Traditional QTL mapping can probe the important chromosomal segments for drug

response, but is difficult to identify the causal DNA sequences of these segments.

The completion of the human genome project makes it possible to genome-wide

associate DNA sequence variants with complex phenotypes. The model proposed

in this chapter has capacity to characterize the effects of genetic factors and their

epistatic effects on drug response at the DNA sequence level.

This model has been examined through simulation studies. It can detect

significant genetic variants that control drug response and provide reasonably

precise estimates of the genetic parameters. Its application to a real example

indicates that this model will be practically useful.

There are several ways in which this model may be extended. For simplicity,

my presentation is based on the interaction between two SNP sequences from each

QTN. It is likely that the two-SNP model is too simple to characterize genetic

variants for quantitative variation. With the foundation for the two-SNP sequencing

model, this model can be extended to include an arbitrary number of SNPs whose

sequences are associated with the phenotypic variation. As shown in Lin et al.

(2005a), the multi-SNP sequencing model will encounter the problem of many

haplotypes and haplotype pairs. An AIC- or BIC-based model selection strategy

(Burnham and Andersson 1998) has been framed to determine the haplotype that is

most distinct from the rest of haplotypes in explaining quantitative variation.



CHAPTER 6
MODELLING THE GENETIC ETIOLOGY OF PHARMACOKINTIC-

PHARMACODYNAMIC LINKS WITH THE ARMA PROCESS

6.1 Introduction

The genetic study of pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD)

has received a considerable interest because of its fundamental importance in

designing personalized medications based on patients’ genetic architecture (Evans

and McLeod 2003; Weinshilboum 2003). However, each of these two processes is

complex in terms of the network of the underlying genes and their interactions

with various environmental and developmental factors. For this reason, statistical

modelling of the observed data for these two processes has been thought to be

crucial for the characterization of detailed genetic information about complex traits

(Lynch and Walsh 1998).

Unlike general complex traits, PK and PD are of dynamic nature (Hochhaus

and Derendorf 1995) which further complicates their analysis. To detect the genetic

factors for PK and PD, more advanced statistical models are needed. Although

the elucidation of the relationship between genetic control and drug response is

statistically a pressing challenge, some of key difficulties have been overcome by R.

Wu and colleagues (Ma et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2002b, 2003, 2004a, 2004b). They

have proposed a general statistical framework, i.e., functional mapping, to genome-

wide map specific QTL that determine the developmental pattern of a complex

trait.

The basic rationale of functional mapping lies in the connection between gene

action or environmental effects and drug response by parametric or nonparamet-

ric models. Functional mapping maps dynamic QTL that are responsible for a

98
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biological or clinical process that is measured at a finite number of time points

or concentrations. A number of mathematical models have been established to

describe the PK and PD process of drug response.

The intensity of a biological response produced by a drug is related to the

concentration of the drug at the site of action which is in turn affected by a variety

of factors including genes and environments. There are four pharmacokinetic phases

which all affect drug concentration at the site of action. These phases are: (1)

absorption – the ability of a drug to enter the blood stream, (2) distribution, which

is affected by the physiochemical properties of the drug, cardiac output and blood

flow, the blood brain barrier and drug reservoirs, (3) biotransformation reactions

that alter the chemical structure of a drug, and (4) excretion is the removal of

drugs and biotransformation products from the body. A number of mathematical

functions have been proposed to describe the PK process by a set of parameters

that are related to phsyiological, clinical, physical or chemical properties of drug

(Hochhaus and Derendorf 1995).

To more precisely determine drug response, PK is integrated with PD to

quantify the relationship between pharmacodynamic actions and the dose level of

drug as well as the time after the drug is administrated (Hochhaus and Derendorf

1995). The integration of these two processes will be likely to give rise to the

therapeutically relevant results related to drug response. In this chapter, I proposed

a statistical model for detecting and identifying the genetic variants that control

the integrative PK and PD processes. This model capitalizes on the information of

DNA sequence generated by single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and embeds

mathematical functions of PK and PD processes into a mixture model framework.

This model displays unique advantages in two areas. First, the model can detect

specific DNA sequence variants rather than traditionally defined quantitative

trait loci (QTL). The utility of this model can be more effective in the discovery
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of drugs. Second, this model is statistically vigorous in that it offers efficient

estimation of parameters that model the mean vectors and covariance matrix.

In this chapter, I develop a covariance-structuring model based on autore-

gressive moving average (ARMA) models and make use of the closed-form of the

covariance of the ARMA errors and its inverse and determinant (van der Leeuw

1994; Haddad 2004), aimed to increase the efficiency of the model. In particular,

the ARMA-based mapping model provides a general platform for vigorous mod-

elling of the covariance matrix. I perform simulation studies to investigate the

statistical behavior of the model.

6.2 Haplotyping a Complex Trait

In Lin et al. (2005), a new haplotype-based mapping approach has been

derived to detect DNA sequence variants for a biological process, such as drug

response. This new approach relies upon the the characterization of SNPs from the

entire human genome. According to results from recent studies, the human genome

can be partitioned into discrete haplotype blocks (Patil et al. 2001; Dawson et al.

2002; Gabriel et al. 2002), in each of which a limited number of SNPs, referred to

as “tag SNPs”, can explain a large fraction of the haplotype diversity.

To clearly describe this model, let us first consider two SNPs within a hap-

lotype block that are associated with the linkage disequilibrium of D in a human

population at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. There are two alleles 1 and 2 with the

relative proportions of p
(1)
1 and p

(1)
2 for the first SNP as well as p

(2)
1 and p

(2)
2 for the

second SNP, with p
(1)
1 + p

(1)
2 = 1 and p

(2)
1 + p

(2)
2 = 1. These two SNPs form 4 possible

haplotypes 11, 12, 21 and 22 whose frequencies are expressed as

pr1r2 = p(1)
r1
p(2)

r2
+ (−1)r1+r2D,

where r1, r2 = 1, 2 denote the alleles of the two SNPs, respectively,
∑2

r1=1

∑2
r2=1

pr1r2 = 1 (Lynch and Walsh 1998). If the haplotype frequencies are known, then the
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allelic frequencies and linkage disequilibrium, arrayed by the population genetic

parameter vector Ωp = {p(1)
r1 , p

(2)
r2 , D}, can be solved with the above equation.

The random combination of maternal and paternal haplotypes generates

10 distinct diplotypes expressed as [11][11], · · · , [22][22] which are sorted into

9 genotypes 11/11, · · · , 22/22 (Table 6-1). The double heterozygotic genotype

12/12 contains two possible diplotypes [11][22] and [12][21]. I use P[rm
1 rm

2 ][rp
1rp

2 ]

(= prm
1 rm

2
prp

1rp
2
) and Pr1r′1/r2r′2

to denote the diplotype and genotype frequencies,

respectively, and nr1r′1/r2r′2
to denote the observations of various genotypes (G),

where m and p describe the maternal and paternal origins of haplotypes and

1 ≤ r1 ≤ r′1 ≤ 2, 1 ≤ r2 ≤ r′2 ≤ 2. The frequencies and observations of all genotypes,

except for genotype 12/12, are equivalent to those of the corresponding diplotypes.

I intend to associate diplotypes with inter-patient variation in a quantitative

trait based on observed phenotypic values (Y) assumed to be normally distributed.

Without loss of generality, I assume that haplotype 11 is different from the other

haplotypes, cumulatively expressed as 11, in triggering an effect on the phenotype.

Such a distinct haplotype 11 is called the reference haplotype. The reference

and non-reference haplotypes generate three combinations called the composite

genotypes. The genotypic means of the composite genotypes, µj (j = 2 for [11][11],

1 for [11][11] and 0 for [11][11]), and common residual variance within the composite

genotypes, σ2, belong to quantitative genetic parameters and are identified in

Ωq = {µj, σ
2}.

Hence, two log-likelihood functions can be constructed, one in a multino-

mial form and another in a mixture model form, to estimate the population and

quantitative genetic parameters that are, respectively, expressed as

logL(Ωp|G) = Constant (6.1)

+2n11/11 log p11 + n11/12 log(2p11p12) + 2n11/22 log p12
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+n12/11 log(2p11p21) + [̟n12/12 log(2p11p22) + (1 −̟)n12/12 log(2p12p21)]

+n12/22 log(2p12p22) + 2n22/11 log p21 + n22/12 log(2p21p22) + 2n22/22 log p22,

and

logL(Ωp,Ωq|Y ,G) =

n11/11∑

i=1

log f2(yi)

+

n11/12+n12/11∑

i=1

log f1(yi)

+

n11/22+n12/22+n22/11+n22/12+n22/22∑

i=1

log f0(yi)

+

n12/12∑

i=1

log[̟f1(yi) + (1 −̟)f0(yi)], (6.2)

̟ =
p11p22

p11p22 + p12p21

, (6.3)

and

fj(yi) =
1√
2πσ

exp

[
−(yi − µj)

2

2σ2

]
.

I derived a closed-form solution for estimating the unknown parameters with

the EM algorithm (Lin et al. 2005). The estimates of haplotype frequencies are

based on the log-likelihood function of equation (6.1), whereas the estimates of

composite genotypic means and residual variance are based on the log-likelihood

function of equation (6.2). These two types of parameters can be estimated using

an integrative EM algorithm.

In the E step, the expected number (̟) of diplotype [11][22] for a double

heterozygous genotype is estimated using equation (6.3), whereas the posterior

probability (Πi) with which subject i carrying the double heterozygous genotype is

diplotype [11][22] is calculated by

Πi =
̟f1(yi)

̟f1(yi) + (1 −̟)f0(yi)
. (6.4)
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Table 6–1: Possible diplotype configurations of nine genotypes at two SNPs which affect pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharma-
codynamics (PD)

Parameters for
Relative diplotype Haplotype composition genotypic mean vector

Genotype Diplotype Diplotype frequency freq. within genotypes 11 12 21 22 Observation PK PD

11/11 [11][11] P[11][11] = p2
11 1 1 0 0 0 n11/11 ke0 (Emax2, EC502)

11/12 [11][12] P[11][12] = 2p11p12 1 1
2

1
2 0 0 n11/12 ke1 (Emax1, EC501)

11/22 [12][12] P[12][12] = p2
12 1 0 1 0 0 n11/22 ke2 (Emax0, EC500)

12/11 [11][21] P[11][21] = 2p11p21 1 1
2 0 1

2 0 n12/11 ke0 (Emax1, EC501)

12/12

{
[11][22]

[12][21]

{
P[11][22] = 2p11p22

P[12][21] = 2p12p21

{
̟

1 − ̟
1
2̟ 1

2(1 − ̟) 1
2(1 − ̟) 1

2̟ n12/12

{
ke0

ke1

{
(Emax1, EC501)

(Emax0, EC500)

12/22 [12][22] P[12][22] = 2p12p22 1 0 1
2 0 1

2 n12/22 ke1 (Emax0, EC500)

22/11 [21][21] P[21][21] = p2
21 1 0 0 1 0 n22/11 ke0 (Emax0, EC500)

22/12 [21][22] P[21][22] = 2p21p22 1 0 0 1
2

1
2 n22/12 ke0 (Emax0, EC500)

22/22 [22][22] P[22][22] = p2
22 1 0 0 0 1 n22/22 ke0 (Emax0, EC500)

̟ = p11p22

p11p22+p12p21
where p11, p12, p21 and p22 are the haplotype frequencies of [11], [12], [21], and [22], respectively. The PK and PD are

assumed to be affected by different reference haplotypes, [12] for the PK and [11] for the PD.
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In the M step, the probabilities calculated in the previous iteration are used to

estimate the haplotype frequencies using

p̂11 =
2n11/11 + n11/12 + n12/11 +̟n12/12

2n
, (6.5)

p̂12 =
2n11/22 + n11/12 + n12/22 + (1 −̟)n12/12

2n
, (6.6)

p̂21 =
2n22/11 + n12/11 + n22/12 + (1 −̟)n12/12

2n
, (6.7)

p̂22 =
2n22/22 + n22/12 + n12/22 +̟n12/12

2n
, (6.8)

The quantitative genetic parameters are estimated using

µ̂2 =

∑n11/11

i=1 yi

n11/11

, (6.9)

µ̂1 =

∑ṅ
i=1 yi +

∑n12/12

i=1 Πiyi

ṅ+
∑n12/12

i=1 Πi

, (6.10)

µ̂0 =

∑n̈
i=1 yi +

∑n12/12

i=1 (1 − Πi)yi

n̈+
∑n12/12

i=1 (1 − Πi)
, (6.11)

σ̂2 =
1

n

{ n11/11∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂2)
2 +

ṅ∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂1)
2 +

n̈∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂0)
2

+

n12/12∑

i=1

[
Πi(yi − µ̂1)

2 + (1 − Πi)(yi − µ̂0)
2
] }
, (6.12)

where ṅ = n11/12 + n12/11 and n̈ = n11/22 + n12/22 + n22/11 + n22/12 + n22/22. Iterations

including the E and M steps are repeated among equations (6.2)–(6.12) until the

estimates of the parameters converge to stable values.

6.3 Haplotyping the Integrated PK-PD Process

6.3.1 The Likelihood Functions

Consider the same sampled population of size n as described above from which

SNPs have been genotyped. Using this population, I will test the association be-

tween SNP diplotypes and drug response. Because the effect of a drug varies with

its dosage through a pharmacodynamic process, drug effects should be measured

at a multitude of discrete dose levels. Experiencing four pharmacokinetic phases,
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absorption, distribution, biotransformation reactions and excretion, drug concen-

tration in the body will decay with time. Thus, the degree of drug concentration

to decay with time will, in the ultimate, affect drug effect. In the other word, drug

effect is determined simultaneously by the original dosage and the time after the

drug was administrated. Let yi(d, t) be the observed drug effect for patient i at a

particular dosage d (d = 1, . . . ,D) and time t (t = 1, . . . ,T).

To detect haplotype effects on drug response to different dosage during a time

course, I need to jointly formulate multinomial- and Gaussian mixture model-based

likelihoods based on the SNP and longitudinal data. While the multinomial-based

likelihood has the same form as equation (6.1), the mixture-based likelihood needs

to incorporate longitudinal information, which is expressed, for a two-SNP model,

as

logL(Ωp,Ωq|Y ,G) =

n11/11∑

i=1

log f2(yi)

+

n11/12+n12/11∑

i=1

log f1(yi)

+

n11/22+n12/22+n22/11+n22/12+n22/22∑

i=1

log f0(yi)

+

n12/12∑

i=1

log[̟f1(yi) + (1 −̟)f0(yi)], (6.13)

where

yi =
[
yi(1, 1), . . . , yi(1,T)︸ ︷︷ ︸

dose 1

, . . . , yi(D, 1), . . . , yi(D,T)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dose D

]

is the vector for longitudinal drug effects measured under all dosages and at

all times for patient i. Because the phenotypic measurements of drug effect are

continuously variable, it is reasonable to assume that yi follows a multivariate

normal distribution, as used in general quantitative genetic studies (Lynch and

Walsh 1998). The multivariate normal distribution for patient i who carries
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composite genotype j is expressed as

fj(yi;uj,Σ) =
1

(2π)DT|Σ|1/2
exp

[
−1

2
(yi − uj)Σ

−1(yi − uj)
′

]
, (6.14)

with

uj =
[
uj(1, 1), . . . , uj(1,T)︸ ︷︷ ︸

dose 1

, . . . , uj(D, 1), . . . , uj(D,T)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dose D

]
(6.15)

being a vector of expected values for composite genotype j at different doses and

times.

At a particular dose d and time t, the relationship between the observation and

expected mean can be described by a linear regression model,

yi(d, t) =
2∑

j=0

ξijuj(d, t) + ei(d, t), (6.16)

where ξij are the indicator variables denoted as 1 if a particular composite genotype

j is considered for individual i and 0 otherwise and ei(d, t) is the residual errors

that are iid normal with mean zero and variance σ2(d, t). The covariance matrix Σ

in equation (6.14) is factorized into different blocks, expressed as

Σ =




Σ1 . . . Σ1D

...
. . .

...

ΣD1 . . . ΣD



, (6.17)

where Σ1, . . . ,ΣD are the (T × T) covariance matrices among different time

points under D different drug dose levels, respectively, and Σd1d2 is the across-dose

covariance matrix among different time points between dosage d1 and d2.

For the likelihood function (6.13), Ωp is the unknown vector for population ge-

netic parameters including SNP haplotype frequencies and Ωq contains quantitative

genetic parameters including the mean vectors of drug effects for different composite
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genotypes at different dosages and time points and the covariance matrix among

different dosages and time points.

Although it is not perfect, the assumption of independence among D different

dosages can facilitate the modelling and analysis. With this assumption, the

likelihood of equation (6.13) can be re-written as

logL(Ωp,Ωq|Y ,G)

=

n11/11∑

i=1

{
log f2[yi(1)] + . . .+ log f2[yi(D)]

}

+

n11/12+n12/11∑

i=1

{
log f1[yi(1)] + . . .+ log f1[yi(D)]

}

+

n11/22+n12/22+n22/11+n22/12+n22/22∑

i=1

{
log f0[yi(1)] + . . .+ log f0[yi(D)]

}

+

n12/12∑

i=1

(
log {̟f1[yi(1)] + (1 −̟)f0[yi(1)]} + . . .+ log{̟f1[yi(D)]

+(1 −̟)f0[yi(D)]}
)
,

(6.18)

where

yi(1) = [yi(1, 1), . . . , yi(1,T)],

...

yi(D) = [yi(D, 1), . . . , yi(D,T)],

with dosage-specific mean vectors for composite genotype j specified by





uj(1) = [uj(1, 1), . . . , uj(1,T)],

...

uj(d) = [uj(d, 1), . . . , uj(d,T)]

...

uj(D) = [uj(D, 1), . . . , uj(D,T)],

(6.19)
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and dosage-specific covariance matrices denoted by

Σ1, . . . ,Σd, . . . ,ΣD, (6.20)

respectively.

I will not directly estimate the elements in the mean vector and covariance

matrix, rather than estimate the parameters that model the mean-covariance struc-

tures. This will depend on two factors. First, the parameters that model dynamic

drug effects should be biologically meaningful. Second, statistical modelling of the

mean-covariance structures will be informative and can be easily implemented in

computing programs.

6.3.2 Modelling the Mean Vector

The dose- and time-dependent expected values of drug effect for composite

genotype j can be fit using a joint model of PK and PD (Hochhaus and Derendorf

1995). The PD model concerns the relationship between drug concentration (C)

and drug effect (E), which can be mathematically expressed by the Emax model

E(C) =
EmaxC

EC50 + C
, (6.21)

where Emax is the asymptotic (limiting) effect and EC50 is the drug concentration

that results in 50% of the maximal effect.

The PK model deals with the concentration-time profiles, which can be

described in several different ways. The PK and PD processes can be linked

directly or indirectly. The direct link applies to a situation in which the measured

concentration (or the plasma concentration cp) is proportional to drug concentration

at the effect site (biophase). The plasma concentration for a single dose in the

direct link is calculated for different cases (Hochhaus and Derendorf 1995), which
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include

cp =





d

Vd

e−ket for intravenous (IV) bolus

dka

Vd(ka − ke)
(e−ket − e−ket) for first − order absorption

ko

keVd

(ekeτ − 1)e−ket for zero − order absorption

(6.22)

where d is the bioavailable dose, Vd is the volume of distribution (which is a

constant for a known drug), ke is the elimination rate constant, ka is a first-order

absorption rate constant, ko is a zero-order absorption rate constant, τ is the

duration of zero-order absorption (τ = t during absorption and constant in the

postabsorption phase) and t is the time after the last dose was administrated.

The indirect approach for linking PK and PD assumes that there is a hy-

pothetical effect compartment and it is based on the concentration (ce) in the

compartment hypothesized to cause the drug effect. The relationship between ce

and time can be described by

ce =





dkco

Vd(kco − ke)
(e−kct − e−kcot) for intravenous (IV) bolus

dkakco

Vd

[
e−kct

(ka − ke)(kco − ke)
+

e−kat

(ke − ka)(kco − ka)

+
e−kcot

(ke − kco)(ka − kco)

]
for first − order absorption

ko

keVd(kco − ke)
[kco(e

keτ − 1)e−ket − kc(e
kcoτ − 1)e−kcot]

for zero − order absorption

(6.23)

where kco is the rate constant for distributing drug from the compartment in which

drug concentration cause the effect.

The PK and PD processes can be jointly modelled by substituting pharma-

cokinetic model (6.22) or (6.23) to pharmacodynamic model (6.21). With such a

substitution, the effect-time-dosage relationship can be derived. For model (6.22),

the measured concentration is used, whereas for model (6.23), the concentration

hypothesized to cause the drug effect is used. For example, an integrative PK-PD
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model in the case of an IV bolus injection without an effect compartment can be

expressed as

E(d, t) =
Emaxde

−ket

EC50Vd + de−ket
. (6.24)

This expression will be integrated to the mean vector of drug effects at different

time points for different dosages in equation (6.21). For a given composite genotype

j (j = 0, 1, 2), I will have the unknown vector for three parameters Ωmj
=

(Emaxj, EC50j, kej) to describe time-dependent drug effects for a particular dosage d,

expressed as

uj(d) =

(
Emaxjde

−kejt1

EC50jVd + de−kejt1
, . . . ,

Emaxjde
−kejtT

EC50jVd + de−kejtT

)
.

If different composite genotypes have different combinations of these parame-

ters, this implies that this sequence plays a role in governing the differentiation of

the PK-PD link. Thus, by testing for the difference of Ωmj among different compos-

ite genotypes, I can determine whether there exists a specific sequence variant that

confers an effect on the PK-PD link.

6.3.3 Modelling the Covariance Matrix

The AR and structured antedependence (SAD) models have been proposed

to model the structure of the covariance matrix for longitudinal traits measured

at multiple time points (Zimmerman and Núñez-Antón 2001; Diggle et al. 2002).

In this chapter, I will incorporate the autoregressive moving average (ARMA)

model to construct the covariance structure. There are three major advantages for

ARMA model to approximate the covariance function. First, the closed-form of

the autocovariance matrix for the ARMA process has been derived (Haddad 2004),

which allows for the expression of autocovariance function as a function of the AR

(φ1, . . . , φr) and MA coefficients (θ1, . . . , θs). Second, the derivation of the inverse

and determinant of the covariance matrix for the ARMA process by Haddad (2004)
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has largely facilitated the computation of the likelihood function (6.18). Third, as

shown above, the ARMA model is a general form of the commonly used AR model,

which makes the ARMA-based structuring approach more useful in practice.

Given a dosage d, the residual error at time t in equation (6.16) depends on its

previous errors (deterministic) and on a random disturbance (opportunistic). For all

the following notation with dosage, such as ei(d, t), I will omit the symbol d unless

it is specified. If the dependence of ei(t) on the previous r errors is further assumed

to be linear, I can write

ei(t) = φ1ei(t− 1) + φ2ei(t− 2) + . . .+ φrei(t− r) + ǫ̃i(t), (6.25)

where constants (φ1, . . . , φr) are called autoregressive (AR) coefficients, and ǫ̃i(t)

is the disturbance at time t and is usually modelled as a linear combination of

zero-mean, uncorrelated random variables or a zero-mean white noise process, ǫi(t),

i.e.,

ǫ̃i(t) = ǫi(t) + θ1ǫi(t− 1) + θ2ǫi(t− 2) + . . .+ θsǫi(t− s), (6.26)

in which ǫ(t) is a white noise process with mean 0 and variance σ2 if and only if

E[ǫ(t)] = 0, E[ǫ2(t)] = 0 for all t, and E[ε(t1), ǫ(t2)] = 0 if t1 6= t2, where E denotes

the expectation. The constants (θ1, . . . , θs) are called the moving average (MA)

coefficients. Combining equations (6.25) and (6.26) I have

ei(t) − φ1ei(t− 1) − . . .− φrei(t− r) = ǫi(t) + θ1ǫi(t− 1) + . . .+ θsǫi(t− s), (6.27)

which is defined as a zero-mean ARMA process of order r and s, or ARMA(r, s).

For a nonzero stationary ARMA process, two sequences at different time points, say

t and k, can be connected through the backward shift operator B, i.e.,

Bkei(t) = ei(t− k).
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Define the autoregressive polynomial φ(x) and moving average polynomial θ(x) as

φ(x) = 1 − φ1x− φ2x
2 − . . .− φrx

r, (6.28)

θ(x) = 1 + θ1x+ θ2x
2 + . . .+ θsx

s, (6.29)

with the assumption that φ(x) and θ(x) have no common factors. equation (6.27)

can be written in form

φ(B)e(t) = θ(B)ǫ(t). (6.30)

Two special cases: When s = 0 only the AR part remain and equation (6.27)

reduces to a pure autoregressive process of order r denoted by AR(r). Similarly,

if r = 0, I obtain a pure moving average process of order s, MA(s). For these two

cases, I have

ei(t) − φ1ei(t− 1) − . . .− φrei(t− r) = φ(B)e(t) = ǫ(t) for AR(r) (6.31)

ei(t) = ǫi(t) + θ1ǫi(t− 1) + . . .+ θsǫi(t− s) = θ(B)ǫ(t) for MA(s). (6.32)

When neither r nor s is zero, an ARMA(r, s) model is sometimes referred to as a

“mixed model”.

Several efficient methods can be used to compute the exact ARMA covariance,

Σd, for a particular dosage d. Here, I use van der Leeuw’s (1994) general matrix

representation in closed-form to describe the ARMA covariance. Following van der

Leeuw (1994), I define two special types of Toeplitz matrices. The first one is a

square (T × T) Toeplitz matrix which is given for the AR and MA parameters is,

respectively, by

R =




R1 O

R2 R3


 , S =




S1 O

S2 S3


 (6.33)
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where

R1 =




1 0 0 . . . 0

φ1 1 0 . . . 0

φ2 φ1 1 . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

φr−1 φr−2 φr−3 . . . 1




r×r

S1 =




1 0 0 . . . 0

θ1 1 0 . . . 0

θ2 θ1 1 . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

θs−1 θs−2 θs−3 . . . 1




s×s

,

R2 =




φr φr−1 φr−2 . . . φ1

0 φr φr−1 . . . φ2

0 0 φr . . . φ3

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 . . . φr

0 0 0 . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 . . . 0




(T−r)×r

S2 =




θr θr−1 θr−2 . . . θ1

0 θr θr−1 . . . θ2

0 0 θr . . . θ3

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 . . . θr

0 0 0 . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 . . . 0




(T−s)×s

R3 =




1 0 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0

φ1 1 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0

φ2 φ1 1 . . . 0 0 . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

φr φr−1 φr−2 . . . 1 0 . . . 0

φr φr−1 φr−2 . . . φ1 1 . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 φr φr′ φr′−1 . . . 1




(T−r)×(T−r)
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S3 =




1 0 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0

θ1 1 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0

θ2 θ1 1 . . . 0 0 . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

θs θs−1 θs−2 . . . 1 0 . . . 0

θs θs−1 θs−2 . . . θ1 1 . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 θs θs′ θs′−1 . . . 1




(T−s)×(T−s).

The second defined matrix has dimension T × r for the AR parameters and

T × s for the MA parameters, whose upper parts are a square (r × r) or (s × s)

Toeplitz matrix. For these two types of parameters, I define, respectively,

U =




U1

O


 , V =




V1

O


 , (6.34)

where

U1 =




φr φr−1 . . . φ1

0 φr . . . φ2

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . φr




r×r

, V1 =




θs θs−1 . . . θ1

0 θs . . . θ2

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . θs




s×s

Given the error vectors,

e = [e(t− 1), e(t− 2), . . . , e(t− r + 1), e(t− r)]T ,

ǫ = [ǫ(s− 1), ǫ(s− 2), . . . , ǫ(t− s+ 1), ǫ(t− s)]T ,

I define the corresponding auxiliary vectors by

e = [e(−r + 1), e(−r + 2), . . . , e(−1), e(0)]T ,

ǫ = [ǫ(−s+ 1), ǫ(−s+ 2), . . . , ǫ(−1), ǫ(0)]T .
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I then write equation (6.27) in matrix form

[U R]




e

e


 = [V S]



ǫ

ǫ


 or Re = Vǫ− Sǫ− Ue,

from which a series of matrix operations can be performed to prove that the

covariance matrix Σd corresponding to the ARMA(r, s) error specification is

solution to the equation (van der Leeuw 1994),

RΣdR
T = SST + VVT + [U O]Σd[U O]T − [V O]STΣ−T

d [U O]T

−[U O]R−1S[V O]T . (6.35)

As shown in van der Leeuw (1994), if the invertibility condition for the AR part

holds, the covariance equation (6.35) has an unique solution, which is

Σd = R−1[SST + (RV − SU)(PT
1 P1 − UT

1 U1)
−1(RV − SU)T ]R−T . (6.36)

By substituting R = I and Q = O in equation (6.35), the covariance matrix for the

MA(s) model is obtained as

Σd = SST + VVT . (6.37)

By substituting S = O and V = O, next premultiplying both sides of equation

(6.36) and postmultiplying by its transpose, the covariance matrix for the AR(r)

model is derived as

Σd = (RTR − UUT )−1. (6.38)

Based on the expression for the inverse of the sum of two matrices (Rao 1973), I

obtain the inverse of Σd as

Σ−1
d = RTS−T[IT − M(MTM + RT

1 R1 − U1U
T
1 )−1MT ]S−TR, (6.39)
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with M = S−1RV − U. Given that the value of the determinant of S−1R is equal to

one, I have

|Σd| =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
IT − S−1




R1V1 − S1U1

O


 (RT

1 R1 − U1U
T
1 )−1




R1V1 − S1U1

O




T

S−1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(6.40)

=
∣∣∣Ir + (RT

1 R1 − U1U
T
1 )−1(R1V1 − S1U1)

T S̃T
1 S̃1(R1V1 − S1U1)

∣∣∣ , (6.41)

where S̃1 is the (T × r) matrix, consisting of the first r columns of S−1. For the

AR(r) model, the determinant is reduced to

∣∣(RT
1 R1 − U1U

T
1 )−1

∣∣ ,

which is independent of T.

With the above derivations, it can be seen that the parameters that model the

covariance matrix are arrayed by Ωv = {φ1(d), . . . , φr(d), θ1(d), . . . , θs(d), σ
2}dD

d=d1

for D dose levels when the ARMA(r, s) model is implemented. The unknown vector

can reduce to the AR(r) or MA(s) model, depending on practical problems.

6.3.4 Computational Algorithms

I implemented the EM algorithm, originally proposed by Dempster et al.

(1977), to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of three groups of

unknown parameters in the integrated sequence and function mapping model,

that is, the marker population parameters (Ωp), the curve parameters (Ωmj
) that

model the mean vector, and the parameters (Ωv) that model the structure of the

covariance matrix. These unknowns are denoted by Ω = (Ωp,Ωmj
,Ωv). A detailed

description of the EM algorithm was given in Wu et al. (2002b, 2004b) and Ma et

al. (2002).

As described for single trait mapping, I implement the E step to calculate the

expected number (̟) of diplotype [11][22] contained in the double heterozygote
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12/12 and the posterior probability (Πi) of double heterozygotic patient i who

carries diplotype [11][22]. In the M step, I use the calculated ̟ and Πi values to

estimate the haplotype frequencies using equations (6.5) – (6.8). But in this step, I

encounter a considerable difficulty in deriving the log-likelihood equations for Ωmj

and Ωv because they are contained in complex nonlinear equations. Zhao et al.

(2004) implemented the simplex method as advocated by Nelder and Mead (1965)

to the estimation process of functional mapping, which can strikingly increase

computational efficiency. In this chapter, the simplex algorithm is embedded in the

EM algorithm above to provide simultaneous estimation of haplotype frequencies

and curve parameters and matrix-structuring parameters.

6.3.5 Model for an Arbitrary Number of SNPs

The idea for sequencing drug response has been described for a two-SNP

model. It is possible that the two-SNP model is too simple to characterize genetic

variants for variation in drug response. I have extended this model to include an

arbitrary number of SNPs whose sequences are associated with drug response

variation. A key issue for the multi-SNP sequencing model is how to distinguish

among 2w−1 different diplotypes for the same genotype heterozygous at w loci.

The relative frequencies of these diplotypes can be expressed in terms of haplotype

frequencies. The integrative EM algorithm can be employed to estimate the MLEs

of haplotype frequencies. Bennett (1954) provided a general formula for expressing

haplotype frequencies in terms of allele frequencies and linkage disequilibria of

different orders. The MLEs of the latter can be obtained by solving a system of

equations.

6.4 Hypothesis Tests

This model allows for the tests of a number of biologically or clinically mean-

ingful hypotheses at the interface between gene actions and drug response. The

existence of specific genetic variants affecting an integrated PK-PD process can be
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tested by formulating the following hypotheses,





H0 : Ωmj
≡ Ωm, j = 2, 1, 0

H1 : at least one of the equalities above does not hold,

(6.42)

where H0 corresponds to the reduced model, in which the data can be fit by a

single drug response curve, and H1 corresponds to the full model, in which there

exist different dynamic curves to fit the data. The test statistic for testing the

hypotheses in equation (6.42) is calculated as the log-likelihood ratio (LR) of the

reduced to the full model:

LR = −2[logL(Ω̃|y,G) − logL(Ω̂|y,G)], (6.43)

where Ω̃ and Ω̂ denote the MLEs of the unknown parameters under H0 and H1,

respectively. The LR is asymptotically χ2-distributed with 8 degrees of freedom. An

empirical approach for determining the critical threshold is based on permutation

tests, as advocated by Churchill and Doerge (1994). By repeatedly shuffling the

relationships between marker genotypes and phenotypes, a series of the maximum

log-likelihood ratios are calculated, from the distribution of which the critical

threshold is determined.

An alternative approach for testing the existence of DNA sequence variants

that are responsible for the integrated PK-PD process can be based on the volume

under the landscape (V UL). The V UL for a landscape for a given composite

genotype j can be calcualted by

V ULj =

∫ dD

d1

∫ tT

t1

Emaxjde
−kejt

EC50jVd + de−kejt
dt · dd

=

∫ dD

d1

[
Emaxj

kej

ln

(
1 +

d

EC50jVd

)]
dd as t1 → 0 and tT → ∞ (6.44)

The null hypothesis for the existence of a significant DNA sequence variant based
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on the V UL is expressed as V ULj ≡ V UL. A similar LR test statistic can be

calculated using equation (6.43) for statistical testing.

Although I here assume the same PK (ke) and PD parameters (Emax and EC50)

for different dose levels, this model can be generalized to allow these parameters to

vary over dosage. It is possible that different reference haplotypes are operational

for pharmacodynamic effects under different dosage, which is the cause of haplotype

× dosage interaction effects. For any pair of dosages, d1 and d2, this haplotype ×

dosage interaction can be tested by formulating the hypothesis tests of drug effects:





H0 : E0(d1, t) − E0(d2, t) = E1(d1, t) − E1(d2, t) = E2(d1, t) − E2(d2, t)

H1 : at least one of the equalities above does not hold,

(6.45)

where Ej(d1, t) or Ej(d2, t) is the effect-time profile for composite genotype j under

dosage d1 or d2, respectively, which is described by equation (6.24). The parameters

under the H0 of (6.44) can be estimated by posing appropriate constraints as shown

in Lin et al. (2005). If the null hypothesis is rejected, this means that the same

haplotype may trigger different impacts on drug effect under different dosages.

Similarly, I can make a hypothesis test about haplotype × time interactions.

The null hypothesis for this test is based on the effect-dosage profile with the

relationship like E0(d, t1) − E0(d, t2) = E1(d, t1) − E1(d, t2) = E2(d, t1) − E2(d, t2) for

two given time points t1 and t2. In addition, individual curve parameters, such as

Emax, EC50 and ke, can be tested. The tests of these parameters are important for

the design of personalized drugs to control particular diseases.

6.5 Results

To examine the statistical properties of the genetic model for the integrated

PK-PD process, I perform a simulation study in which a landscape of drug effect

as a function of dose level and time is simulated. Figure 6-1 is a typical example

generated by equation (6.24) in which three landscapes each presenting a different
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Figure 6–1: Landscapes of drug effects varying as a function of dosage and time for
three hypothesized composite genotypes.

composite genotype over-crosses, suggesting that there are interactions between

haplotypes and dosages and times.

The simulation will be based on the ARMA(r, s) model (6.30). For compu-

tational simplicity, I only consider the AR(1) parameters so that only φ and σ2

are used to model the structure of the residual covariance matrix. A total of 200

unrelated individuals are assumed to randomly sample from a human population

at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium with respect to haplotypes. Table 6-1 tabulates

the distribution of the frequencies of haplotypes constructed by two SNPs in terms

of allele frequencies and linkage disequilibrium. The diplotypes derived from four

haplotypes at these two SNPs affect the integrated PK and PD process. As two
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different processes, it is possible that PK and PD are controlled by different DNA

sequence variants. By assuming arbitrarily different reference haplotypes for the

PK (say 12) and PD (say 11), I can specify the mean vectors for each composite

genotype (Table 6-1).

Longitudinal PK and PD data are simulated at 6 time points for 4 dose levels

under the multivariate normal distribution using the PK (ke) and PD curve pa-

rameters (Emax and EC50) for the respective three composite genotypes, as given

in Table 6-2. These curve parameters are determined in the ranges of empirical

estimates of these parameters from pharmacological studies (Hochhaus and Deren-

dorf 1995). Figure 6-1 illustrates the differences in the effect-concentration-time

landscape among three composite genotypes. Using the genetic variance due to the

composite genotypic difference in the volume under landscape, I calculate the resid-

ual variances under different heritability levels (H2 = 0.1 and 0.4). These residual

variances, plus given residual correlations, form a structured residual covariance

matrix Σ.

The population genetic parameters of the SNPs can be estimated with rea-

sonably high precision using the closed-form solution approach (Table 6-2). The

estimates of these parameters are only dependent on sample size and are not re-

lated to the size of heritability. This model allows for the identification of correct

reference haplotypes for the PK and PD processes. By considering all possible

combination of reference haplotypes for these two processes, I calculate the LR

test statistics using equation (6.43) for each combination. The maximum LR value

corresponds to the case in which the reference haplotypes for these two processes

are consistent with the given ones (see Table 6-2).

Figure 6-2 describes different shapes of the PK and PD from the three com-

posite genotypes with a comparison between the given and estimated curves under

a selected dose level. The estimated curves are consistent with the given curves,
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Table 6–2: Maximum likelihood estimates of SNP population genetic parameters
(allele frequencies and linkage disequilibrium), the curve parameters and matrix-
structuring parameters for pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics responses. The
numbers in parentheses are the square root of MSEs for the estimates.

Composite Heritability
Parameters genotype True value 0.1 0.4

Population genetic parameters

p
(1)
1 0.60 0.60(0.02) 0.60(0.02)

p
(2)
1 0.60 0.60(0.03) 0.60(0.02)
D 0.08 0.08(0.01) 0.08(0.01)

Curve parameters: Pharmacokinetics
ke [12][12] 0.20 0.20(0.02) 0.21(0.02)

[12][12] 0.30 0.30(2e-3) 0.30(9e-4)
[12][12] 0.40 0.40(3e-3) 0.40(1e-3)

Curve parameters: Pharmacodynamics
Emax [11][11] 0.60 0.60(6e-3) 0.60(3e-3)

[11][11] 0.80 0.80(5e-3) 0.80(2e-3)
[11][11] 1.00 1.00(7e-3) 0.10(3e-3)

EC50 [11][11] 0.01 0.01(2e-4) 0.01(1e-4)
[11][11] 0.02 0.02(2e-4) 0.02(1e-4)
[11][11] 0.03 0.03(3e-4) 0.03(1e-4)

Matrix-structuring parameters
Dose d = 1
ρ 0.70 0.70(0.02) 0.69(0.10)
σ2 9e-5 9e-5(1e-5)

1e-5 1e-5(4e-6)
Dose d = 10
ρ 0.70 0.70(0.02) 0.71(0.09)
σ2 2e-3 2e-3(2e-3)

3e-4 4e-4(3e-4)
Dose d = 100
ρ 0.70 0.70(0.02) 0.72(0.06)
σ2 0.02 0.02(0.01)

3e-3 3e-3(4e-3)
Dose d = 1000
ρ 0.70 0.70(0.02) 0.72(0.07)
σ2 0.05 0.05(0.04)

0.01 0.01(0.01)
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suggesting that this model can provide reasonable estimates of PK and PD curves.

The parameters for the PK and PD models of each composite genotype can be

estimated accurately and precisely (Table 6-2). As expected, the estimation preci-

sion (assessed by MSEs) increases remarkably when the heritability increases from

0.1 to 0.4. The estimates of the AR(1) parameters that model the structure of

the covariance matrix Σ also display reasonably high precision (Table 6-2). But it

seems that their estimation precision is independent of the size of heritability.

In each of 100 simulations, I calculate the log-likelihood ratios (LR) for

the hypothesis test of the presence of a genetic variant affecting both PK and

PD processes. The LR values in each simulation under both heritability levels

are strikingly higher than the critical threshold estimated from 100 replicates

of simulations under the null hypothesis that there is no PK/PD-associated

genetic variant. This suggests that this model has enough power to detect the

genetic variant under given SNPs, curve and matrix-structuring parameters for the

simulation.

6.6 Discussion

The genetic control of pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) is

one of the most important aspects in current pharmacogenomic or pharmacogenetic

research (Watters and Mcleod 2003). Historically, this kind of study has been

complicated by two factors. First, there was no adequate information available

about the DNA structure and organization of the human genome. The recent

release of the haplotype map (HapMap) constructed by SNPs (The International

HapMap Consortium 2003) has made it possible to identify polymorphic sites at the

DNA sequence level and further associate the DNA sequence variants with complex

diseases or drug response. Second, drug response is a dynamic process, affected by

time and drug concentration. It is insufficient to study the genetic basis for drug
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Figure 6–2: Estimated response curves (dash) each corresponding to one of three
composite genotypes for PK (A), PD (B) and integrated PK-PD (C) under dose
100 mg, in a comparison with the hypothesized curves (solid) used to simulate in-
dividual curves. The consistency between the estimated and hypothesized curves
suggests that this model can provide the precise estimation of the genetic control
over response curves in patients.

effects at a single time point and dosage because this is likely to provide biased

results about the genetic regulation of pharmacodynamic actions of a drug.

In this chapter, I have proposed a novel statistical model for characterizing

genetic control mechanisms that underlie PK and PD processes. By considering

the influences of both time and dosage, I have pushed a curve-based longitudinal

problem to its landscape extension (see Figure 6-1). This model is constructed with

a finite mixture model framework founded on the tenets of the sequence (Lin et

al. 2005) and functional mapping (Ma et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2002b, 2004a, 2004b).
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This model has particular power to discern the discrepancy between the genetic

mechanisms for PK and PD. With the aid of HapMap, this model allows for the

genome-wide scan of genetic variants that responsible for these two different but

physiologically related processes.

Unlike traditional statistical models in similar areas, my model can directly

detect DNA sequences that code PK and PD processes. Thus, genetic information

extracted from observed data by this model is more informative and precise than

that from traditional approaches. In particular, clinally meaningful mathematical

functions (Hochhaus and Derendorf 1995; Giraldo 2003; McClish and Roberts 2003)

have been integrated to a statistical framework, thus display significant advantages.

First, it facilitates statistical analysis and strengthens power to detect significant

genetic variants because fewer parameters are needed to be estimated, as opposed

to traditional multivariate analysis. Second, the results it produces are close to

biological realm given that the mathematical functions used are founded on a firm

understanding of pharmacology (reviewed in Derendorf and Meibohm 1999). Based

on differences in the PK-PD landscape, as shown in Figure 6-1, I can test for the

genetic control regarding how pharmacokinetic actions change over time (the time

surface) and how pharmacodynamic effects vary over dosage (the dosage surface) by

estimating the slopes of each surface. The statistical power of this model is further

increased by the attempt to structure the covariance matrix with autoregressive

models (Diggle et al. 2002).

This model has been relied upon the modelling and analysis of the residual

covariance matrix. In this chapter, I have for the first time incorporated a time

series model – autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model – into the mixture

model context. The ARMA model has been commonly used in econometric research

aimed to approach the time-dependent influence of errors (van der Leeuw 1994).

This model is very flexible in that any order of a polynomial that model dynamic
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errors can be determined. Furthermore, there is a surprisingly simple form for

its description of the covariance matrix. The closed forms of the inverse and

determinant of the matrix can greatly enhance computational efficiency (van der

Leeuw 1994; Haddad 2004). With the ARMA model, the AR(1) model that has

been used to model the covariance structure (Ma et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2004a,

2004b; Lin et al. 2005) can be viewed as a special case.

As usual, simulation studies have been employed to investigate the statistical

behavior of this model. The results suggest that it can provide accurate and

precise estimates of the response curves for both PK and PD even when the

heritability is modest. Different drug response curves, as simulated for different

composite genotypes (Figure 6-1), can offer scientific guidance for determining the

optimal dose and optimal dosage form that display favorable drug effects based on

individual’s genetic background. It should be noted that this model was derived

on the basis of a simple clinical design in which a single cohort is assumed, with

equally concentration intervals for every patient. This model can be extended to

a case-control study by allowing haplotype frequencies and haplotype effects to be

different between the case and control groups. A series of hypothesis tests regarding

between-group differences can be formulated to detect specific haplotypes that

are responsible for drug response. This model can also be extended to consider

various measurement schedules, in particular with uneven concentration lags

varying from patient to patient. For these irregular measurement schedules, it is

needed to formulate individualized likelihood functions when the mean vector and

covariance matrix are modelled (see Núñez-Antón and Woodworth 1994). With

these extensions, my model will assist in the discovery and characterization of a

network of genes that influence drug response in terms of pharmacokinetics and

pharmacodynamics.



CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS

7.1 Summary

The information about how DNA sequence varies across the human genome

is crucial for unravelling the genetic basis of drug response. The overall objective

of this dissertation is to develop statistical models for directly detecting and

characterizing specific DNA sequence variants that are responsible for drug response

under various problem settings. The basic tenets of these models are to integrate

mathematical aspects of drug response and SNP-based haplotype blocking theory

into a statistical mixture model-based mapping framework.

In Chapter 2, a conceptual model was derived as the general framework for

my series of studies. This model was employed to a pharmacogenetic study of

cardiovascular disease, leading to the detection of a particular haplotype that

exhibits a different effect on heart rate curve compared to the rest of haplotypes.

This simple model was then extended to include two different but related processes,

drug efficacy and drug toxicity in Chapter 3. Simulation studies suggest that the

extended model has power to test whether there exist different DNA sequence

variants that govern these two drug responses and how different different variants

affect efficacy and toxicity in a coherent way.

Because genetic interactions are thought to be a ubiquitous biological phe-

nomenon and play a pivotal rule in controlling many important human diseases as

well as drug response. In Chapter 4 and 5, two models were derived for the char-

acterization of different DNA sequences that interact in a coordinated manner to

regulate the complex disease and the dynamic process of drug effects, respectively.

127
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The models provide quantitative frameworks for testing the additive × additive,

additive × dominant, dominant × additive and dominant × dominant interaction

effects between different QTN sequences from haplotype blocks. The significant

sequence-sequence interactions were effectively detected in a worked example.

Chapter 6 provides a high-dimensional statistical model for unveiling the

genetic secrets for drug response by integrating pharmacokinetics (PK) and

pharmacodynamics (PD) into a genetic mapping framework. Simulation studies

were performed to test how the specific haplotypes affect differently the effect of

body on the drug (PK) and the effect of drug on the body (PD) simultaneously.

Perhaps, the most significant strength of my dissertation is in its nature

of cutting edge research toward a historically complicated biomedical problem.

The theoretical models proposed in my dissertation were derived on the basis

of biomedical principles and have potentially much broader applications. The

statistical contributions of my dissertation include the elegant derivation for a

closed form solution for estimating allelic frequencies and linkage disequilibria

for sequence variants that control drug response within the context of the EM

algorithm as well as the integration of the EM-simplex algorithm for estimating the

genetic action and interactions of these variants.

In my dissertation, I also attempt to make a contribution to pharmacoge-

netic and pharmacogenomic research. Different from candidate gene approaches,

my models can be directly employed to identify DNA sequences without prior

knowledge about pharmacodynamic mechanisms of drug effects. In particular, my

models will allow for the genome-wide search for genetic variants that control drug

response. Also, because the derivations of my models are based on the biochemical

principles behind drug response, the results from them should be biologically more

relevant and clinically more effective.
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By integrating mathematical, statistical and computer languages into the

genetic control of pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic processes, my models

provide a quantitative and testable framework for asking and addressing biological

problems at the interplay between gene action and drug response.

7.2 Future Directions

Although this dissertation has for the first time documented basic models for

the genetic study of drug response, there is still much room for further derivations

and modelling. Below, I pinpoint several areas in which further effort can make a

visible progress.

7.2.1 Gene-Environment Interaction

A wealth of evidence has suggested that the interactions between genes and

various environmental or developmental signals can exert pronounced effects on

drug response. A further interaction model, incorporated with environmental

impacts on differentiation in drug response, can be derived to provide a testable

framework for unravelling the mechanisms of how sequence variants interact with

environment to mediate drug response.

A high-dimensional gene-environment interaction model can be derived to

characterize differentiated genetic mechanisms for the responsiveness of the same

drug to different environmental factors. The results from such interaction models

can help to design an optimal drug and optimal dose for treating a disease based

on coordinated interactions between a patient’s genetic architecture and the

environment of the patient.

7.2.2 Case-Control Study

Genes for drug response may be segregating differently between normal

(control) and affected (case) populations. This population-dependent segregation

patterns of DNA sequence variants can be incorporated into a series of procedures
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to test how DNA variants operate differently in case or control populations to

govern drug response.

The case-control model can detect the differences of the frequencies and effects

of causal haplotypes for a QTN between different populations. This information

helps to precisely compare the population-dependent differences in DNA structure

and organization of QTN thought to regulate drug response.

7.2.3 Dose-Dependency of Allometric Scaling Performance

The use of a drug would give rise to alternations in a patient’s physiological

metabolism which has been found to universally scale as a multiple of quarters

of body mass (West at al. 1997, 1999). The performance of allometric scaling

of dose as a power of body weight remains untested in many cases. However, its

integration with a genetic mapping study like this would produce exciting results in

pharmacogenetic research.

The motivation of size to be incorporated into an analysis of drug effect

results from known biological principles. A great many physiological, structural

and time related variables scale predictably within and between species with

weight exponents of 0.75, 1 and 0.25, respectively. West at al. (1997, 1999) have

used fractional geometry to mathematically explain this phenomenon. The 3/4

power law for metabolic rates was derived from a general model that describes

how essential materials are transported through space-filled fractional networks of

branching tubes. These design principles are independent of detailed dynamics and

explicit models and should apply to virtually all organisms.

7.2.4 Missing Data Problem

In pharmacogenetic research, missing data are almost always a problem. Data

can be missing completely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR), or

missing not at random (MNAR). Statistical models have been available for handling

missing data with MCAR, but have not been sufficiently developed for the other
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two missing mechanisms. It appears that pattern-mixture models can be used to

solve some problems related to MAR and MNAR. The implementation of pattern-

mixture models in the genetic mapping with DNA sequence variants would be

powerful to characterize the genetic regulation of drug response with non-ignorable

data.



APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF ASYMPTOTIC COVARIANCE MATRIX

As seen in Louis (1982), the observed information (Iobs) can be obtained by

subtracting the missing information (Imis) from the complete information (Icom).

Using Louis’ notation, we denote the complete data by x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn)T ,

the observed data by y = (y1, y2, · · · , yn)T and the parameter vector by θ. The

likelihood of the incomplete data is expressed as

fY (y|θ) =

∫

R

fX(x|θ)dµ(x), (A1)

where R = {x : y(x) = y} and µ(x) is a dominating measure. For equation (A1),

we have the score,

∂logfY (y|θ)
∂θ

=

∫

R

fX(x|θ)∫
R
fX(x|θ)dµ(x)

∂logfX(x|θ)
∂θ

dµ(x), (A2)

and the Hessian matrix,

∂2logfY (y|θ)
∂θ∂θT

=

∫

R

fX(x|θ)∫
R
fX(x|θ)dµ(x)

∂2logfX(x|θ)
∂θ∂θT

dµ(x)

+

∫

R

fX(x|θ)∫
R
fX(x|θ)dµ(x)

∂logfX(x|θ)
∂θ

dµ(x)
∂logfX(x|θ)

∂θT
dµ(x)

−
∫

R

fX(x|θ)∫
R
fX(x|θ)dµ(x)

∂logfX(x|θ)
∂θ

dµ(x) ×
∫

R

fX(x|θ)∫
R
fX(x|θ)dµ(x)

∂logfX(x|θ)
∂θT

dµ(x). (A3)

When x1, x2, · · · , xn are independent but not necessarily identically distributed

and yi(x) = yi(xi), we have R = R1×R2× · · · ×Rn. To make the score (A2)

and the Hessian matrix (A3) more tractable, we need to use Fubini’s theorem.

By incorporating Fubini’s theorem, the score and the Hessian matrix can now be
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expressed as

∂logfY (y|θ)
∂θ

=
n∑

i=1

∫

Ri

fX(xi|θ)∫
Ri
fX(xi|θ)dµ(xi)

∂logfX(xi|θ)
∂θ

dµ(xi) (A4)

and

∂2logfY (y|θ)
∂θ∂θT

=
n∑

i=1

∫

Ri

fX(xi|θ)∫
Ri
fX(xi|θ)dµ(xi)

∂2logfX(xi|θ)
∂θ∂θT

dµ(xi)

+
n∑

i=1

∫

Ri

fX(xi|θ)∫
Ri
fX(xi|θ)dµ(xi)

∂logfX(xi|θ)
∂θ

∂logfX(xi|θ)
∂θT

dµ(xi)

−
n∑

i=1

[∫

Ri

fX(xi|θ)∫
Ri
fX(xi|θ)dµ(xi)

∂logfX(xi|θ)
∂θ

dµ(xi) ×

∫

Ri

fX(xi|θ)∫
Ri
fX(xi|θ)dµ(xi)

∂logfX(xi|θ)
∂θT

dµ(xi)

]
. (A5)

Based on (A4) and (A5), the complete Icom and missing information Imis can

be calculated using Louis’ formulae, from which the observed information Iobs is

estimated, i.e.

Iobs = Icom − Imis.

In a two-SNP case, the complete-data log-likelihood function of population

genetic parameters, Ωp = (p
(1)
1 , p

(2)
1 , D)T , is given as

logL(Ωp|G) = Constant

+2n11/11 log p11 + n11/12 log(2p11p12) + 2n11/22 log p12

+n12/11 log(2p11p21) + Z log(2̟p11p22) + (n12/12 − Z) log(2(1 −̟)p12p21)

+n12/22 log(2p12p22) + 2n22/11 log p21 + n22/12 log(2p21p22)

+2n22/22 log p22, (A6)

where Z denotes the observation of diplotype [A1
1A

2
1][A

1
2A

2
2] within double het-

erozygous genotype A1
1A

1
2/A

2
1A

2
2 and Z has binormial distribution with successive

probability ̟ = p11p22

p11p22+p12p21
and Z is unobserved. According to equation (2.5),
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haplotype frequencies are

p11 = p
(1)
1 p

(2)
1 +D,

p12 = p
(1)
1 (1 − p

(2)
1 ) −D,

p21 = (1 − p
(1)
1 )p

(2)
1 −D,

p22 = (1 − p
(1)
1 )(1 − p

(2)
1 ) +D.

on the other hand, the population genetic parameters can be solved once we know

the estimates of haplotype frequencies, that are

p̂
(1)

1 = p̂11 + p̂12 (A7)

p̂
(2)

1 = p̂11 + p̂21 (A8)

D̂ = p̂11 − p̂ 2
11 − p̂11p̂12 − p̂11p̂21 − p̂12p̂21 (A9)

Let M1(3×1) = ∂ log L(Ωp|G)

∂Ωp
=

(
∂ log L(Ωp|G)

∂p
(1)
1

, ∂ log L(Ωp|G)

∂p
(2)
1

, ∂ log L(Ωp|G)

∂D

)T

, then

M111 =
2n11/11p

(2)
1

p11

+
n11/12[p

(2)
1 p12 + p11(1 − p

(2)
1 )]

p11p12

+
2n11/22(1 − p

(2)
1 )

p12

+
n12/11(p

(2)
1 p21 − p11p

(2)
1 )

p11p21

+
Z[2p

(2)
1 p22 − 2(1 − p

(2)
1 )p11 −̟S1]

p11p22

−(n12/12 − Z)(p
(2)
1 − p11 − p21 −̟S1)

p12p21

+
n12/22(1 − p

(2)
1 )(p22 − p12)

p12p22

−2n22/11p
(2)
1

p21

− n22/12[p
(2)
1 p22 + p21(1 − p

(2)
1 )]

p21p22

− 2n22/22(1 − p
(2)
1 )

p22

,

M121 =
2n11/11p

(1)
1

p11

+
n11/12[p

(1)
1 p12 − p11(1 − p

(1)
1 )]

p11p12

− 2n11/22p
(1)
1

p12

+
n12/11[p

(1)
1 p21 + p11(1 − p

(1)
1 )]

p11p21

+
Z[2p

(1)
1 p22 − 2(1 − p

(1)
1 )p11 −̟S2]

p11p22

−(n12/12 − Z)(p
(1)
1 − p11 − p12 −̟S2)

p12p21

− n12/22[p
(1)
1 (p22 − p12) + p12]

p12p22

+
2n22/11(1 − p

(1)
1 )

p21

+
n22/12(1 − p

(1)
1 )(p22 − p21)

p21p22

− 2n22/22(1 − p
(1)
1 )

p22

,
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M131 =
2n11/11

p11

+
n11/12(p12 − p11)

p11p12

− 2n11/22

p12

+
n12/11(p21 − p11)

p11p21

+
Z[2(p22 + p11) −̟S3)]

p11p22

− (n12/12 − Z)[1 +̟S3]

p12p21

−n12/22(p22 − p11)

p12p22

− 2n22/11

p21

− n22/12(p22 − p21)

p21p22

+
2n22/22

p22

,

where S1 = p
(2)
1 (p22−p12)+(1−p(2)

1 )(p21−p11), S2 = p
(1)
1 (p22−p21)+(1−p(1)

1 )(p12−p11)

and S3 = p11 + p22 − p12 − p21.

Let M2(3×3) = ∂2 log L(Ωp|G)

∂Ωp∂ΩT
p

, therefore

Icomp = E {−M2}Ωp=Ω̂p

and

Imisp = E
{

(M1) (M1)
T
}

Ωp=Ω̂p

−
{

E (M1)Ωp=Ω̂p
E (M1)

T
Ωp=Ω̂p

}

where G = (n11/11, n11/12, · · · , n22/22) is the vector of observations and Ω̂p are the

MLEs of population parameters calculated using equations (A7) – (A9).

Similarly, we also can estimate the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix

for quantitative genetic parameters (Ωq). In two-SNP case, the complete-data

log-likielihood function of Ωq is expressed as

logL(Ωq|Ycom,G,Ωp) =

n11/11∑

i=1

log f2(yi)

+

n11/12+n12/11∑

i=1

log f1(yi)

+

n11/22+n12/22+n22/11+n22/12+n22/22∑

i=1

log f0(yi)

+

n12/12∑

i=1

Zi log[̟f1(yi)]

+

n12/12∑

i=1

(1 − Zi) log[(1 −̟)f0(yi)],
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where Zi is the indicator variable denoted as 1 if individual i has diplotype

[A1
1A

2
1][A

1
2A

2
2] within genotype A1

1A
1
2/A

2
1A

2
2 and 0 otherwise. Zi has Bernoulli

distribution with successive probability ̟ and Zi is unobserved. Hence,

Icomq = E

{
−∂

2 logL(Ωq|Ycom,G,Ωp)

∂Ωq∂ΩT
q

|Yobs

}

Ωp=Ω̂p, Ωq=Ω̂q

Imisq = E

{[
∂ logL(Ωq|Ycom,G,Ωp)

∂Ωq

]
×

[
∂ logL(Ωq|Ycom,G,Ωp)

∂Ωq

]T

|Yobs

}

Ωp=Ω̂p, Ωq=Ω̂q

−
{

E

[
∂ logL(Ωq |Ycom,G,Ωp)

∂Ωq

|Yobs

]

Ωp=Ω̂p, Ωq=Ω̂q

×

E

[
∂ logL(Ωq |Ycom,G,Ωp)

∂Ωq

|Yobs

]T

Ωp=Ω̂p, Ωq=Ω̂q

}

where Ω̂q are the MLEs of quantitative parameters derived from simplex algorithm.



APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF MLES USING EM ALGORITHM

In what follows, we derive a computational procedure for implementing the EM

algorithm to estimate haplotype frequencies, composite genotypic means and the

residual variance. The MLEs of allele frequencies, linkage disequilibria and sequence

action and interaction effects can be obtained through solving the corresponding

equations.

In the E step, calculate the expected numbers, ̟R and ̟S , of a particular

diplotype within the genotype that is heterozygous for both SNPs at blocks R and

S, respectively, using equations (4.11) – (4.12). Meanwhile, calculate the posterior

probabilities of a heterozygous subject i that carries a particular across-block

diplotype (and therefore composite genotype) by using

ΠR
AĀBB|i =

pR11p
R
22fAĀBB(yi)

pR11p
R
22fAĀBB(yi) + pR12p

R
21fĀĀBB(yi)

, (B1)

ΠR
AĀBB̄|i =

pR11p
R
22fAĀBB̄(yi)

pR11p
R
22fAĀBB̄(yi) + pR12p

R
21fĀĀBB̄(yi)

, (B2)

ΠR
AĀB̄B̄|i =

pR11p
R
22fAĀB̄B̄(yi)

pR11p
R
22fAĀB̄B̄(yi) + pR12p

R
21fĀĀB̄B̄(yi)

, (B3)

ΠS
AABB̄|i =

pS11p
S
22fAABB̄(yi)

pS11p
S
22fAABB̄(yi) + pS12p

S
21fAAB̄B̄(yi)

, (B4)

ΠS
AĀBB̄|i =

pS11p
S
22fAĀBB̄(yi)

pS11p
S
22fAĀBB̄(yi) + pS12p

S
21fAĀB̄B̄(yi)

, (B5)

ΠS
ĀĀBB̄|i =

pS11p
S
22fĀĀBB̄(yi)

pS11p
S
22fĀĀBB̄(yi) + pS12p

S
21fĀĀB̄B̄(yi)

, (B6)

Π[(11)(11)][(22)(22)]|i =
pR11p

R
22p

S
11p

S
22f[(11)(11)][(22)(22)](yi)

Φi

, (B7)

Π[(11)(12)][(22)(21)]|i =
pR11p

R
22p

S
12p

S
21f[(11)(12)][(22)(21)](yi)

Φi

, (B8)
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Π[(12)(11)][(21)(22)]|i =
pR12p

R
21p

S
11p

S
22f[(12)(11)][(21)(22)](yi)

Φi

, (B9)

Π[(12)(12)][(21)(21)]|i =
pR12p

R
21p

S
12p

S
21f[(12)(12)][(21)(21)](yi)

Φi

. (B10)

where Φi = pR11p
R
22p

S
11p

S
22f[(11)(11)][(22)(22)](yi) + pR11p

R
22p

S
12p

S
21f[(11)(12)][(22)(21)](yi) +

pR12p
R
21p

S
11p

S
22 f[(12)(11)][(21)(22)](yi) + pR12p

R
21p

S
12p

S
21f[(12)(12)][(21)(21)](yi). In the M step, the

expected diplotype numbers calculated with equations (4.11) and (4.12) are used to

estimate the haplotype frequencies using

p̂R11 =
1

2n
[2n(11/11)(•/•) + n(11/12)(•/•) + n(12/11)(•/•) + n(12/12)(•/•)̟

R, (B11)

p̂R12 =
1

2n
[2n(11/22)(•/•) + n(11/12)(•/•) + n(12/22)(•/•) + n(12/12)(•/•)̟

R, (B12)

p̂R21 =
1

2n
[2n(22/11)(•/•) + n(22/12)(•/•) + n(12/11)(•/•) + n(12/12)(•/•)̟

R, (B13)

p̂R22 =
1

2n
[2n(22/22)(•/•) + n(22/12)(•/•) + n(12/22)(•/•) + n(12/12)(•/•)̟

R, (B14)

p̂S11 =
1

2n
[2n(•/•)(11/11) + n(•/•)(11/12) + n(•/•)(12/11) + n(•/•)(12/12)̟

S , (B15)

p̂S12 =
1

2n
[2n(•/•)(11/22) + n(•/•)(11/12) + n(•/•)(12/22) + n(•/•)(12/12)̟

S , (B16)

p̂S21 =
1

2n
[2n(•/•)(22/11) + n(•/•)(22/12) + n(•/•)(12/11) + n(•/•)(12/12)̟

S , (B17)

p̂S22 =
1

2n
[2n(•/•)(22/22) + n(•/•)(22/12) + n(•/•)(12/22) + n(•/•)(12/12)̟

S , (B18)

that are derived from the likelihood function (4.4). Also, the posterior probabilities

calculated with equations (4.13) – (4.22) are used to estimate the across-block

composite genotypic values with equations derived from the likelihood function, i.e.,

µ̂AABB =

n(11/11)(11/11)∑

i=1

yi

n(11/11)(11/11)

, (B19)

µ̂AABB̄ =

n(11/11)(•)+n(11/11)(11/12)∑

i=1

yi +

n(11/11)(12/12)∑

i=1

ΠR
AABB̄|iyi

n(11/11)(•) + n(11/11)(11/12) +

n(11/11)(12/12)∑

i=1

ΠR
AABB̄|i

, (B20)
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µ̂AAB̄B̄ =

n(11/11)(••)∑

i=1

yi +

n(11/11)(12/12)∑

i=1

(1 − ΠR
AABB̄|i)yi

n(11/11)(••) +

n(11/11)(12/12)∑

i=1

(1 − ΠR
AABB̄|i)

, (B21)

µ̂AĀBB =

n(•)(11/11)+n(11/12)(11/11)∑

i=1

yi +

n(12/12)(11/11)∑

i=1

ΠS
AABB̄|iyi

n(•)(11/11) + n(11/12)(11/11) +

n(12/12)(11/11)∑

i=1

ΠS
AABB̄|i

, (B22)

µ̂AĀBB̄ =
NAĀBB̄

DAĀBB̄

, where (B23)

NAĀBB̄ =

n(•)(12/12)+n(••)(12/12)∑

i=1

ΠR
AĀBB̄|iyi +

n(12/12)(•)+n(12/12)(••)∑

i=1

ΠS
AĀBB̄|iyi

+

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

Π[(11)(11)][(22)(22)]|iyi,

DAĀBB̄ =

n(•)(12/12)+n(••)(12/12)∑

i=1

ΠR
AĀBB̄|i +

n(12/12)(•)+n(12/12)(••)∑

i=1

ΠS
AĀBB̄|i

+

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

Π[(11)(11)][(22)(22)]|i,

µ̂AĀB̄B̄ =
NAĀB̄B̄

DAĀB̄B̄

, where (B24)

NAĀB̄B̄ =

n(•)(••)∑

i=1

yi +

n(12/12)(••)∑

i=1

ΠR
AĀB̄B̄|iyi

+

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

(Π[(11)(12)][(22)(21)]|i + Π[(12)(11)][(21)(22)]|i)yi,

DAĀB̄B̄ = n(•)(••) +

n(12/12)(••)∑

i=1

ΠR
AĀB̄B̄|i

+

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

(Π[(11)(12)][(22)(21)]|i + Π[(12)(11)][(21)(22)]|i),

µ̂ĀĀBB =

n(••)(11/11)∑

i=1

yi +

n(12/12(11/11))∑

i=1

(1 − ΠS
AABB̄|i)yi

n(••)(11/11) + n(11/12)(11/11) +
∑n(12/12)(11/11)

i=1 ΠS
AABB̄|i

, (B25)
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µ̂ĀĀBB̄ =
NĀĀBB̄

DĀĀBB̄

, where (B26)

NĀĀBB̄ =

n(••)(•)∑

i=1

yi +

n(••)(12/12)∑

i=1

ΠS
ĀĀBB̄|iyi

+

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

(Π[(22)(21)][(11)(12)]|i + Π[(21)(22)][(12)(11)]|i)yi,

DĀĀBB̄ = n(••)(•) +

n(••)(12/12)∑

i=1

ΠR
ĀĀBB̄|i

+

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

(Π[(22)(21)][(11)(12)]|i + Π[(21)(22)][(12)(11)]|i),

µ̂ĀĀB̄B̄ =

n(••)(••)∑

i=1

yi +

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

Π[(12)(12)][(21)(21)]|iyi

n(••)(••)∑

i=1

+

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

Π[(12)(12)][(21)(21)]|i

, (B27)

σ̂2 =
1

n

{ n(11/11)(11/11)∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂AABB)2

+

n(11/11)(•)+n(11/11)(11/12)∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂AABB̄)2 +

n(11/11)(12/12)∑

i=1

ΠR
AABB̄|i(yi − µ̂AABB̄)2

+

n(11/11)(••)∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂AAB̄B̄)2 +

n(11/11)(12/12)∑

i=1

(1 − ΠR
AABB̄|i)(yi − µ̂AAB̄B̄)2

+

n(•)(11/11)+n(11/12)(11/11)∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂AĀBB)2 +

n(12/12)(11/11)∑

i=1

ΠS
AABB̄|i(yi − µ̂AĀBB)2

+

n(•)(12/12)+n(••)(12/12)∑

i=1

ΠR
AĀBB̄|i(yi − µ̂AĀBB̄)2

+

n(12/12)(•)n(12/12)(••)∑

i=1

ΠS
AĀBB̄|i(yi − µ̂AĀBB̄)2

+

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

Π[(11)(11)][(22)(22)]|i(yi − µ̂AĀBB̄)2

+

n(•)(••)∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂AĀB̄B̄)2 +

n(12/12)(••)∑

i=1

ΠR
AĀB̄B̄|i(yi − µ̂AĀB̄B̄)2
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+

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

(Π[(11)(12)][(22)(21)]|i + Π[(12)(11)][(21)(22)]|i)(yi − µ̂AĀB̄B̄)2

+

n(••)(11/11)+n(11/12)(11/11)∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂ĀĀBB)2 +

n(12/12)(11/11)∑

i=1

ΠS
AABB̄|i(yi − µ̂ĀĀBB)2

+

n(••)(•)∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂ĀĀBB̄)2 +

n(••)(12/12)∑

i=1

ΠR
ĀĀBB̄|i(yi − µ̂ĀĀBB̄)2

+

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

(Π[(22)(21)][(11)(12)]|i + Π[(21)(22)][(12)(11)]|i)(yi − µ̂ĀĀBB̄)2

+

n(••)(••)∑

i=1

(yi − µ̂ĀĀB̄B̄)2 +

n(12/12)(12/12)∑

i=1

Π[(12)(12)][(21)(21)]|i(yi − µ̂ĀĀB̄B̄)2
}
, (B28)

where

n(k1k′
1/k2k′

2)(•/•) =
2∑

l1=1

2∑

l2=1

2∑

l′1=1

2∑

l′=1

n(k1k′
1/k2k′

2)(l1l′1/l2l′2)

and

n(•/•)(l1l′1/l2l′2) =
2∑

k1=1

2∑

k2=1

2∑

k′
1=1

2∑

k′
=1

n(k1k′
1/k2k′

2)(l1l′1/l2l′2),

with 1 ≤ k1 < k′1 ≤ 2, 1 ≤ k2 < k′2 ≤ 2, 1 ≤ l1 < l′1 ≤ 2, 1 ≤ l2 < l′2 ≤ 2. Iterations

including the E and M steps are repeated among equations (4.11) and (4.12) and

(B1) – (B28) until the estimates of the parameters converge to stable values. The

sampling errors of these parameters can be estimated by calculating Louis’ (1982)

observed information matrix.
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